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Executive Summary

Executive Summary
This planning document is one result of the wingship investigation recently completed by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) for the Department of Defense (DOD) at the direction of congress.
This plan is intended to guide technology development in the event DOD should decide develop a wingship
vehicle.
The roadmap identifies six technology areas important to the design of mission oriented wingships. Three
of these areas have the potential to significantly improve wingship performance. They are: propulsion; take
off aids; and structural loads. Three other areas are sources of great um»rtamty in the design process and
progress in these areas would greatly increase the confidence of design. They are: modeling and simulation;
sensors- and actuators. Also, there are two functional areas that the development of wingships will greatly
influence. They are: design methodology and flight testing. The roadmap also provides rationale for why
fundamental developments in aerodynamics, hydrodynamics (except as it influences design loads and
takeoff), and stability and control is not necessary.
This roadmap suggests how technology programs might evolve in the event that he US started developing
wingships aggressively enough to produce a new design of double the previous gross weight every ten
years beginning with a nominally 400-ton design with an initial operational capability in 2005. The roadmap
provides notional schedules and costs for the six identified technology areas and indications of how design
and flight test functions might change to accommodate wingships.
The technology roadmap covers a total period of 40 years. The first ten years (leading to the design of the
first two vehicle sizes) has considerably more detail than the reminder. The estimated cost for the first ten
years is $358 million. This cost does not included the design and building of mission capable vehicles.
These are development program costs only. It does not include full scale engine development, design, build
and test The majority, by far, of the development costs are propulsion related. Propulsion related
development cost are 71% of the total for the first 10 years.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

For the purposes of this roadmap it will not be necessary to build a specific Operational Requirement
Document (ORD), but rather to understand the process and objectives.
This document is one of several summarizing the insults of a two-year study about general class of verdcles
currently called wingships. Wingships are a subset of the more general class of vehicles called "wing in
ground effect" craft or WIG. By definition and by design, a WIG depends on the aerodynamic ground
effect to enhance its Performance. Specifically, a wingsmp is a water4»sed WIG and is not amphibious.

11

Background

In November 1992, Congress directed the Department of Defense (DoD) to determine whether it had any
interest in starting a wingship program. Initially the direction specifically excluded any consideration of
mission applications. Subsequently Congress broadened the direction to permit study of mission
applications and enabled a much more robust answer to the question. Another study document (Wingship
Investigation Final Report) summarizes the tentative answer to that question. The complete answer to the
question depends partly on the wingship's technical performance. During the study it became clear that the
performance of existing wingships (all Russian) was inadequate to be of much interest to our DoD.
Consequently, the study group did three things to improve the expected performance of future wingships:
(1) Applying existing and near term Western technology to the most developed Russian configuration type
resulted in some performance improvement (2) The study started a series of small technology
investigations concentrating on the problems most limiting the performance. The most important
performance limiting problem is the high power required for take off. And, to be complete, (3) the study
prepared a plan for future technology-development that could further enhance wingship performance.
This document is that plan.

1.2

Oblectlve and Scope of Technology Roadmap

This roadmap seeks to provide the rationale and the initial plans for a Concept Formulation (6.2) technology
program to systematically develop the technology uniquely related to improving the expected performance
and utility of wingships, and the accuracy with which that performance and utility can be predicted. The
technical scope of this roadmap is comprehensive — it says something about all the technologies relevant to
wingships. However, some subjects are detailed than others. The six more detailed subjects are those the
study team believed were significant for the following reasons: (1) they are significantly unique to
wingships; (2) they exhibit significant technical uncertainty; and (3) they promise significant performance
and utility improvement

1.3

MethPrfnionv of Developing Roadmap

Several underlying assumptions provide structure to this roadmap's development Expected mission
applications, and the anticipated maximum technology development rate, the ntinimum sizes that have
significant military utility, and the maximum sizes we believed to be "designable" — all influence these
underlying assumptions.
Concerning size, there are three conflicting arguments. The most demanding heavy-lift long range missions
require very large vehicles — on the order of 10 million pounds gross weight — to achieve overall

1-1
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pounds as the maximum weight craft they could design with confidence.
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were not seen at the outset of the roadmap development to merit inclusion until Full Scale Engineering
Development (6.4). Each is discussed below.
The steady state aerodynamics of wingships in cmise flights is now quite tractable and well understood.
Various analyses and experiments have steadily contributed to this area for the past 60 years. Empirical
relations for estimating the performance of wingships are not as good as those for conventional aircraft;
however they are adequate to estimate the sizes and proportions of craft to perform specific missions. The
advent of "production line" numerical methods has further added to the capabmty and enabled very accurate
computation of the steady aerodynamics during the iterative design process. The unsteady aerodynamics of wingships is not as well developed. This lack of development primarily
results fromme fact that mere is one more source of unsteadiness in the wingship case when compared to
aircraft. In aircraft, unsteady aerodynamics results either from air motion (gusts) or from craft motion
(maneuvering or flutter). In strongly ground effected flight, the time varying contour of the water's surface
also results in unsteady flow. For example, the flight of a wingship in still air over a fixed wavy surface is a
true unsteady flow that has no free flight analogy. Another difference is that the turbulence spectrum is
coupled to the water surface thus altering its statistical description compared to turbulence at higher
altitudes.
Using aircraft and hydrofoils as examples, we believe that craft designs wül generally be based on steady
flow aerodynamics with margins applied to cover the environment's statistical nature. Examples of this
approach include stall margins for aircraft and cavitation margins for hydrofoils. Some wingship unsteady
phenomena, such as resonant motion over wave, are just now tractable with the latest unsteady
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) codes. In any event, these codes are available to solve wingship's
unique unsteady problems as they occur, ft does not seem that the future of wingship design rests heavily
on further developments in the general understanding of unsteady flow.
Hydrodynamics permeates many aspects of wingship design. This technology roadmap document does not
suggest a general technology program in hydrodynamics because it is so design dependent. There is much
hydrodynamics development as an essential part of take off technology and as an essential part of structures
and loads. Also, hydrodynamics is the key technology in achieving acceptable habitability during loiter on
the sea surface, and the design methodology described in Section 4 incorporates habitability. Design studies
will suggest specific hydrodynamic developments.
It is easy to show that during wingship cruise, the pressure induced displacements of the water are so small
that they have negligible effect on aerodynamics. At the lower speeds associated with take off and landing,
the dynamic pressure of the air is negligible compared to that of the water. Combined aerohydrodynamic
effects are most important during the higher speed parts of take off and landing where planing, spray,
impacts, and craft dynamics are all involved. Again, these interactions are so design dependent that it is not
practical to define an effective general hydrodynamics development program.
The extreme importance of takeoff and landing to wingship designjustmes a separate chapter mainly on the
aerodynamics of their multi-disciplinary processes. Figure 1-1 is a matrix showing how the five
technologies discussed in this roadmap relate to the takeoff and landing issue.
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MAGNITUDE OF
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
REQUIREMENTS
BY MISSION PHASE
3.1.1 Takeoff and Landing Technology.
(Aerohydrodynamics)
3.1.2 Unique Propulsion Requirements
for Large Wingships
3.1.3 Structures

3.2.1 Sensors and Navigation

3.2.2 Actuators

noon

3.2.3 Simulation and Modeling

Medium

Large

Small

Figure 1-1 - Magnitude of Technology Development Requirements by Mission Phase
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,

unsteady flows have hysteresis (dynamic stall for example); the most robust way through ***£**^
seems to be simulations tailored to match flight test data. While this approach doesn ^»£«
of why things happen, it does facilitate confident vehicle design From a stability and control point of view,
our opinion is that nomirally steady flight in ground effect is simpler than the X-31.
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Op-*™! B»quir.m.nU Bfrmination

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS DETERMINATION

With wingships, as with aU other military hardware systems, procurement starts with an unfilled nod
outlined in a Mission Need Statement (MNS). The MNS comes from the operational community and is the
basis for an Operational Requirement Document (ORD) which is prepared by the cognizant acquisition
agency for approval by the sponsoring services). The ORD is composed of.
•
•
•
•

General Description of Operational Capability
Threat
Shortcomings of Existing Systems
Capabilities Required
- System Performance
- Logistics and Readiness
- Critical System Performance
• Integrated Logistics System (ILS)
• Infrastructure Support and Interoperability
• Force Structure
• Schedule Considerations

For the purposes of this roadmap it will not be necessary to buüd a specffc ORD. bm
the process and objectives.
g.1

Objective

The objective of the Operational Requirements Determination process is to generate a set of performance
parameters based on operational needs which will define a missiorw>riented wingship. Range, sea-simng
capability, load capacity, weapons or avionics capabilities, and low-observable characteristics are aU
operational demands which, to a great degree, dictate the vehicle size and cx>r^guratioa The vehicle size and
configuration will in turn determine propulsion. Structural and mission-oriented requirements. Analysis of
the potential mission areas for which wingships might be considered suitable will yield these operaüonal
drivers.
p?

Methodology

The evolution of a system design begins with the refining of system requiiments as stownm Figure 2-L
This process provides the basis for making informed tradeoff decisions, given affordabuity constraints; and
user needs It allows for a smooth translation of user needs into alternative concepts from which a final
design can be filtered. The final operational design is then married with state-of-the-art and emerging
technology to produce a production design.
To assist in creating notional requirements for the purpose of technologically designing wingships the
following missions were considered: SOC Mk V Boat or Deep Suta^^^^.^C^
Delivery Vehicle, Cooperative Engagement Concept Ordnance Carrier (CECOQ. ^^^I^5 "
Oceanic (ALTO) and Heavy Lift. The Delivery Vehicle is representative of a 400-ton vehicle, the CECOC
of a 1000-ton vehicle, the ALTO of a 2.300-ton vehicle, and the Lifter tops the list at 5.000 tons. Given
these sizes and mission requirements, it becomes possible to establish each class of vehicle's design cntena^
The Delivery Vehicle for example, must have the ability to carry the payload craft as well as launch and
2-1
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recover it from the water. The CECOC must be configured around the payload VLS instaUation and so
forth.

REQUIREMENTS EVOLUTION

DESIGN EVOLUTION
Figure 2-1 - Evolutionary Row Process

Once a design is started, technology issues can be addressed as they are ™0™^J^^**
orient power available? If not, what must be developed? Do existing structural methodssupr^rt the
faScSon^Se design? As these questions arise during the design of the first vehicle, thefhght es
^Tor ti^^Sshould be gyrating empirical data which will help provide answers. The paraHe
^^^400-tonclass vehicles should complement eachothe^™^£%£
r^Tr^nts issues and the test team provides performance results. The difference between tne
SEE? ^Z tiffed period drfines the fedmolotf «a-*« «- *™
factor.
2$

Mission Opportunities

The Wineship Mission Analysis Team (WMAT) is composed of private companies and DoD agencies.
SI SStoS^CwfcS Division, Naval Surface Warfare Center (CDNSWC). the team* mission
^SäZ application for WIG vehicles. Other participants include BDM Federal tac,
SSTCLodSi Company; Military Traffic ^T^^^^S^
„ .
„„ /xTTMrrFAV Naval Air Warfare Center, Warminster (NAWCADWAK;, ana
A
SSS^S^ «• 03, Detachment (NSWCWO). m-W^ „^Tassess areas of possible military utüity included; combat simulation, defense nnpnwo.
and identified possible civU and commercial applications for WIG technologies.
•Ms initial mission analysis of wingships employed in several military, civil and commercial ^cations
^S^eml monms. V* team screen«!. then sdecmd a smaU number of appücaüons for further

2-2
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investigation to allow two-way interaction with the technology team. In this way, mission driven technical
requirements can be identified and the probability of meeting them examined.

2.3.1 Potential Missions
The following missions were analyzed during the previous efforts and considered for further work.

MILITARY:
General Military Heavy Lift for
Deployment
.
Air Defense Mission

Amphibious Lift-Trans Oceanic Airborne Shallow Water Mine
(ALTO)
. Warfare (ASWMW)
Special Operations Carrier
Airborne Anti-Submarine
Offensive Mine Delivery
Warfare (ASW)

Airborne Mine
Countermeasures (AMCM)

Theater Missile Defense (TMD)
to include Tactical Ballistic
Missiles and Cruise Missiles.

Airborne Shallow Water ASW

Amphibious Lift-Ship to Shore
(ALSS)

NAVAL Tactical Missile
(NTACMs)

Cooperative Engagement
Concept Ordnance Carrier
(CECOQ

Time Critical At Sea
Replenishment

DSRV Operations

PTVTL AND COMMERCIAL:
Coast Guard Patrol and Search
Civilian Law Enforcement
and Rescue
Drug Interdiction Vehicle
Disaster Response

High Speed Automobile Ferry
(HSAF)

(ASW)2

Customs and Immigration Patrol
(OP)
Out-Sized Commercial Cargo
Transport (OCCT)

2.3.2 Attributes and Rating Factors
A Multi-Attribute Utility Analysis method was used to rank and prioritize the missions. Figure 2-2 shows
the system structure. Discussion of definition and rating instructions follow the figure.
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WIG MISSION RANKING SYSTEM
WK3 MISSION RANK

PROBABUTYOF
BECOMING A PROGRAM

NEED

8PON80R

C0MPETrnVENE88

TIME
EFFIOENCY

_ ACCEPTANCE
IMPORTANCE
FUNDING SOURCE
FREQUENCY OF
OCCURRENCE
TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT

POTENTIAL FLEET
■SEE

PERFORMANCE
EFFECTIVENESS
COST

MULTIPLE USE

Figure 2-2 • Factors and relative weights for multi-attribute utility analysis of wingship
applications.

2.3.2.1 Overall Analysis Information Only the importance of the particular WIG mission was considered for evaluating Support of National
Objectives and Probability of Becoming a Program. How well and how cost-effectively a WIG could do
the mission with respect to competing systems was evaluated qualitatively in the WIG Competitiveness
section.
SUPPORT NATIONAL OBJECTIVES
1. Need - Does the WIG mission support attainment of national objectives?
- Defense of the homeland
- Economic well being
- Spread of democratic ideals, priorities, and sphere of influence
- Support of friends and allies
2. Importance - How important is this mission to achieving national objectives?
3. Frequency of Occurrence
Military
How many operations will use this mission during a WIG's 25 year
lifetime? The more probable the need to accomplish a mission, the
2-4
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Qvilian

Oorrtion«! RMmtranwit» Determination
ÜE
-=
more likely there is to be funding to develop a tool to accomplish the
mission.
How many franchises «service routes would there be for this typeof
vehicle?

4. TedmoU*, A*~~ Required ■ Wu, '^^SX^S^SX

ones need to be developed?)
PROBABILITY OF BECOMING A PROGRAM
u> their ability to accompbsh objecuyes tot tt*j ™^2**ms could be either a military

U there some event or percepdon «ithta the commumty that «ould operate the WK,
üiatwouUmakethemreluctaiittotrostaiiil/oruseit?

<&

wJL.produchonnm^vtaauyra.d.an^

. .

_„

for another mission with minimal changes, (e.g.. A vehicle siwd to do wurug in»
«Pertly be converted to the Coastal Patrol and Search and Rescue missions.)
WXG COMPETTTIV^ESS
^ ^ ^^ to ^mpUsh ,« ^ion? How
1. Tiine Effiaency - Does the WIG reduce me overau wu «i
^
yCtm
important is the response time reduction achieved by using *™»J£°
miskm'fe a. For an oU spill the sooner cleanup can begin, the better the results.)

rp^^ceEffeXess - How weU does the WIG do *»«-"» » «"

LtnToTo^t^^

3 Cost - How expensive is the WIG to purchase with respect to a competing system? Is the WIG
more^e^rateorless expensive to o^rate than ti. competing system?

2.3.3 Selected Missions
The evaluation resulted in three basic categories of applications for further analysis.
-

Combat Missions
Transport Missions
2-5
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Missions which support civUian law enforcement or disaster relief

The specific applications given the highest priorities for further development were (in alphabetical order):
.

Amphibious Warfare Lift (MEU sized)
Civil Applications
- Auto Ferry
- SAR
. Law enforcement
- Disaster relief
- Mine Warfare
- Multi-mission/cooperative engagement
. Strike missile carrier
- Air/TMD defense carrier
Special operations carrier
- SOF lift (MkV.ASDS and etc.
- insertion/extraction platform

in the fcm
follows research, the mission were split between three teams; (1) Lockheed Aen>nautical Systems
to the
^"^J^:AR. a) BDM Federal and NSWCWO; and (3) MTMCTEA. The heavy-lift
Company ^^A2^^™
^
fe ^ ^ new fQCUS ^ ^^

air defense missions will be evaluated with simulation modeling.
Mission prlY^n T^*™0'00*68 .
* i ~jo T.,m OA ATI methodoloev for evaluating technology needs combined top-down

2,4

tacluded missions

SS
I?
of m()seidentified inÄS—*-—■
the Section 1 as highest priority for further development:
•

.

•

LiftSupport
- Amphibious warfare lift (Marine Expeditionary Unit size operations)
- At-sea replenishment
- DSRV Operations
Mine Warfare (especially, countermine operations)
. Sea mine detection and neutralization
. Obstacle-clearing in support of amphibious operations
Multi-mission ordnance carrier
. Strike missile carrier
2-6
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•

•

Optional R»qutramanto Determination

Air/tactical missile defense platform

Special operations carrier
•

Mark V patrol craft

-

Advanced swimmer delivery system (ASDS)

Ova applications
•

Highspeed auto ferry

-

Law enforcement/border patrol

-

Search and rescue

-

Disaster relief

TTie general technical requirements list for WIG missions is divided into three major categories in this
section: common requirements for the entire range of WIG mission concepts; specialized requirements for
military combatant and civil mission applications; and mission-specific technical requirements (if any). The
technical roadmap areas (takeoff and landing technologies, propulsion, structures, navigation and sensors,
actuators, modeling and simulation) were considered as a guide to identifying requirements, but they were
not a limiting factor.

2.4.1 Common WIG technical requirements
Several desired operating characteristics emerged from the MAT assessments for all WIGs regardless of
mission. These included:
. Enhanced takeoff. The requirement to achieve enhanced capabilities for WIG takeoff is well
documented in other roadmap sections. The MAT considered it highly desirable for all WIG
applications to achieve some level of smooth flight during takeoff to provide for passenger safety and
equipment integrity. The alternative is to harden components and payloads to prevent damage during
takeoff and landing.
• Out of ground effect (OGE) flight: While'specific flight profiles would vary for specific missions,
some capability to sustain OGE flight is necessary for collision avoidance and to enhance
maneuverability options. Depending on fuel bum rate penalties, sustaining higher altitude flight for
long distances (hundreds of mUes) might be desirable to shorten necessary transit distances and
times. OGE flight is also necessary to support aerial refueling.
• Sea-sitting. Stability while sea-sitting is necessary for all WIG appücations. for periods of relative
immobility, such loading and unloading, harbor maneuvering and loitering near targets. It is desirable
to be able to sea-sit in Seastate 3, and desirable for Seastate 4.
• Infrastructure. WIG designs should accommodate existing infrastructure as much as is feasible.
Some new infrastructure, however, is necessary to support WIG port and at-sea operations. This
infrastructure ranges from rxrthing and support structures, to mundane elements such as fenders, tug
contact points, ramps and etc.

2.4.1.1

Military combatant vehicles

• Quick takeoff. In addition to providing defensive systems and armament, the WIG platform's
inherent speed and mobility is important to limit platform susceptibility. An approximately 60-second
takeoff profile to achieve cruise velocity (-200 to -300 knots) should be sufficient to defeat the
-

-

—

-

Operation»! B«qu»fmTrt» Pfrmfortton
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.

ROADMAP

WIGs
Ltndly «supply fcüid«.«- «* « «g ^^ESSÄ^

S^ICM

-**-!" <*—* ttctaBlogies 5hou"' * """^

military designs.
. Multi-day habitability. Many military missions considered require on-station times of several days
or longer. Crew accommodations and facilities need appropriate consideration.

2.4.1.2

Civil vehicles

No major design considerations unique to civil WIG applications were identified. However, federal
regulations may require special safety considerations need development
24 2 Mission specific technical requirements
' '. Pavlo.d. Tte major design criteria specific to each identified mission revolves around unique
payloads and supporting systems. This is not a major WIG design issue.
urchin, and unbeaching. To support amphibious operations, certain disaster relief missions, and

SÄ

design for use in other missions.

2.4.3 Summary
2^1 civü applications could be accomplished by variants of a single basic WIG design.

^
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3.

Important T»chnologi»l

IMPORTANT TECHNOLOGIES

Progress in six technological areas would facilitate the confident design of wingships. Progress in three of
these six areas would additionally greatly improve wingship performance and, consequently, permit the
design of smaller and less expensive vehicles for a given design mission.
In two sub-sections, this major section first presents technology plans for the most important technologies
which both improve performance and facilitate design and then presents plans for the other technologies
which facilitate design and dont greatly influence performance.

3,-j Tftfthnoloalftg Requiring Development
Improvements or uncertainty reduction in three technical areas have the potential to significantly improve
the performance of wingships and consequently reduce the size and cost of the vehicle required for any
particular design mission. These technical areas are: (1) takeoff, (2) propulsion; and (3) design loads for
structure.
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3.1.1 Takeoff and Landing Technology
The single greatest impediment to the overall wingship utility is the large power requirement to.accelerate a
wingsltip fnTrest toeing speed, contxasted with the power requirement for ™***^™£R
BotKgships and commercial aircraft require tw°» three times larger th^
cruise Commercial aircraft achieve high cruise efficiency by climbing to altitude, where the thrust produced
r«^ is reduced andnearly matchesÜ« low dmg of t^
SwTsurfac**^
in excess of that required for cruise. The landing phase of wingship operation establishes Restructure s
p^req^^
Sdnes^c^cepts that may satisfy operational requirements, and overcome takeoff and landmg
limitations.

3.1.1.1 Technology Requirements
The wingship takeoff and landing operational P^^^^"^^^^^
requirements imposed by takeoff and landing are presented in other sections of this report because: it is
Sse requirements that drive the technology development Table 3-1 lists requirements unpo^d by the
takeoffand landing operational phases and specifies where the requirmerits are preserited m this report.
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Table 3-1 - Requirements imposed By Takeoff and Landing Operations

REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY TAKEOFF AND LANDING
OPERATIONS
Vehicle must be designed for the number of engines required for
takeoff. This results in too many engines for cruise, causing a cruise
penalty due to the weight and drag of the extra engines required for
takeoff.
Approaches other than propulsion technology application or
development
Vehicle must be designed for the number of engines required for
takeoff. This results in too many engines for cruise, causing a cruise
penalty due to the weight and drag of the extra engines required for
takeoff.
Propulsion applications and development
.
____—
Noise Abatement: Vehicle is not allowed to exceed certain dB levels
on takeoff.
Toxins: Takeoff conditions may result in the emission of dioxins.
Some dioxins may be carcinogenic.
Water/Air Separation: Water may splash into the engines during
takeoff drastically reducing thrust production.
Peak Loads: Multiple wave impacts during takeoff and landing
establish the peak load requirements for the structure.
3.1.1.2

ROADMAP SECTION
Takeoff and Landing
Technology

Propulsion

Propulsion
Propulsion
Propulsion
Structures

State of the Art

T« A** the lmst wmeships built are made by Russians and use captured air pressure under the wings to
actovVlUtoffM captured air pressure is provided by separate, forward-mounted power systems. The
^ S« oSTthe takeoff, and perhaps landing, by directing the efflux of forward-mounted
pTpSS imderle wing is called air injection in Russia and power augments or Power
Augmented Ram (PAR) in the U.S.
The «ate of the art of WIG vehicle takeoff can be quantified by reviewmg the sute of the art of seaplane
T» ff «^^rnllTa^d wtag-in-ground effect vehicle takeoff performance, with and without PAR.
A

sf^have^^
these three vehicle types brackets the state of the art
Marim.im

""■*-- °f

Pran/Wetahl ValUM

The hvdrodvnamic behavior of seaplanes and WIGs can be divided into four regimes: tow speed or
^i»^SehuT speed regime, planing speed regime, and takeoff speed regime. The maximum
reduce maximum drag
3-4
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Tte hump speed regime is the second phase of the takeoff process where hull trim and hydrodynamic
drag attain their maximum values. The hull continues to support a major part of the weight (approximately
85%) during this phase (Reference 1. page 4). The hull trim is mainly determined by the step configuration
and afterbody design. The aerodynamic trim is mid*W^I*te^rttmAmmai*aaL
the center of gravity are large.
The Davidson Laboratory at Stevens Institute of Technology has extensively studied »1^]^*"*!
on the results of their experimental work, a well designed seaplane buu\wim a toad <x*ffiae*K2 = 0.0166
for a length to beam ratio of 6.5 has a maximum drag/weight ratio of 0.23 in smooth water as shown m
Retire 3-1 The values forthis figure were derived from Figure 28 of Reference 1. More recent model tests
of a high Üb. double chine vehicle indicate state-of-the-art seaplane hulls have a maximum drag-to-weight
ratio of 0.18 (Reference 13).

SEAPLANE HULL RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF VELOCITY
0.25

■ ■

0.20
X

a

to 0.15
CO

o

E

So

z 0.10

i55

Seaplane Bum Load Coefficient, C*s0.7
Seaplane Load Coefficient, KaaO.0166

UJ

c 0.05

0.00

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

Velocity/V(S*baam)
Ota torn Ftyn 2B ol Otvidton Ltbomory Report

Figure 3-1 - Seaplane Hull Resistance as a Function of Velocity

The Russians have published data on WIG performance with and without PAR. The tested vehicle has a
load coefficient of K2= 0.04 and an L/b ratio of 0.32 based on its wing planform and gross weight
(Reference 2. pages 13 and 37). (See Appendix A for calculation of K2 and Ub.) Based on the same data,
the hull has a length to beam ratio of 11.53 and a loading parameter K2 = 0.016 based on hull dimensions
and gross weight The WIG vehicle with PAR in smooth water had a maximum drag/weight ratio of 0.17
(Reference 3, page WS63), a better value than the comparable value for the seaplane. The WIG vehicle
without PAR in smooth water had a maximum drag/weight ratio of 0.36. (Reference 3, page WS63), a
value worse than the comparable value for the seaplane. These results are shown in Figure 3-2.
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Hn|, IHniaht, Y-«pa«4, »t-Mk«-«£f •?••*
l-cala aaa, wltboat air UJactlon
2-rolllat aaa, without air Injacttoa
3-cala aaa, with air lajaetloa
4-relliat «a*, with air lajaetlea

Figure 3-2 - Published Russian Data (Reference 3, page WS63)
FtffKlft<Rft"ghWater
Rough water increases the drag for seaplanes, WIGs with PAR and WIGs without PAR (Figure 3-3). A
general rule is that for seastates, where H1/3 = 0.40 x beam, the rough water drag for a seaplane may be
15% greater than the calm water drag (Reference 4, section 5.4.4.3).
Based on Russian data, the rough water (referred to as "rolling seas") drag for a WIG vehicle with PAR is
approximately 235% greater than the calm water drag, and the rough water drag for a WIG vehicle without
P^^ximately%2% greater than the calm water drag. A WIG vehicle with PAR has the lowest
amount of drag for either case.
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DRAG TO WEIGHT RATIO

FOR THREE VEHICLE TYPES

MUOHWATE*

•MOOTM WATER

Figure 3-3 - Drag to Weight Ratio for Three Vehicle Types

When operating in rough water large spray sheets develop as the hull slams into oncoming waves The
large kinetic energy of the spray can damage wing flaps if they are extended and not designed with load
alleviating devices. In the Russian LUN, the wing flaps are c^y partiaUy deoloyed in this speed regime to
avoid contact with spray.
At speeds somewhat below take-off, the hull continuously strikes the oncoming wave train. This wave
impact establishes a high minimum structural weight for the vehicle.
Noise Abatement

Existing WIG vehicles make around 107 dB. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) does not allow
noise to rise above 106 dB on three or more engines. In addition local mumcipaMes have required DoD to
reduce dB levels to 70 dB. A way to overcome this problem is to taxi the vehicle out to sea. Engines that
can be used for taxi are discussed in the Section 3.12 (Propulsion).
I ffl1rt'nff Tftfthnoloov
A "perfect" seaplane landing is one in which, after flare-out, the resultani velocity of the vehicle is nearly
tangent to the free-water surface. In this instance, the craft settles into the water with minimal impact loads.
Unfortunately, realistic seaplane flight path angles at water contact are not zero and the vehicle is at some
positive trim angle relative to the water surface. Since wingships cruise in strong ground effect and land by
slow deceleration their flight path angles are necessarily small.
Tnere are few analytical or experimental data on wingship impact toads in a seaway and the Russians did
not share their methodologies with the U.S. WTET. Seaplanes usually "bounce" off the initial wave and
impact subsequent waves at steeper glide path angles and at different trim angles than the initial contact
conditions. In fact, it has been found that the maximum impart toads m irregular head seas are developed ui
the subsequent run-out when there is little control of the seaplane-wave contact conditions. Empirical
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Technologies and Deficiencies

torment» tt* ove.aU "**-»*'d"£5 MX "- »«ltose Usted *
A*nc,A««-«»^»W'2StStuSSLpu^tannn* if there a« any

innovative techniques under consideration.
Table 3-2 — Potential Technical Solutions
POTENTIAL THTHNTr.AL SOLUTIONS
Direct Underside Prcssurization
Hydrodypam'c Drag Reduction
Aerodyr"™^ High Lift Devices
Shallow Water Drag Reduction
Vehicle Footprint (Cushion) Variation
LE&TE Flaps to Increase Wing Area
Peripheral Jets in Wine Endplates
Rechargeable friw«. Energy Burst Thrust
)nTrrfrr.ontal

imnrTTYfmfffil IP """ °***m

W.G drag v*»e could be *—^»^?^£Ä
ttt^m^^'^^^f^^^f^^^^Suam. and Landplane
I^ÄÄ 2S.Ä" K -7«. - a Davidaon to-, coefnCen,
K2, of 0.017.
nffiffffifffli imnnnrnrm*,n

Power ft nmftnw1 Ram (PAm

"

v
^ ,™ in th. United States and used on vehicles in Russia. Recently observed Russian
PAR has been studied in the United States ana us«.
combination of a pure PAR
vcMdesarcnotfoUyU^o^

-

■

"

~&8
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hulls and WIGs without PAR. Vehicle performance may be further improved by improving the application
of PAR.

V

*.-

PAR has been studied in the United States and used on vehicles in Russia. Recent Russian vehicles have

nTb^So^^
S^ffl?! ™ «S» hulL Some fUms indicate that the Caspian Sea Monster used PAR more
Ä usTo? ^ on the Russian WIG vehicles improved the drag » "££££%£
biplane hulls and WIG vehicles without PAR. Vehicle performance may be further improved by
improving the application of PAR.

forward mounted power systems.
w, have estimated the theoretical potential performance from PAR and presented the results in Figures 3-4.
« ^iTmcta^ti?SS ratio of the area effected by PAR reduces the thrust required for
^££Ä* te^d the length to beam ratio from 02 to 1* Otis "J^*"™
Si at takeoff by 37% (from 0.27 to 0.17). The «^ «» ^ * *P^ "^2J
2ofS.TteWnof the Orlanhas a lengm to beam ratio of lU3.Blowmgarr under the fusekge could
reduce the thrust at takeoff.
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WlngaNp Ptfommne, «W> Pom AuomafltW Mm (FAR) lor Ub-0.2

Tayw www mww#a

Figure 3-4 • Wlngship Performance with Power Augmented Ram (PAR) for L/b = 0.2
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Figure 3-5 - Wlngship Performance with Power Augmented Ram (PAR) for üb s 2.0
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The method used to develop these plots is presented in the appendix and is based on References 5,6 and 7.
The Russian Orian vehicle typically has an h/c (wing heightfwing cord) value of 0.1, a K2=0.04 when fully
loaded, and a length to beam ratio (Wb) of 0.32 for the area effected by PAR. In smooth seas the Orian
vehicle has a drag to weight ratio of approximately 0.17 (Reference 3, page WS63). In our theoretical
analysis we assumed the vehicle had 0.1 gs of excess thrust at hump. For a vehicle similar to the Orian (
h/c= 0.1, K2=0.04, L/b= 0.2) the thrust/weight ratio was 0.27, which is equal to a drag/weight ratio (D/W)
of 0.17 (Figure 3-4). The theoretical calculation does not include the effects of skin friction and engine
angle. Increasing the L/b ratio to 2.0 (Figure 3-5). reduced the thrust/weight ratio to 0.21 (D/W=0.11).
Increasing the L/b ratio to 10 (Figure 3-6), reduced the thrustfweight ratio to 0.17 (D/W=0.07).
Mntae Abatement

At present the method being considered to reduce noise at the beach is to move the vehicle away from the
area — meaning taxi it out to sea and back, probably 5 to 10 nautical miles on takeoff and possibly even the
same after landing. The main propulsion engines can not be used to taxi noise. Existing engine technologies
can be applied to taxi the vehicle to the takeoff location, so that beach noise abatement requirements can be
met This is thoroughly discussed in Section 3.12 (Propulsion) and Appendix B.
Direct Underside Pressurization

Applying pressure to the WIG's underside results in a mode of operation during takeoff similar to a surface
effect ship in that the high viscous drag associated with water contaa is grcaüy reduced The fim sucossful
wing-in-ground-effect vehicle was built by Toivo Kaario in Finland in 1935 (Reference 8, page 66). Kaario
applied the direct underside pressurization approach and built a ram-wing snow sled. In the 1950s and
1960s Dr. Bertelson of Neponset, Illinois developed air cushion vehicles enabling him to reach his
homebound patients (Reference 8, page 66). Presently the Air-Ride Company in Honda is attempting to
commercialize the concept, using air cushions on boats. Recently Theodore W. Tanfield, Jr. was awarded a
patent entitled "Near Surface Vehicle" (Reference 9). This is a small WIG which initially uses a diverted
thrust air cushion to attain lift It then uses airfoils to achieve lift at higher speeds. The vehicle has an
aerodynamically shaped hull with rigid side walls and movable end flaps for forming an initial lift area.
This concept, in principle, eiiminates"the thrust loss associated with the reversed flow at the PAR leading
edge.
It may be possible to design a variable cushion area and variable length-to-beam. This could result in
significant drag reduction at near hump speeds. Vehicles with low length-to-beam ratios have a low hump
speed and very high drag at this speed. Wingships with high length-to-beam ratios have a higher hump
speed and low drag at velocities around the hump speeds for low length-to-beam ratio wingships. The
concept is to operate at a high length-to-beam ratio at low speeds, and low length-to-beam ratio at high
speeds. When the low length-to-beam ratio hump speed is exceeded change the vehicle configuration to a
low length-to-beam ratio which has a significantly lower drag at higher speeds than the high length-to-beam
ratio vehicle configuratioa This is discussed in more detail in the vehicle footprint section (below).
Direct underside pressurization is used in the development of wing-in-ground-effect vehicles. The challenge
is to apply the concept to very large (400-ton and larger) WIGs.
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A,frnrtvnanHc Hlnh Lift DevtC«
Another method to improve the wingship takeoff performance is use various active and[passive= means; of
increasing aerodynamic lift Various methods such as enhancement of wing area, canter and arculanon
SK ^ined^crease the low speed lift without seriously ^*™*^™^IZ2
aerodynamic methods include use of conventional flaps, slots, slates and other leading and trailing, edge
dtv^cSve methods indude upper surf^
A.M.0 Smith reports that the maximum lift for any kind of airfofl is 4. Tl« maxtaum im r^ the ground
£449 OlTren^lO, page 8) Ground effect increases tteliftofiealwmgs.but^ maximum possible hft
near the ground is substantially less than the maximum rx)ssibledrculafion lift in a free air stream.
If aerodynamic lift canbe generated at lower speeds, less of the hull will be in the water, thereby reducing
the hydrodynamic drag.
YfhiH»

footprint

The idea behind changing the vehicle footprint is that wingships with low length-to-beani ratios have a low

tap^Std eSSfce very highdrag at this s^^^ps^m^^^uos^
higherlump speed and relatively low drag at velocities around the hump speeds for low length-^beam
nS wingslSpTThis is shown in Figure 3-7 from Reference 8. The idea is to operate at a high^ngtiv-tobeam ratiTat low speeds, when the low length-to-beam ratio hump speed is exceeded change tiie vehicle
configuration to a low length-to-beam ratio which has a significantly lower drag at higher speeds than the
highSglto-beam ratio vehicle configuration. Designing a vehicle in which the length-toteam «no can
£ changTcan result in a vehicle that can be operated in the lower drag regime for the full range of
velocities experienced during takeoff.
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Figure 3-7 - Doctors' Wave Resistance Coefficient

Leading Edge and Trailing Edge Flaps to Increase Wing Area
This potential technical solution increases the wing area which, in accordance with the coefficient of lift
equation, for a constant Q, would reduce the takeoff speed.(Reference 11, Chapter 8) Reducing the takeoff
speed helps reduce the post-hump hydrodynamic drag and can potentially reduce loads on the vehicle
structure allowing a lighter weight vehicle.
Another benefit of increasing the wing area is that it increases the L/b ratio of pressure patch. As discussed
in the vehicle footprint section (above), mis increases the hump drag velocity. The benefit of increasing the
hump drag velocity is that the peak drag forces at high velocities are less than the peak drag forces at lower
hump velocities. In addition with this type of vehicle, at the higher velocities it may be possible to reduce
the drag at hump because of aerodynamic forces are more effective at lower speeds.
A problem with this approach is that it does require additional vehicle complexity and may increase the
weight Also, when the chord is increased, the aspect ratio is decreased (span/chord). This increases the
induced drag.
Use of Peripheral Jets

Peripheral jets in the wing endplates may improve PAR efficiency by sealing the pressure under the wing
and may augment vehicle thrust Peripheral jets were used extensively on hovercraft in the "early days" as a
means of providing the air cushion beneath the craft (Reference 12, page 155). The jets also provided an air
curtain. The angle of the air curtain optimized cushion pressure and cushion area (Reference 12, page 38).
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On some vehicles deflector vanes deflected air, providing propulsion (Reference 12. page 155.156). The
application could be revisited to assess the feasibility on a wingship.
Mnporrtflrv ThniM AiqmMifrtmn Purina Takeoff

Develooin* ways to increase thrust momentarily during takeoff, such that the number of extra engines that
^TSriTd^Xff can be reduced is the idea here. One approach is to develop «go« ™*
MZ^?9. This approach is described in the Section 3.1.2 (Propuls.cn) Other
%£E^£JL* to assfc takeoff or providing a system where exce* energy dunng one
S£ ofTpeSn is converted to stored energy for use during takeoff. Tttis concept >s often evaluated »
electric vehicle design.
The challenges with this concept are (1) the feasibility of developing a d-rge^^^
S veWde L a) the rocket concept redu^
rockets can be reloaded
Hydrofoils anri Hvdroskls

Hvdrofoils and hydroskis are underwater lifting surfaces which reduce the overall hydrodynamic drag by
"dulg *TareaContact with the water. Preliminary analysis conducted as part of this study mdicates

^£***ed «tractable foils e*v*WMte«^™"«*"Z"**Bt*u
Hydrofoils and hydroskis can be used to absorb landing loads, reducing peak loads on the hull structure.
The Russians use a hydroski in the vehicle's landing phase.
The challenges with this concept are cavitation problems, drag caused by the ^™ ^ overaU
structural integrity, and weight penalties from the hydroski or hydrofoil and related mechamsms.

3.1.1.4 Technology Development Program
Wing-in-ground-effect vehicles do takeoff and for some missions the existing inefficient operation at cruise
(due to excess thrust) is acceptable. For other missions takeoff technology must be developed.
The technology development for landing is discussed in Section 3.1.3 (Structures).
Both the Russians and WTET agree that the landing process develops critical structural design loads and
!^^tTsMtfates Unfortunately, the wave maker at the Central Aero Hydrodynamic Inst (TsAGI)

of ianding

ÄSSL» **
highly recommended.

ta wavcs m

*****

****

towing

"*

"

Th* Takeoff Technology Roadmap (Figure 3-8) assumes that takeoff technologies need development to
SSy focusing oTthe 400-ton sire vehicle. We estimate that all work in preparation for te
u'T^L vehicle Preliminary Design Review (PDR) wül cost $23 million. We estimate an additional
$10 million to integrate the selected design into me final 400-ton vehicle.
A solution to the takeoff problem is not obvious. The wingship takeoff maneuver is controlled by
««melyimplicated unsteady aerodynamic-hydrodynamic interactions. Formulating a numerical model
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of this complex interaction is difficult a* the results from such ^^t^^^^^
validation data. IT* roadmap includes analysis supported by experimental data. Expenmental work will De
conducted using models varying from small scale size to full scale.
The first step is to focus studies on a 400-ton vehicle. As we leammoreatouttte^nvehidc U^be

rate decided that oilier a vehicle sto is not feasible, or ttat we lave detennmed i larger sseisvery
useful and feasible and flat efforts should be focused on Hut size.
The Takeoff Technology Roadmap charts the exploration of takeoff tec^togy for wtagships of aB sizes.

Se Mlta b^L for «heTevdopment of «ch vehicle te ^F«.

^r^ah^DesiUBtuld^^nx^^^^^Xp^
up factors. As scale-up of takeoff technology becomes better understood, the feasibility of larger vehicles
can be better assessed.
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Figure 3-8 - Takeoff Technology Roadmap
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m-mSSSS*"' ™"H «"' ^^ ^^^

•faifAoff Tectinft'"7Y Roadman Description
The roadmap induoes ft« »hues for each vehide develop«».: « ™Ä»S
l OOO-ion. 2 300-ton and 5.000-ton. We assume that each vehicle takes 10 yeais ro oeveiop "
in each phase in developing a 40CMon vehicle The developmcm of other vchictosiz^wmocsuiu^
determined that the size is feasible and has a purpose.

Cftnwffl

Pfta8ipllltv

The Concent Feasibility Phase consists of five tasks: (1) Technology Feasibility Studies. (2)Assess
LÄ) Leiop Test Program/Model, (4) Conduct Model Test/Analyze and (5) Select
Technologies for Specific Vehicle Size.
Technology Feasibility Studies

The pBMnar, «.* lor this Ust began when the Advanced «^**-*E*^At£j
the contracts. We have assumed October 1.1994. In this task multiple program*
aX apply advanced technologies for reducing the ^P^"£ST
from rest to cruising speed. This is a six-month task and will cost $500,000.

vehicles

Assess Concepts and Select

$250,000.
Develop Test Program and Scale Model

BEasrsssaasssg:
S7Ü and buüd and/or modify existog models for expend wo* ^
cost $500,000.
Conduct Model Tests and Analyze Results

$500,000.
Select Technologies
^u
_ «f A* t9«k is to select takeoff technologies for further development in the

three technology areas. This is a two-month task and cost $150,000.
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•-. «f *rt„r t«k«r Devdoo LUN Takeoff Test Program, Design
The MMriXWU-.Phase r^XAS^-«
Takeoff Technologie
TakeoffSy^^forLmRbn^a^^Tato«^8
^^ ^ „„
on

LUN. This is *f»22 fSSS«. porton of .he prcgnm. As conceps

effectiveness of scale-up factors.
Develop LUN Takeoff Technologies Test Program

^.ae^daacon^oo^^e^^.^^»^^^^^^^^
S is esnmated to be 18 mo*hs long and cost $1J «nlhon.
Design Takeoff Systems for LUN

Fabricate and Install Takeoff Systems

18 months long and cost $6 million.
Demonstrate Takeoff Technologies on LUN

rxssssassasÄSSsssss—
Design
M.

of three tasks' Design the Takeoff Systems for the U.S. 400-ton vehicle. Select

f

et,.
*, it <5 400-ton vehicle, using results from the LUN testing and from the

rSs^Ä
Review (PDR).
Design

months long and cost $4 million.
Select Takeoff Systems for 400 ton Vehicle
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- „♦ T^hnoioau». - Huf" "ri' """"? Tact.no.ogy_

»SL"^ —

p7^^

long and cost $500,000.
Conduct Pmnmlnanr Oes.8n R«lew flW» * U* «Man VMM*

^

«s_,
.*» ■**>■* * 0«^ «->-* «s_££S"Äl^SE- the
«taoiogte is reviewed. Ms milestone mrfcs the ^°^"*"£ ™ ontl_ «, gather and prepare
m

nUimtnrV.ff ^MVtftnV6hlde

u « Inn,

selected. From design, fabrication, bvuld and integrate we esumaic i»
million
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3.1.2 Unique Propulsion Requirements for Large Wingships

,<o* reduction in-dry" enginesfce. ™^rLH^£^„* about 60* less onthe »tag
p«^» relaed ^^T^X^ÄTi»«Ä mo development te —* »
ima than my other nation, including the Russians «no nave P»
,

°°S'

• . «™ Cnnceot Formulation («a) to Demonsiraüon/Validation of

m^mt^uveenjtoe selectionist
The plan is buüt around tb^keyston*^
a*d equation at Arnold Engineering and ^^^^^„iinated with major vehicle
. environment, (2) keeping both technical and J^STSST»* <» ™n founded rcSCarCh
developments that wUl have a strong impact uponj^^f^ ^ combustion in the
devdo£ent,testar*ev^
all three development levels.

31.2.1

Assumptions and Requirements

^„tagsecdonsdevetap the"^^-Ä"Ä
plan.
Major assumptions are:
Thepi^rocusesonvchic,«^^
development program supported by Amencan interests
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) managed
^someU.S.<»mpooem.echnologycapa^

preuomuuuu,

fcÄ.^fl-^^^5h «nsXpropulslon systems

can be
defined.
can
oe aenneu.
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Ä,, J,,

rÄ«Ä*-

•

and related items.

WTfl For V S

*"

T

Generation

I

**

fc-,,,

~* «nd Evaluation
First Flight
Size
Date

1st
2nd

400 tons
1.000 tons

2000-2005

3id
4th ]

2.300 tons
5.000 tons

2020-2025

2010-2015
2030-2035 |

as is common with experimental aircraft. Every vetucieou
ta oraer „ 0^ mat the
technology demonstrations and assessment - may be used for UT» 30 years.
SM-H « must remain »ware of our operaoonal requtremems.
WOm^*Cr/W>raoo«r«*«

the order of 025. Cn» minimum for f^^^^^S powerplants do. Cons«iuenü,.

thrust (or drag).
Mpreser.theKussianLUH^oy^^^^

^ the vehiC «^-^ " —£ Ä AÄ^Ä«
dry/400,000 lbs wet

.
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.

characteristics like rocket assisted takeoff (RATO) or jet assiswu u—

seaplanes at about 035 to 0.40.

admit to more augmentation.
^ • ^«fth^ARPA 1994 Broad Agency Announcement for takeott
Since takeoff sizes the engines, the impact of ti* ARPA ^^g^^** when sizing the
technologies and the extent of assistance on takeoff from PAR must be acco
engines.
Hnlftf «hatempnt requirements

„üghtafflbe 101 or so dB, plus augmentorno.se. ^^^^uu« and not the federal
ions imposed upon DoD ^"'SÄSl»*««*«««'

On.
appmach . reduce both no!« - M ^^J^SÄ'—S
a^nnboproperetetotoe.setofscrewor^^r^te^T^
^^
be capable of providtag enough thrust dunng okeoffto ^^"^^„y M*. snch a -wl
ttkeoft thereby reducing the on-wing propulsren needs, weight, drag ano coat ,
assisted takeofl" is called TATO.
TaM,

3-3 for engu* s*ng provides the venicre ~ ^^SSKÄÄ 2£

50.000 lbs. each of engine wouM need u, praducoj^1^*^,» ^JTwould be
!T ™ ta TAToTseverel sizes could be nude » apply deporting upon what was mo«
lbs or 10 engines rated at 50,000 lbs.
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. 2.300-.O» W1G - („oTATO)«. vadous candidates woo*^^g^otwZ
vehicle «tight would requite 10 engines and they would be tared at about ».uuu

^«£eS»«nt should lead «ntflightb, fteüme ofaneweapnegenenmon-lOyean.
..
*. -,.m«nn nf WIOs with conventional Naval or merchant ships, plus hatbor docking
E^S^^^*"*"*""* developnren,» ship fuels- such
as diesel fuel marine (DFM)/Navy distillate (ND).
TABLE 3-3 - WIG TOGW/EnQlne Sizing Requirements
WIG TOGW/ENGINE SIZING REQUIREMENTS
(WITH NO ASSIST FROM TAXI ENGINES)
A/CEng
Dry Max TO
Thrust, Klb
Multipliers

(1.0)
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

WIG MITT T" ™T- Tnr'w ™th En"ne*0ut< ***
Thrust with
Engines Installed 4
6
5% Derate +
.
40%Aug
Engines Out
l
(1.33)
26.6
39.9
53.2
66.5
79.8
93.1
106.4
119.7
133.0

8

10

2

2

(12)

(20)

(24)

(32)

319*

- 532

638
958
1277
1596
1915
2234
2554
2873
3192

851
1277
1702
2128
2554
2979
3405
3830
4256

479
638
798
958
1117
1277
1436
1596

798
1064
1330
1596
1862
2128
2394
2660

NES NOT
YET D
THE FOLLOWING REPRESENT VERY LARGE ENGINES
NOT YET
DEVELOPED

150
200
250
300

2394
3190
4000
4790

1995
266.0
333.0
399.0

3990
5320
6660
7980

4790
6390
8000
9600

6390
8500
10750
12800

Assumed Daily/Mission And Maintenance Cycle
order to help define propulsion requirements the daily missed major maintenance cycle was
Examined from a propulsion viewpoint. This analysis is presented below.

ta

.v™.

The WIG ooerates from a protected harbor or WIG tender although it is to be

££Ä££ « <SSL Follolg »days Naval aircraft engine ptacdce. even such
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.

.

=

requirement
Propulsion
Aspects of a Mission Cycle
.
, mwiGUU^^tlKnexitsthenoisc-wanm^^motonngttlOtoMknoB.nveto
ITmto^^o-onctouTOWen^TSosdnvinisc^or.^pnmp.
X 1 nTpropolsion «.gin« « safleu «on, - o*o«u con,p«s^ * gener^on «.
, "^-^ove^*^^
teainavMornnderttewtagayl^vUfflStlK^^-WJ^"
a

•

e<^ties

1

„gtaes «« rfmcrt <o nmimum P^^'^* ^^' ^ÄSI»^«-lilct

SSSääSSSSW
cniiserx>sitioaThevehicteacce^

10 bC ShUtd
!?!l
J

Kan adequate

««mrfhtad bv diODPing flaps and extending a wide hydrosld near the vehicle

6. AH the main engines arc shut down,TATOis "^^<«w"«^-

idcsthe

today.
31 2.2
Todays Stete of the Art, Preferred Technologies, Deficiencies
L follow uesoices what propulsion technologies « ***** •*»• — - <**»*>*" "
needed and what deficiencies stand in the way.
Engines Available

are listed as:
■

"

"
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Candidates for 400-ton WIG with
four engines
Pounds of
Dry
Commercial
Thrust
Engines
52,460
CF6-80C2A2
CF6-80C2B2

51,570

CF6-80C2B2F

51.650

PW41S2

51,000

PW4052
JT9D-59A,7QA,7Q

51,200

JT9D-7R4E,B

49,000
53,500

JT9P-7R4G2

52,000

^ ^rdthiniduo and 40% augmentation for an approximate takeoff
Each engine needs (3W^uaüng^ton*U ^ ^^.^ need be sized down from the
thrust valueof about «^ lbs. If fceT^^
66.5<mbsto50,0001bswet/35,7<X>d^
^oldervendonsofthem^^
morerecemPW2037mthePWA2™sene^^^
andthePW2237ismtedtbesame^^
the appendix for information on the PW 2000 ^^f^^^pw 7l%, KfTU 21%, FIAT
<Ä»*™^
^4000 sc.es or the GE»0
for appücation to the TATO concept

to
85.000»
100J0001* *» «*-CSÄ 5SS. —I»«—**
s^ce
tt75.000«»77/X»U*^ J^W^^*^^^ ^ ^ ^ 40%

(Propulsion).

.

.

• •—♦?««« » NAV^EA tenn Marinization means using

would be no riskier than normal engineering development
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capabilities):
. 40% fen dua throst augmentor
. mariruzation of engine installation for WIG operations
. low pressure loss "green waterTUÜet air separators
. erosion and corrosion coatings for fan and compressor
. material substitutions for salt environment
. downratings for salt deposition in-flight
• water wash provisions
. one-hour continuous duty low rpm starter system
• in-situ water wash probes
. no manual camect/disconnects for washing
. sail spray deposition engine signature definition
. minimum water wash and emergency sea water wash procedures

.Bme bearing wffitrderam long windmill periods

„fo,,^wiihdiesel marine

foiemalenginepansandsbutdown.
•
^. A amjonWIGorifPARandthrustvecttringwasnotwiiJiiedCas
If Uwe «ant» ««1 to «0 beyond» 40°40n ™" ,££Zu* for existing mixed flow.augmented

^.--^«
W'-^^^^ffi^cSSl- for«, PAR. m*#
tmbortanowmteUÄmffi.aw^^
fo ££ demring) of abo* 26*00 ^^^^J^SSS OW» lbs «et and
engines. Engines that could provide a*«*™* ^JmiÖoibTtoJforlhe 10«gl«dcBe.Fortti=
^drrt^foe PW FlOO.PW-229 ^™^ ™£^£ ÜSAF F22A to has a 20eighwngined «the PW PI 19 « 35 0001bs w« WJ££P« «S needed. The M spool o»
noLledeflecttooaw^ty.wfoAnnght««^. - ^°SBlackj«lc bomber, which is no. I«.
^^ mixed now Russian sA^„^f^c^tt55j0771bswetßO.M31bsdr,. Another
idv.mtagemmeseinmtaryengmeBuittmot^pnenuna'
"• te 1.4 adecfodforthe fan duct
ted^mU^neededforgc^c^^o »-^f^^, „, ^ PAR „. noes need an
heafor disctarging gWF. IM«^^ jSSwUrf 3300-Ffo 3450« F.) or amounung
«npnentor (with disclarge gas temperature> pno*m exmmm m*u« ^^ Mgmematton via new.
»eneme is seleoed mat does ™f*""*t^ £££ J no, £foe major propulsion planmng
large, mixed flow, military tuibofans is less desirable cnoice auu
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.

plan must allow for uncertainty and not prejudge cnücal choices.
Inlet air/water separators for splash protection
-i r* -ncin^ is said to have used a very complex set of anti-iced.
One Russian WIG. with nose mounted ^n^'™^
inlet mounted «Venetian blinds- to ^P""^ blunted spire resembling a Greek
cmise.TheLUNmconst™^^^
Orthodox church spire or "onion." The ^ÜTSSM
the flow moves around the body of the
water to separate water and air stieams. ^0"^S^any wi* much of it hittmg the outer
"onion," the air staying with the contour but the ^^™^ ^ in me U3. to diminate rpm
wall. Similar shapes have been ^^V^^^^J^ during severe in-flight tain

1. Use an Advanod Dieted ProrxilerCADt') wn.cn .J^^beavailableif needed. We made a
2000. ADP should be a M"*-»« 2Äw*^1SS-SPC
The computer SFC
-Uminary analysis to investigate the effect of taf^f , ™
^p a »w „ he under
evaluation by Pratt ^ ?^J^?^^3d to the ability to md* reverse
,00,000 lbs taust aflerihe JW^^^JSSSf be'used«. means to-feadw" the fin
mrustr9«uymgfa.b1auean^F«WIGsfte^T^^ M ^ max tKrust. me
and euminate most of the windmul drag at ^^T^^^^d« added weight
of 1.000 lbs or so per engine «"f^^t*™™X, .,,-. ^ even lower. An assessment
mad« of the effect of very low <*£££tt»«»** «* wttl ""4U
Ugh rotor at windmm. If skidding eats*. ^^Z^^viv starter, particularly at

ZM he

äÄÄ s»a A- - - l

^^soum«wni.6.adV^mprognmW.Gf«

2. ReBeve the m*n propulsion engines »^^^^tme'Äone engine. This
available tas. (a FAA requnem«^»» •**"Jto« gas turbines driving screws
or jet pumps. These enpnes wdlUMy ^"^^0 „^
excessive noise at beaches and harbors. Using ^Jf™ ™1^™
Noise Abatement in Assumptions in this secuon irwyu»
as a good 62 acquisition program candidate.
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"
, A -vn= Heck. Although, the Naval Air Warfare
However, these features have not been explored on a V"^™^ fi ^ 94, which wUl
Center/Aviation Divisior^Trenton still has the «^hc"J^^l attention of near
i*>vetoPatuxemRaver,Mary^^
minimum SFC may be optimistic this should ^^^^^^Z 1970s, using
comity «edtobedeaUwitn.^^^
SS components throughout ^^^^^^^SLlogy Program
Program (ATEGG) and the I»^DXA^S^rXearch and development
OHPreD. with participaüon from DoD *^™ «"^NIW„„w flow turbofans. This
(RAD). However, mat none of the engines built and tested were unmixeo
third option is cleady a 62 acquisition program
Augmentors
••• ^^PTnmblem at cruise via cycle selection, a kindred approach is the use of an
Intrying to minimized» SFC problem at cruise™ ^7. ^„c ^ Russia have developed many
aug^rfora40% thrust bo^
augmentors for both turbojets and mixedIflow ^^^^^gh a^ow. An assessment of

. pressure—143«Fand 1.6atmospheres.
High temperature environment for wing/fuel tanks.
. «~4 DAP ic HCM with vectored thrust However, since
**

the Appendix B, Propulsion.)
Vectored thrust

„sing segmented pqw capable of l^f "X^^ f^,^ „

+/.

20-, but they m heavy.

deflected
thrust, high rT^EZZES,.^Siztog deflect *«a on. »»^ed.
compUiateoarrfexpeiBive.TteAV8HameristMoruyau^™^^^^^^^^^
four round, rotating nozzles. TBhng the WIG oanaiaswim ™
~^ analogous to tflt-wing V/STOL
analogoustaV/STOLfotm-nacellevetocles.suchaslh^^^
imSt Rotating the canari on a WIG might be done. See Section 3.13 (Structures).
UgM and rehab* means to this »d «"»£ ^^^oTc—al. *

Sr^^JÄ^^SST— lins «nes or «natever is Secflon ,1.3
(Structures).
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IT« unique US. noise problem (br lane WIG»
problem. Perhaps most gem«« to dus probte JwW~
^ ^ 1m «,„„«!, high
U.S. today «gaming the tolerable^J^^Snear imports am tired of complaining about
iportJse allowances is l*'^2J*£ii« is nigh pnced real estate. These
X WIGS wm opemte from ^r"**?"^ta**o- campaign. W. should expect less
wales am not airports whi* nave undergo« a r»^?"*™ ^^,e „i* levels from sources
£££»£. WB »ise tan ^'^J^^^oÄm^surf-u»1er70dB
Lide the community (lite mmtar, »rcrrfO«_*£*££
„^ „.ve had to curtail acuvmes
aMaUbo.ndOxnam.Ouiibrnia. »■*2SSfSS»«*» ■*«• U seans rMS0,>ible *
wlftin a few miles of some beaches to ^fT^J^a ta „oise production will contmue
££ tat this trend requiring »J^^Sl, tan rejecnng environmental
since federal acdvides have taten the '«f""^0^rcp0„ that no t* WIG noise abatement
Drotcction policies. Consequently, .t is the expectanon «""f?*^, ^ te t^a,« noise levels will

Sc^tamostlitel,resolu«onmtano,seproWem.
N„i*fr.m*.l»sicWdry«ngtoe

H*. noise reduction mse«ch and "£-££££'^commeroial engine effort
^"^^ÄSSSSli inherently quiet, and to«. GE and
Mw. now and 2000. PWA ^"^^^efervi, Hading ,erodynanucs.eliminabonof
PWA have been working for years to mate «^™V*i and acousdc hole treatments In nacelles and
on
inlet guide
vanes. •"""•^ST23. Ss^s engines are, these engines
repmse«
cowlings.
HowevernoisytteCF5mGE90.orWA^senMe^
^^will
^^
STqeSe« available - whi* by Stage »<"»»%£^ £, .g.Unüons <F AR 36) for anas a.
(PNJB). All new engines for >^%^^£PWO00 series. rV*36^ requires cMlengmes
or near airport». TO» «PP»* »«» ^l^JtevdffiPNdB) at takeoff for one engine. This equates
. be no louder tan 101 «quWfe« Jf^^SÄ-** «• FAA *" "* ^^^Z
»104 for two. 107 for four, and HO dBfertig««Pa«^
NASA ,« „«««I, discussing noi«
rise beyond 106 dB on dme or more eng^S^ta™ „„„»„en ,„ieter tan present large US.
SJKiS»41-*>W^*^*2™2!£ to« ^2 values and is expecfedto
engines. The NASA -^^ «^KE^S »W—»» No DoD Involvemem in no se
WIGs over 2300 tons.
Augmentor noise
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Co—noised
lossdunrsmixingbetweenthef^^
nozzle gases will travel aft at roughly 1.365 ft/sec. This is cooler ™ "T* *
^e & ^
f
nozzleSSarge. One mechanism for noise «*»**»£^^
^w
external low temperature, slow moving a^verlonge^^J*^ JJ«* air with low energy
fluted mixers may be suitable. However, the effect of dilution or ^ °™ "*^ ^ PAR. Careful
L stream air reduces the "q" being delivered ^J^^J^S^M^ ^atement
assessment is needed so that PAR performance is ^^Jf^^JSe no other customer for
research and development is unique to this burner, it would be a DoD task, since no
such an augmentor is envisioned.
TATO as a noise and takeoff assist solution

engines for taxi. A study assessing this has na been done.
Other environ,™»* «.»cms (hannfol combustion 0,-p.oduc* »oh • dfoxin from sal, wafor
combustion)

-*

have not been conducted.
3.1.2.3

Development Required/Approach to be Taken

TteptadpddwdoimeatW
Sizing the engines
* ,K.r «r «At TATO PAR or anything from the Takeoff Broad Agency
This42 task needs input as to ^^f^^J^^^Coff demand will be for the main
Announcement ^^^££££ £Ä«£ high bypass turbofans presently
engines. Primary candidates ^^^T * ^Sd static (SLS). Ü would be too late for a VCE
rated for aircraft at approximately 50.000 lbs dry at»^^£^ M vchicle. However, this is
study to provide the sudden «^^J^^^^^^J^ for a second or
the time frame to run an important 62 study at NAWC/AD to assess ine vv-c
third generation vehicle.
Engine Preselection Activities (marinization modification for 400-ton vehicle)
Tbefirastep.oncethemain^^^

SÄÄltSr SÄttÄnS-i - least
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^P^ntT^chnoloqto»-Pröpsten

—.

«"TZWMIO give the

-sssssssaasssss—

engine

^.Pre-test tasks include:
. trialcoatingappUcationsforeiosionandconosion
• materials substitution
toutog by droppii* the «»npressor operating line
. riembngoyon^—-'
.™«ve.cnvi,iesTheoperarir«line.elocauonwfflb«

experience in service.
The
engine selection —
OH,
The test
fest program
program and
ana m^.~

„„„„,« conducted for the using agency

over along salty air mission. A test is needed » «araWy P»»
^^ ^ «„gtae manutacmter
tegaspÄandlKwmuchsand«pc^v^degr^o«^s
particularly smce
Zm^te pmnnmwy coaings and ">^ J^T^X, of some pints can be evaluated by
Slg. wmisodindeperformance about 1% to 3». ^^ ^,^ ^ed to help design
MB waBr
ZSL
and inspecrion following satti."Sj^J-SU* «M —out,
«™"'
"f
Trunttetestpteevda^r^The^^m»«^^onlinuous
and the stater
atr
schemes, probes, procedures. «»^^ffl^,^w^asbmg wffl be required to start each test
^preferably «id.» «*^*2?5££ o^iriSs*emdiagnosrics midget d»r
seooeoce withadean engine, ^"^ftre^^mese development issues would be expeaed
Si wortout during this tesu (A 6.4 effort""^^Cb-Ä-d -so be funded to g.ve
„ te deuyed until Full Scale ■y^J^SES«* *■" regarding the TATO concqri, where
gddance to au test programs regardtng «*« «**"£,Reeled based upon these tests. The engt»
mfflm^arer^o^P-dfor*««^
mehpariapOKm-OmyUAnumufectum

^ ^^

^^^

50 C
„
TATO U us«! to meet the «£«-£. ?££.£,'£.
-° °"®in*Ä
mquinm.emforttennm^engines.spn^uc«!^»^^
*„*, te<*«**~
most modem
toe 38,000
l ltoe
X^tei»**P«* »
T?^^S^tl»I«^WA«)«4««iaE90senesof

commemial turbofan. This win bkely fJ""^^^ „aluatton (6.3) program »escribed above
satt water bartering and '«»^,^*^^^Shodld*econioll.d*w«il«aad^(Of
,be Allison STOOlKierpmpp.^ u& ^ ^
,.
tavenIonw
wfc

S^SSS=s=««-'"-

-

.^.n« T«chnologie« ■ PgeÜÜSS.
WINGSH1P TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP

;

~

1a

""
'
^
"^ -a» sjjt inoesüon ff 1 Ihr il)if ' wnmmfnt^ nut M
Restoration of operating ^ niarpiu ^ ~J* ^^^JL^'^S^^
^n ffcit«haiTf fff frf Anoineorpd into tnf fiYfflrm in rim
The Russians have made allowances for restoration of'*«**£* ^ÄISTVSSSIOISBS
u^WIGengined^^F^^^^
by full scale testing. The first WTET final repon u««
todUdC:

nencavineestionteststodefinethediagnostic»
. early engine sea salt spray ingestion tests to ocu«^'^"^^^washes to
.fceeanyengineseasausp*^^^
«move turbine vane area blockages and compressor blade sail ocp«.
. theuseofseawaterforwashinginemergendes
.use of built-in wash probesinside the engine

«^„dutvcvcle

. -a—-.--«-^^

. allowing (via a maximum thrust reduction) for a W>r mo««
washes

•
^in^sizingandcanbeeasuyinv^^
This last effect •is important
in engine sizing a» «*.

fiBonf«ie

difficulty of developing a fan
Assuming it will be desired to^^^^^^^^^^^^
on a paper assessment Some augmentorrig needs to ~^?^ of rig conditions should be run to
^ before development can be done for the selected «^ ^^ ££* surface. A conceptual and
£v*aü likely en*ne candidates «id ^^^^^^^T^n^ ng^^
prelimir^designbyeachü^^
establish feasibmty for thei^
rig workshomdbe 6.2. More m^g™*^^
data generated shouldbecx>nvm^
the issue. The engine company need not tx»«be test data sourccoui
both the government and the engine manufacturer.
u
H th, *? tests oreliminary augmentor design would be revisited to
After the engine is chosen ^^^^^^Ami0^^^»^^
identify any changes based upon ^^^^^^^ and critical features tests would be
of the experimental augmentor would be bu* "^^ J^^^^ftetowDldeiiverona
donewimaiealistic tocomingpress^^^
augmentor demonstration
coolday.The engir* manufacturer wouUW^S^Ä tta. doeTnot scale. Full scale
begun on 6.4 funds.
.

• . ,nd this would be a burner unique to the WIG, some unusual
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UmfSÜM -& to 1958 Sp« Aa (See Append« B, Propulsion)
PAR Requires . Tri.« of <3 Succ« In Autors, Vedoreri 1W1 «*>• F Fad Tank
Environment
JÄStebaseanponsanepraof of critical concept reamres.Tte.toee .re.
1. thrust vectoring
2. no augmentorfire threat to wing fuel tanks
3 ductaugmentor-theeaiiy-onrigtestdescribedeariier.

> ^cd««.
PARissue™^£\'£^£^&J£Z
flt
devdopmem
plan. The
wift PAR is not if twiUOTKouisp,
^
characteristics. This is a more comfortable nsxJCTH""»
—, * r «

^ATTSX

o]Koff

^^

« S^W ^decision point is seen « fte

design, wtachimgra be perfecuyacceprarae..^^^^^
htags. tt is an excellent critical pah appro»* f*V"*2i™?«*S tot «Seite most flexibility to the

program are completed.
Environmental Research, Development, Test and Evaluation
• ,
tiiivrfv he dealt with usmg onboard auxiliary engines pnMding taxi capability. However.
mBdielw^te«^^^ 6.2preliminary design work should be done to
if these engine are used for the TATU concepi, «*«si
iv
certainly before any

^ how this wfl. ^J« E?SSÄ« Ar M teroproi). n. same
any type of takeoff drag
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.

*=■

d.presenceof se,-. QW h flWrtrt »^ ;g^I2r
T*po<emi«h«^emissionpmWemU,«en .staving*^

it would be likely to do to humans. Tiy to identify ^ ^^^ ^e ^vdy simple

'-X?

issue is not expected to return. This would be ^^^^J°T™
^toHrtre^approv^
mhn
rooauu»/
~i
-rr
-ftnn-r» until we can define "how bad bad
If tt« «Bwer is Yes. tto v« have . g^ J^PP^
«W«
(0ble
rail, is. and And ml demonstrate . sohmor.tfe^^WwS Eon «he overall WIG
ML It is no.possible to deflne today »hat «be Mimport2^^,^if fte answer is
program. Hat qoestton nepds to be answ«ed by a ^^^^pifetet Bern 4
W or even if it is only -very probable/ ^,V°^™^£S3 impact

S. ^iTÄtÄÄS5iSÜit?Ä fc me Ub.ft.
^dh^ves.T*eanftorlianonfortliisco«lda)ment«nPL10J-160,Sec845.

3 ^^me^e^.nt.ndc^meir.m^b^^
1

Ä^r^t^of^iJ^-domd-mic-s-ebe^nrade.

^^
.. • i.._.iinn-fi«iiii!"«ndatrestconditionsatAEDCinboth
4. KextensiveengnKteatagnndersunnlatedWIO ttm\J**£^at^talM}m
Ught and heavy sea states to determine * «J-^JJ A3* I«*- "*» of
problem. U is mandatory however, that AEDC be •««» «™ £^° » ^ ^ Pn)^sion

S. test and «alm^M^ ^SSS Divisionen
ingestion test
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dimtaa« to formation of to potaonB. T**™**^^ ^„d and to public.
P=
ef^veand>dequatefotos«BfactK»oftoPfoiectmed
d 2 above

te

r* Dave Pratt

A contact on implementation of the first major .«^^^^ WA 98195. Phone: 206-543^vercity of Washington. "^^ S^lfS^2X%M**s with both enmbuaoon
WU^UmvenityofW^hu^^te^^^^^^^^a^tt,
ano sampling equipment They *>^ l££££ZJ. d*«*-** -. «-*»
^^ .^^
physicspn)toco1S.I».Pmn™««^^Ma^
„f chlorine
/.Mnriiv bearing
hearine compounos.
compounds.
of

Ä/lwnrk%

Engine cerui
„ ^im™ test would be conducted on a mannized
Following augmemor devetopmen« »«••**jJSS,,^ sou« engine can be offered
verion of me engine at worse-than*emce
«^^££™IUt«y production and civil ceraficanon
te
m for WIG service. The test should «^ "e^^Salcernficad<mpmctices rather than
Timmen*. Several »dempB «this-**^,T-*
™a ***■ —If» ^ *
„Star, specifications should be «^*a^^^Bt w« temperature levels, thrust and rpma and.
ej^be™te«**^*^"S5TS. W Murance^üng « AEDC should be done
„^„od««! to WIG use at 4,000to 6.000 ^*™£Z%Z* per million (PPM) levels and
£ sal« water ingeation at «^ «£^.S5£ £<Tto WIG mission cycle, as in
pertodicwashes. 11«manuftctmerMlnmto£*"££ .deqmue fan stability margta. me
Smmerdal, without excessive low <*<*™^TZ<ZvZ WIG and the engine vectoted down
to
-^-«•«-^
-?*SÄ.SSS is «sed. The-ring .—*» -» wtsht0
fo

«^^^^r^rr^^for^^^

serviceto «i^™"*™*«"*^SÄ"op *e%oting.TWs ia .toy cost avotdance
a^le-withouttoneedtofundtoJ«"*** £mtiL"*„«£ „jutary development but is bemg
methodology in commercial development
tot ■ '«^^ „^ „*te te convinced tore ts a
suggested here for WIGs. ^te^!^^"Xvemfund«h growth step (SIM million to 180
Set for such engines, otherwise the ml^^Snm JlTmiZ P=r >-)■ «• *»*«* ,0 ""
nüUion
each) plus planned pnxfoc.1»^™^^ „ne. ere subslanual
„moryofhavu^actmvitKtogmissmn.evenanmKommen:

3 "4

An«c.patad Program AccompUshments a, Each Deve-opmen, Lave

Tte.anto6awo*Udo»efin«.sv»'«^^^

decision to enter Full Scale Engtneenng
Demonstmtioa/Validation Phase {*£*"££££* phase »a approval is requested to go to to
Development (6.4). The accomplishments expected tromea P
next level of development are:
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Bchnology thai might Impact main engine sizing. ■» «
presence
dissolved salts
sea water.
presence of
01 aissoivcu
»«« in
«. —
«jAengtetypeshasbeentesBdcmn^Tbel^d^^

XU to ^ »"-»^I'r^^^SSMSeS- selectioninput which
would otherwise be based totally on san «•»* u*
„escHbedelsewbem.
„„„vide the "Ttiad Decision Point" for
1 Tnerofcade^augmenrorrig^aHloc^^
rARopemttooswim.teasonal.teassessm^f»^^
«, bow mat they am posstole and the way «ctearooro
^ ^^ ydnde
ra
owirato the augmentor it means bigger engines '"*™i_yIo4<tegree of economy.
«faüsbyviro^ofeiu^u^
gasemironmemoftbeaugmenrordts^th»

OT

«,„«,»5 discussed to Section3.U.

sStot^rofTrr^^^-dS-for^ve
f*<

«^tar^ncnsB^^V-id^^
u^tpK^^ft
4 Sufficiem<»mbustione*perbnentsco^to.d^^
formaaonof«»^oosr^r^^tobum««^«»
* fonned. hot a
m taamious. tt>en this is the «to ° .^"l^JClpnent ttat might mitigate «us
ponüsing plan ^doPl^"^S^«ne«dedortois pton Is ^v»r«d in»

tu nmlWinn^ trmn II.. H 1 "■'^g^w wtt have been found based
mostly npon the rotoity * ««»J**^^^ „„ whatis «quired to restore these cnucal
will also provide tafonnauon on corrosion resistance »
margins via wa&ing.
^...„-»nrmmoonentsinasectorrig
gewd to the selected engme. we know tW™f ™
throstonthewmg.Weynllhaveroauceo

1 A

£dc „gtoe cycle »to more dry
^^ ^ ^.^ ^

ooly

fc,,- ,,
SÄÄ^*^■-^»
•
*"
"
B

tmnortant Tachnoioofc»»«Propulsion

WIN6SHIPTggjN0!^gI»g^^^"-fery reduction. TATO

_

„0* ranging from sizing. pn*"""^ destgn » ^8»J
f 14 & a« me of
The combination of augmentaflon »?J»*ÄÄ». WIOs with PAR « only
TATOtoreduaitnjrtherbyupmMSeffocnvdy^omn» outstanding on propulsion

4

OLLI oosts »I range should be substarmal. If PAR »J££?
e Mm

S-lTr.«a»a"-0-8»-'^^ "

^ion weight and oost ove

^Sn*V23%.TOs
is .marginal
1M

SaJ^L vU good engines. TATO and an; augmenror «'
^^dhlgMigl»Slheb«atsof«en*I»UedPAR

"°

^^0*«,^^^

1

flight mdng «

(PFRT). usually a 60+our endurance test, *e engine wtm augm
for flight tests.
.i„_,~, the auementor will be fully
« the end of the engine Fufl ^ "*"* STb^dlTbou, over simulaed
d«elor^ontteei^arrfmendurar«typ=J««fln" ^ „a „devaluation will be done
ÄU»l«*Ä*V»"!22X22E5Z~*« »PPon is sought Tbe

a^evenifwashingtsaftereachfbght.
„.„.„.„o. B will make simultaneous
3. An imegnted Log** Support *^££2£&*-«>~~»«*«

of the vehide as a useful entity.

3.1.2.4

Cost and Schedule

« \ ^^mrfeasibmtyassessmertawlA)rrigparametricte^
1) Fan Augmente* feaaouity ass«^
Select likely candidate engine cycle ^«eristics^^)^s^

subtask
_.u*«ir with
«nth Subtask 5 team
team.
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«50,000

PWA and GE preparation for 30-day kickoff meeting
Make pieliminary designs for candidate engines
Make assessment of augmentor critical technologies
DctcrnÜMfeasibmtyforappücableengires^
prep and give to Triad meeting,
As^ best candidate engines for augment
Dcfinerequiremer^foraugmemoriesearchar^

2mo
l

toon**
6 months

$50,000
$1,650.000

lmonths

$50SX0

2months

$100.000

In all. allow 18 months and no less than $2 million for this *W^f^™^<***^
taskofgettmgPWAandGEuruier«,^^
start on this immediately after a kickoff planning meeting 30 days from program start.
2) Resolution of propulsion sizing issues so the selection of engine candidates and augmentor
conceptualization can proceed.
From the vehicle program, and outside the funding of this section, come the following activities:
. Takeoff technology concept definition arid takeoff thrust contribution
• Proof of takeoff technology concepts) feasibility
• Thrust vectoring concept definition
• Proof of thrust vectoring concept
• Fudtaricthenrudrxotectfonccmceptd^fjmtion
• Proof of fuel tank thermal protection feasibility
• Reassess requirements and/or contributions from PAR
An input from the above activity confuting a te**««^«*^«^"^^^
uLSwill need to be made no less than 10 months before the ™*J^»^SZZ?£
augmentor rig tests above in Subtask 1 and the preliminary engine satt hardening t*"*«^^
alternative is to wait until vehicle portions in pandlel wim Subtask 2 are «>mr^ before
augmentor rig program.
The propulsion portion of the plan will provide:
• Manpower to interface with the above and test plan
• Determine one-engine-out main engine thrust needs
• Identify engines in this thrust class (the candidates)
. Fund at least two engines for saltwater*«^
and water wash procedures, define coating and material changes desired, define turbine vane area
machining changes to open area and drop or^ratinglir^Cpric* a new vane hardware set and costs for
other mods to be borne in Phase 2.)
• Coordinate probable test with AEDC.
• DoVCE analytical investigation for 2nd/3rd generation.
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.^^hn.^.-Prop^'il!
«„nm^sSlMfcrÄ^fflonlh Navy VCE
« n* mm ***» P!» I« at»«-^ÄXÄ^ n«d »be advised »

fiisk.

3) The Triad decision point for PAR
. PresertfeasibmtyofcorKxptdataontrBeeitenis
• Fan duct augmentor
• Thrust vectoring scheme

The propulsion costs would be costs to ^^^^^^^^ <*d» ^^
llcuXostsa^^
get-together to tteashtWngs out before a final inao a

beginningoftheoverallpropulsion62phase.

^ ^

toxidtywwemsbeginswithEPAandciosecoo

c

^^^ aether there will be

. I^analyticalandlab^
atoxiccombusüonproblem --*^ me „^ 0f a toxic emission problem.
. Hold pubUcme^ng on result of ^^ morths, $m(XX).
Consider a likely future WIG site for tne meeung
. Receive comment from public
„,i,w tnxicitv threat, then this ends this projects wont uuu

. «view plan and comments «im EPA and DoD.
AUwsUmonmsandVWW.OOOfdrmeabov«.

problems if ARPA wished to. Four months, $500,000.
. Make this and the mitigation plan public informanon
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.

;^^^^n^^J^ o, * „on** and «.7. mtlhon.
^^ on wheü«r a toxidty problem «quiring mtoga»» « «»»I•♦„, .«th* «hove and keep it coherent. $250,000
6) Contract/projects
ner year or $60,000 for 32 months.
32 months.
m

pftmnnctrntinnfYnllTlff'""

ph<

"p *

ffi

^ ^iwiwm are;

1) 30-day planning and kickofT meeting. $80,000.

Harden the two c^te ^'^ ^^^
oUiertrecorrosionasr^of
performance degradation from salt ingestion * »T*^ «nd change materials if feasible (three
Gentry flow area, coat where w<.have to f?^^P^^v^ be üying to avoid ordering
months concurred wim tuibir* woA Wow
long lead time parts although we must »I^^^Z?*«*** *******
r^tu*ine(HPT)var^for^

2)

>ulsieceWedarfwaitir*forinac^
b^adifierentvar^
CTF HPT1) vane set would be on tie onto^»SOOOT ^^^^ ^ by the manufacturer, in
rework. Allow another three *otttoA^g^ ^j^Wwash probes are to be used, buildpreparati« for the actual sah tests at AET^^
upTthe time when they need to be ^^^^V/^^^ damage risk item. Engine
acquisitic» costs, exdu^
on the peiceived market ti^m^^
used. For tr»e test program, omy one engine ofj^
foraloar^engir*,$4mimonforuSea£^^
serial numberfor an c^r^^wffiteT»
less than nine months and
engtaes. U. $8 million for engine acqu* ü°%^^nS^gine. Use one year to allow for minor
pretest rework costs after acquisition will be $1.3 *^™V* !£E«el-l schedule. Total subtask costs
agencies includingfitting ^^^^^*« to AEDC will be $9.3
including acquisition and rework to deliver two semi sau
million.
(^g^mistrig-Jevdopmemw^^^
occupancy (fourmonthseach) for200to^«"T"f ~ „^ ^ „uor combustion mittganon
„oulVb. on the order of $8 **SÄ^S£E1^ for «us). Anticipae mat
facility modifications (allow an ^T"J*£?X« «Si v&y assist NAVSEA run these tests at a
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~"

e

"

'

■

„* „nmtv. at 9 cost of $600,000, including

USAF. AUow 60 days for teardown and inspection of each engine at a cost
NAWC/AD and engine contractors.

*ouu,

Aw«idays and $400,000 to «solve these data ir* a decision.
Allow 24 months and $15.4 million for this test and evaluation task.
. A ..„«„-nt once Phase 2 is entered, both engine contractors are to be
4) Full scale augmentor rig ^P^.^^l^or rig design with realistic entry pressures
furKtedtocompleteaMs^elengm^
devclop a ^ m «*

$500 000 for this, including design of some new ng facility parts.Oocethelosh.englneiseUm^.^^
l«dpmsadtestetpiipmentareordered.Sm«*»*"»^
^y ft» tat one month later
six mono« for .U ^^^SSÄ"£SE~M «ale design needs of.be real
($1,000). Allow sU months for ng «tev^f^f ™ !Z ri« tests of an augmentor ready to enter
Umenu*.« "Ä »bÄe^ b^cls fhTthe da« engines me
engineering development ($500,000). Total SUDWM. UI
shipped, cost will be $3 million.

Demotion/Validation phase.Theengineson"^T^S»*. »«JB fta, $2 million was
, sample source and should be «»«»"^^^l^^^Sthis could be defined
aBocLtatesattwaterteaforfKuityn^^B^^s^^
^
early enough. With the disclosures on this «£ «™*£V^^TZmi Allow $6 million
management or the blue collar Won wm demand «**&**£ JSStonmd^«*» «t AEDC to
mG 2g months for the development of i«a&W^^"J^. and development
..«nonsuamsuccess.uxäudinglOmc^ofd^c^^^
of amiupdonplmtforthcragta^g^*^■£^^^«^„«m should go to sea
D^opnem. ^™£52C£E5£1 of sea sal^- DD9d3's for example^
confidential to the service generating the samples.
6) TATO - Design, fabricate and test critical technologies. $4 trillion.
7) Contract/project management and coordination . To monitor the above and keep it coherent.
$250,000 per year for 40 months, $900,000 total
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million.
ni|1 nrnlr

^..n^rinn TTrvrmr-^ *** phftSP * *«■****

tl* performance and ie^^
tec^calevaluationon the WIG ^ ^^'^^«^^ufactuitr will use the test and
and downselect to a single engine, on«>,6A is<«^^^gn to „u*e it suitable for the WIG
^wninspecttoninform^
modcl, with augmentor,
environment Concurrent with a design * ™*r^J£ ^ges to accommodate salt and
development to PFRT proceeds, with potenuaUy^^^^„a! full scale tests of 200 to
regular washings, and diagnostics thereto. Assume ^^^^^ ^ test with sea salt at rated
Xours duration under mission conditions wuh sea.^^^^Xnance checks, and post^imettemperamreCirn^Fof «^^^J^^^ te ««« same facility
test disassembly and inspection. All full ^^^^ „ because that facility will have
where salt Ingestion selection tests ^^^^yJ^m w of testing. To activate the Phase
undergone emission mitigation treatment ^J^^J^ZsZc another $6 million for facility
HI toxic emission mitigation plan wntten for AE&*m »*>>
$5 „^ ^ yCar AEDC costs
enhancements. ^^^^J ^^Z^^Lo^, separate from the facility
. (which will include $500,000 per year ior ^
enhancements above). Total $1W^
A*—y^
artiV at an assumed cost pf$10^o^^^
program.) Note that aU lOehginesshouWte^^^
cZgedasares^tofPFRT butbytheam^
aU 10 engines have been delivered to the « ^J^JJ^« „moved and returned for overhaul.
WIG should not fly the engines more than 200 hours before meyareicm
Augmented engine development though a ^^^^JÄ^^^
aid shüd be considered as a candidate for ^^^^f^***^^*
wül be an engine slightly downrated (but not ^^3^^^tJ^e^viU^m^^vir
«> have performance continuously creep up as^°™ ™ ^^ut ofme 6.4 program fed by flight
wbemto^puth* efforts*^
test and AEDC salt ingestion usts *«* Pjf*™^«» to 600 taL on the wing before removal.
thanPFRT performance butbe^^^
(The Russians remove theirs at 400 hours.) Allow z* monu*
and $30 million for AEDC, Total $120 million.

2)

3) TATO - Build and deliver 11/2 hardware sets to flight test vehicle
^ntrac^ec^^^
jmOOO per year for 48 monihs. Total »lmifoonToalPbaseStoe will be four years a«, costs «in b= SOTmUlion.
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Time in months

Cost

1.6.2 Concept Formulation

32

$ 9.87 million

2.63 Demonstration/Validation

44

$38.60 million

^

tmJ&xW*

124 months

$291.47 mülion

Phase

jMrninnlirnrinrrmir^-^
Totals
The following program charts show

the time layout of each task and subtask.
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Figure 3-9

Overall Propulsion Technology Development Plan Summary
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Figure 3-10 - Propulsion Concept Formulation Plan
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Figure 3-11 - Propulsion Demonstration/Validation
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3.1.3 Structures
This technology roadmap for structures discusses wingships from 150 Ltons to 5,000 tonsjn size. (Note:
^^aXMor^r'withafull load weight of only 540 tons. Tbe ORLAN and IM
were about 150 tons and 400 tons respectively. Several U.S. designs have «ported sues ranging from 590
«S» These consistent Douglas Aircraft Wingship-C> UM.0004b«.^^f "
G^und-Effect operation) under Advanced Naval Vehicle Concepts Evalu^on (ANVCE)fl^»dSa 1,362.000-lbs "Spanloader"; a Lockheed 1962 design of a «Winged Hull V^deaaW
los- and a Douglas Aircraft 2,000,000 lbs design of a WIG-S. also performed under ANVCE. Recent
information on an informal Northrop wingship of 1,600.000 lbs is also included.
3.1.3.1

Requirements

Structures requirements are based on the utilization of Power Augmented Ram (PAR) for takeoff
aST anoTe use of a hydroski or other devices for landing. These features may have considerable
"pT^adst posed on wingship structures during landing. Tne latter, particularly« cnüc^and a
divining factor fc structural large wingship design. Emphasis is on ^^lo^^.^fC^
structural weight to achieve the relatively high payload fractions necessary to obtam the fuU benefits of the
vZplrtothTstartof^
aircraft industry, will be severely hampered wr^ the veWclemploys the Mowing diaracter^
1 AWghperceraofcompoatematerialsmt^
2 A perception of vehicle structural needs which drives either the developer or the res ini producer
tow^rdVa new family of resins with uncertain characteristic ta aUowattes ^
risk of entering engineering development with resin/matrix properties in allowables or producibdity
impacting weight that the still being denned in unacceptable.
3. Large composite structural sizes and shapes which are Mt m the actual comrx)site manufacturing
experience of the developer.
4 A configuration other than conventional wing-fuselage-tail, i.e. one in which the usual parametrics
used prior to actual structural design are not in the developers expenence base.
5 When one of the "Ulities" can have a significant and adverse impact upon weight if it's system
' engineering needs are «ttackixwledgedarri accommodated*^
A detailed recommended experimental and analytical loads program is included under 3.1.3.5
For the 400-, 1.000-. 2300- and 5,000-ton wingship alternatives, a high priority will need to be placed on
aluxed high-strength lightweight materials and structural design methods. The larger wingship sutures
will require advanced aluminum, titanium and composite materials^ is evident that a r^
large WtaVship design that the large differences be fully understood between projected structural weight and
mptyTeight values, and those actually achieved for the ORLAN and LUN wingships. Modem
^^tafe^d boron fibers (expensive), carbon, graphite and Kevlar fibers have lead to
significant (about 25% to 30%) weight savings over conventional aluminum. The increased cos.^ociated
wSi composites could be dissipated by reducing structural pieces, component commonality and structural
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T^^forMssocn^sthermoplastics,metals and polynmdescould
stapBficaüon. J«-^SÄ3SiS. - «■—« *« "»^ "^
lead to even lighter wingship structures, wi«

•
-it h, needed to utilize advanced composites technologies for wingships
Substantial analysis and testing will be needed * ^j*
fc ^^ to meet load requirements.
.Unliicemetals.mes^gth^^^
Research and development is cnücal in preventing proDica»
and slamming damage, and delamination failure.
.„,,*. effective use of sandwich core material in the fuselage, wings and

Special attention should be given to Mission Required Capabuiües

31.3.2

State of the Art

*—— -*- —■ -—- -*' "d
^dedheraforbac^undinfotmrfoa

proiected des,8ns

nelttl„ COMept

"

^

general conditions in the fotmer Soviet Union.
„ « ~w™»f 941 It is not dear that the technology base exists
AS pointed on. tothe«tagship «port. ^"^f^^ghtma«n!ns.HaKe.ase<Penceof
„^«designof.^^-^rt^c^o^^^^^^^^^

^Sdesi^The^rsempftasixedmefollowing:

equipment;

.

wingships. «hleh operate on the border of twome .
^ ^^ ^^ ^^
■^".tSÄTensunngstracturalwelghtefflcieney.
«qoiraments for h«n strich«* deagn. paractuany
^„ „„^„„„aerials.

also of the wingship as a whole.
"Qffl rtHT" f?ri?n. winqshln
• tr
m,™ i i ^ u/hirh is taken from Reference 3.
- of the 150-ton ORLAN is given in
Figure
3-13. which is taicen
An overview <
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The ORLAN, also called the A.90.150 EKRANOPLAN, has the following pnncii
according to References 3 and 4:
190.3 ft; 58.0 m
Overall length

ctensocs.

Wingspan

103.4 ft; 31.5 m

Height

52J ft; 16.0 m

Fuselage length

151 ft; 46.0 m

Wing area

3218 ft2; 299 m2

Horizontal tail span

85.3 ft; 26 m

Horizontal tail area

1300 ft2; 120.7 m2

Weight, normal takeoff

HOtons

Weight, overload takeoff

125 tons (with restriction in wave height during takeoff).

Engines

<

;r .

two Kuznetsov NK-8 tuibo-fan engines, up to 10.5 tons
thrust, for takeoff, one Kuznetsov NK-12,11,000 kW,
turboprop for sustained cruising.

Speed, cruising

400 km/h; 216 knots

Range

2000 km, 1080 n miles

Fuel load for normal takeoff
weight

15 tons

Fuel load for overload takeoff
weight

28 tons

Sea flying limit; takeoff and
landing
While afloat and flying

44

Fbrce4',(Seastate3)

"Force 4 to 5" (Approximately Seastate 4)
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Figure 3-13 - Overview of ORLAN
watertight compartments." Note that this is a welded sm.au*.
intake as for away from sea spray as is feasible.

„.«off jet units arc to, shmi down.™J^n°* „^ ^yoarnie resiaance.
nosittoned in the contours of the nose in sucn a way as iu um
_.j. *f OBI AN bv WARDIV, NAWC and

Several independent weigh, breakdown T^Tl^£S^auM>. including weight
CARDIV, NSWC. WarDiv. MAWC «"^^^"commercial aircraft smrctural design
«^ „,the smxmrc: £ *£3£5ES£S and weight added to account for the
SopiAN with foe CARDIV. NSWC weight eshmate for companson.
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ORLAN WINGSfflP VEHICLE WEIGHT ESTIMATE COMPARISON
_
COMPONENT

****&
^^
Endplates

__
_

H—I*
Vertical Tau
TOTAL

WEIGHT (to)
WARDIV

NAWC

cARDiv, NSWC

LOW
23415
S^o
4796
^,796
7,759

MID
37316
35*25
8344
WJ*
1O200

HIGH
41,048
43.428
13,957
1L220

8«

M»

62,740

95335

113^58

98,190

JK

Wb

51

•

^16
27,240
7^80
^

Subsequent» this study, the wfcgship team ^^ * %^7Ä
«X^**»* O^-^^^^?^Jf i» tons. Apparently the
takeoff wdght of 110 torn, or 85.CXX) to bas^
WarDiv, NAWClow- to mid-range calculation bracketed ^fTl

LUNiss.K.wninHgurcM^SPASAm^bumu.tosamcbasicdcsiga^.^vehide.b«.^
not completed.
Principal Cbaracteristics of LUN are:
Total full load weight
Length,ovenül
Bearn/TOngspan
Bright, overall
Draft, hull borne
Power plants

USE?,.™
>«*«»
«^ ^ m (esümatebasedonAspectRatio of33)
^fc25m
8.2ft; m ^^ ^^^ each with a maximum
^cthruTof 13tons(26,000lb.)

• u
, • „ftw TIN has been made by the WTET. The Russians told the U.S. team
N0«^^-5J^^^^~1S te ORLAN - 34%. This would be about
that the structural weight fraction of LUN is me sam
.
272,000 lbs. Empty weight fraction was reported as 50%. (Reference 4)
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Figure 3-14 • LUN
l.ftflKhead.Gwrqta WlnoshlD

It should be borne inmind that the Lockheed vehicle ^^^^^^f^^S^^i
waTanalyzed without benefit of recent information and knowledge from various Russian ORLAN and
LUN wingship experts.
•Die Lockheed 1.362-million-lb wmg-m-ground-effect (wingship) was designed as a logistics transport
can^SLporting 441,000 pounds (200.03* kg) 4.000 nautical miles (7.408 km) over an open ocean
£SS»«of the wing. Tte forward fuselage contains all required crew accommodaüons necessary
™mfl5*our design mission. Tue forward fuselage also provides support to me mam pmpulsion system
I a lotion forward above the wing leading edge as required for power augmentation during the
^eSlanding modes. THe twin vertical and full span all-movable horizontal empennage is supported
from the wing trailing edge by twin tail booms.
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ff.»«»

I

-——^

Figure 3-15 - Lockheed-Georgla Wlngshlp
Structural Aspects
^^ Win* loads *>r *e «in* Loo^ tÄ*^-S
^^«er.dM^^b^^^»^^^^^^ spanloader
Lnngm^onttnsdi^on.wbile •*?^?J™£«P»^»bprovided b, tow*
down bending loads »Me on the ground. Santo.^^Ztloa loads while me aircraft is m
foes, down bending loads »^*J»"^Z^*-I><^^*^"™
i««fc«»«Ä«-,^SJ5ÄS3S.--.---"»
.TOaloadhoorwas
for low loads is the maneuver load 6^r^g"*™° „„^.„„tad»«!»
tbe maximum cnuse
0
foweiedfortowmgahipain^be^ta^^^««^^
— ^ with skid
aldtude of apprmdmamly five feet "^J^???* „fWwO milüon to-lbs. (13 J million N-

, fl,,,i,, ,M

5rSSSKÄ-ÄÄ-»-- -

- *

Hmated The worst condition shows a
internal loads produced by ^J^S^^ m C-5 'maximum cover loading is about
maximum cover loading of ^W*^f™ ™ ^ ^ ^ess tend to reduce internal
of loads information.
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S^ä« - MO» Locfcheed 'SK^ÄS^**8 —* f^Sp
THae are some structural feanires detenmnea t>y in
ataaiL

. „ relatively low fflgW *»*•A laIge pcnal,y• ^f

suffering impact damage ftom floating debns.

^

ZL levels used in the design. It was necessary mm i~

„,„»„«, m mpact ^

.£Ä*sassÄ£=25sSass==s:
speed wouwmydow«^ aroaft. smat««
iHp^nogreaterthanld^tstUm/s).

m^

ftisraimarilysBn-stringerdesign

!Sera^oorle4 installed for cockpit, **£%£%££„ for damage. The fuselage's: «o»
toweSge is use* for flotation and is '^f^Mm^ •« *" tedaS!L™ ~
asoneumLTh=fuselagewe.ght.spenahzedhy

•n,

ofthefoward fuseiage. To

rfn« installaüon is unusual. The engines are «to^^fc« „ „„„„^ A„ additional

weightpenaltyofl.0001bs(454Kg)
,
^
te engine rotadon actuanon system.
for ^.^
A single. V-shaped, reuactahle hydrofoil w- ^^ 7^X hydroM , extended - 150
ÄffÄiSÄ---^

^^„e^ence..
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tmrtnrop 1 m Wingship

^

unpuMMied

renCC 6
°
An overview of the Northrop Wingship ^^V^™ «»SWQ. <^

Figure 3-16 - Northrop Wingship 1.6M

Physical chareccriste of .heNohhrop Wtogship . —tad-««-«
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Dimensions
282 ft
Length
70 ft
Height
141.4 ft
Wing Span
65ft

Wing Root Chord

44.7 ft

Wing Tip Chord

7.778 ft2

Wing Area

approx.8%

Wing Thickness Ratio

206 lb/ft2

Wing Loading

Z6

Aspect Ratio
Propulsion Engines (flight)

(4) Fixed pitch Advanced
Technology bypass ratio
turbo fans, about 84,000
SLS thrust each.

Weights
527,836 lbs

Structure

•158033 lbs

Propulsion

751,369 lbs

Weight Empty

762.568 lbs

Operating Weight

320.000 lbs
Payload

\ .

51>ft432 lbs

Fuel Usable

Bas-cMasio-TateoffaossWeigh.
•„• .

1.60WX» lbs

9^cturalweightfractionof32%,andanemptyweightfracüonof47%.

Note that these values indicate a «^7^*^ c (Structures).
Detailed weight breakdown is provided in the Appendix c

pminlm fllrrr»« winn^hin fWlnnstilP-Sl
• tr .«•a 17 taken from Reference/.

Anov«vi=wofü1eDo»^Wi„gSW!vSisShovmmH^3.17.uk=nft<»m

sssssssssssssssssss-'
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7-tfiVj rm.i ft^
Figure 3-17 - Douglas Aircraft Wlngshlp-S

^.«tarf «m
cavity is energized from the exhaust or ine iour«-««

^PATN

wine concept The under-wing pressure

„nd-r-wine pressure is contained by plain

sr^ and hydrcdyrumuc forces onto^

stability at forward speeds.
Structural Aspects of Douglas Wingship-S
,„ • ^r^udas Aircraft Wingship-S vehicle, reported in Reference 7. was based
The 1977 structural design of ^ ^u^J^J*^d advanced aluminum alloys and tempers, and
on anticipated 1990 technology'«^^
(B/Ep/and Kevlar/epoxy
Ü
advanced composite construction. .^J™^V ^ £ost attcntion and were believed to be most
(Kev/Ep) advanced composite matenals were receiving tue most auc
likely developed for 1990 technology design.
7049,7050, and 7475 which have good toughness, cracK propagduu
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.
appropriate current
^
,
^^ess
New
titanium
alloys
were
considered
along
with app p
qn
well as highu strength and
stiffness. r<ew uuu
a

^°yS-

Th. main structural boxes,

control surfaces, and fairings were primary compos«

^ of a leading edge

S^. The wing has . «^£■*£ £ £ SÜÄ»» •» *« « ~
Smctnralbo^tndltagedgeand^fcdia^
^ ^ ^ TOs
^
^ along the entire span » »J^"*£g| J ^»supper tank panels to be used as a floor
.States both spanwise and choriwse wmg bending ano
ThebaSicstnK^system<:onsisBoffives^nbsl.Kmi
^^ ^^le manufacturing
^po^conspvcflonuulizesfo^oon^nbkw^»^^
^es. The basic concept is ^1^™1 and «pair capability. Minimum sandw, h
aeo^cflonwascomidemdbec^ofpo^ms«^
high level of structural efflciency '-hJ-^jSSSd. fabrication,^^
inspection
and env.nmmen.al
^^

wluch are

:^Ä=Ä—«~ —— ~
. lS S (S'SSimate intend fud over-fül pmssom.
C^enbNoBma.fl-sevalu^ammnch.owermantt^usedbyflKRnssians.
, -.«.fed over-fill conditfon which imposes an equal
m, crifical eondifion for the lower wing,panels . the fuel over fill co
EOH^-The empennage s^to^s^^^
Sofmain load carrying bo«, (1^"*^ ,imposite stiffened panel and mul»-nb

structure.
The critical loading conditions are:
. 180 RPa (20.1U psu uuim

eatrestinSeastate6.

^

rear spars

-effective in bejween. TKs
Shear and bending was assumed *^£~£££Z
„specflvky. as shown in Reference 7. Hgum"-*-B°» *
^ UWJr panels are desrgned for
Ä-~«-»£«£££2?» .Sfor ultima« tensile loads, T*e same pane!
stability under axial compression. The lower pane
deoth
is usea
used to resist bending from water pressure.
depth is
^.^ expencnce, the
Commer.hisapparentthati^
most impact wouldbeon^
have to be increased considerably, which in run
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Risk Area Definition

tures are

According to the Douglas report, the only JJT^ ™ "SKÄSStoS full size

^Dou^ideredt*^
criteria for reasonable risk is that the sam* J^^^ tests, and have undergone a
completed design and development, tadndmi; status^^ ^ ^ „„«nt and near future)
prescribed period flight testing. Significant «*»"^£ JJ'gJ Jould permit reasonable risk
which would have provided experience ^^wrZy fl-A» structure. Composites were
appücation to complete wing and empennage f™^^^^otnerp^0f an airplane. However,
Tconsideredinr^ylessar^^^
Douglas did not anticipate the projected state of technology to oe ai
F~~
reasonable risk by 1985.
fiffrflftftn pash.1.6

».. A „«K« AFROCON is illustrated in Figure 3-18. (Reference 8.)
The 5,000-ton wingslup design by AEROCON is IUUMI

Figure 3-18 - AEROCON 5,000-ton wlngshlp
\

y

The AEROCON DASH 1.6 wingship design has

the following physical characteristics (Reference 8):
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FUSELAGE
Length (overall)
Maximum Height
Max Beam (Strake)
WING
Span
Root Chord
Tip Chord
Wing Planfbrm Area
AspectRatio
PROPULSION BRIDGE
Overall Span
Root Chord
Gross Area
Aspect Ratio
EMPENNAGE
Overall Span
Root Chord
Tip Chord
Empennage Planfbrm-Span Area

566ft

112ft
116 ft

340.00 ft
156.00 ft
60.00 ft
38J20.OftV
31j

k

736 ft

g4ft
13,087 ft2
4^5
320.00 ft
SSfiOtL
3300
18,680.0

™AEROCONDASH-I.6ÄD^
Takeoff Gross Weight, WO
Empty Weight, WE = .3588 WO
Max Fuel, WF max =.52 WO
Max Payload, WP max = .345 WO
Max Payload at WF max
Wing Loading
*
TakeoffSlÄed(BasedonCL=1.0)276knots

Cruise Velocity, VC
Cruise (clearance) Altitude, HC

^
m
1725tons

W£ ^
^^
^^
l2feet

^

Cruise L/D

-^ ;„♦*,.

AppendixC (Structures).

«^^,anrfa

^characKHsucofateDASH T^Ä*^S«
^«W-^^^TT'iE^SSSLatanaMmdenomgher than 15.000
te example chosen and a sustamed free an- fhgtt^"^fL,, unaccepted elimb using the iniüal
L „as selected. 1*= climb esnmanons « *«*»^f »f
^ ^ mglnK (end« and
Sse speed. Ml power thrust-to-weight ?""££££% ££ „, 2.0 (or throat specific fuel
PAR) will operate with thrust augmentation (duct bunun» an
yalue of 15 „^ft/tag

rS^gtrwmbeo^.eepd.TSPCatO.or.ess.
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K.« n«. PAR effect was expected to lift the wingship above
As origir^y envisioned by m^
the water surface at very low speeds. Thus the W™£™
^ ^ r^gia* designs previously
during landing were expected to be quite ^^f^^Lience wifcfull scale wingships
described were based upon this assumption. u^rtux^y^!^^ow speed, and the takeoff and

c^ this assumptions^

^ding speeds were very high. ^J"'^; hydrodynamic loads throughout the
the cruise speed) despite activation of fte PAR J^JLe J^^ design of the hull wing,
takeoff and landing sequence are ««^^J^£ *landing impact loads, the Russians have

Inaddidontothehyd^^^^
a wave at cruise speed. experienced an 8 to 10g imps«'«"JS* ^, „ pmiaäe „„<* impacts, it
PARengine mourns. (Reference 4) Although« ^* •**££;£ IS. to be considered in a
^»fhTpracocaltodoso .nd*a-£^*^£££ft. „naccepuhleperformance
JS^Item^underTtecommendedExpeomentmShmics.)

mRussiansmdnotshamtheu-n^w^^.tt'«^^ (ustag empirical fonnuhmons) the
:*»

vdtofbri^wxte^-te^^^^SnSSWW (Reference4).
„aximum operedonal wave ^^Si'STtei* reported that me

TYrtlnal Tnlf*« «™*'flnrtlnn firenatlos
Atiowspeed.^huo^fe-^^P^^-SotSrX^^
submerged.
As speed increases, „ml hydnrtynamic forces ^J^SÄSSS^Ä^
W
^ ÄCr-SL-^ÄÄ—g devices, .n the LUN, the

S^^o^r^mduss^reghnemavoidc^wimsptay.
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path angle. Although sufficient '»<^Bf^^Z^tmm loads and pressures occur in the
ÄSÄÄÄÄ —* . con», —e impact
conditions.

ssÄ-ssasssÄSssssr--speed, spray envelopes, porpotsmg ^ ■^f^TSed, wave severity and aerodynamic contro
theseexpen^entala^havebeendev«do^
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<d) 11,= proximity of the deflected wing flap on the low wing to me water •**£*****££
h^e loads die to impact with green water and high energy spray sheets developed by the hull.
(e,

SgÄ may be parflafly submerged- throughout fl,e operation and wifl develop .arge
drag and side forces in the yawed condition.

Construction Materials
A discussion of construction materials based on large Soviet wingship experience from Reference.2 is
taTuTme Aw^hc C (Strucru.es). This should provide a departure point for matenal considerations of
any large wingships U.S. anticipate building.

Structural Weight And Empty Weight Fractions
As an example of the wide diversity of empty weight and structural weight estimates for various
"designed" large wingships, the following table is provided.
STRUCTURAL WEIGHT AMD EMPTY WEIGHT SUMMARY
W
Tons
HO
400
681
80
°
1000
5000

vwd

ORLAN
LUN
Lockheed
Northrop
Douglas
AEROCON

Structural Weight
Fraction (%)
34
34
16
32

12^
20.7

Empty Weight
Fraction (%)
50
50
26
-K
25
33.7

A major design requirement for large wingships is that the large ^rences^tween projected and
achievable weights, both structural and empty weights, must be completely understood.

3.1.3.3

Preferred Technologies

For the 400-ton, 1,000-, 2.3O0- and 5,(XX)-ton wingship alteratives, P^1^^^^
strength lightweight materials and structural design methods. Large wmgship structuies require advanced
aluminum, titanium, composites materials or a combination of them.
Modem composites with imbedded boron (expensive), carbon, graphite and Kevlar fibers have significant
w?rsS TveT^entional aluminum (about 25% to 30%). Cost increases associated wUh
SSSTS dissipated with increased emphasis on reducing ^J^ZZ^
commonality and structural simplification. Modern composite matrix materials such as thermoplastics,
metals and polyimides could lead to even lighter wingship structures.
Substantial analysis and testing is required to use advanced composites f^^1^S^
metals the strength and stiffness of advanced composites can be tailored to meet load ^qmrementt
Re^r^dopment is critical to prevent problems frcm environmental heat and moisture, fatigue
and slamming damage, and delamination failure.
Some comport» am poor energy absorbers, therefore, wmgship slamming loads and their effects needs to
be studied thoroughly.
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For 400-ton, and perhaps the 1,000-ton, wingships a primary aluminum structure may be the optimum
structure with secondary structure of advanced composites. Most likely, the 2,300-ton and 5,000-ton
wingships need a primary structure of advanced composites. Some factors affecting the final determination
of composite laminates are mechanical properties, ease of manufacture, heat resistance, cost, delamination
resistance, fatigue resistance, and toughness. For the 2,300 ton and 5,000 ton wingships using sandwich
core material in the fuselage, wings and appendages may be the best option. Sandwich structures generally
have high stiffness to weight ratios. Two of the best cores are honeycomb and foam.

3.1.3.4

Deficiencies

One of the major deficiencies designing the 400-, 1.000-, 2.300- and 5.000-ton wingships is a complete
understanding of hull pressures from slamming loads. Water-based aircraft analytical methods and data
may provide a point of departure. However, as wingship size increases, it becomes more important to
know and understand these pressures with great precision. Von Karman and Wagner have tested aircraft
slam pressures. Generally, they found that the pressure varies'with forward speed, trim angle and deadnse
angle of the craft. Although these empirical equations are sufficient for smaller craft, the equations may be
too simplistic and entirely inaccurate for large WTGs. For example, in ship stmctures the relative stiffness
of the impacted panel is essential to calculate slam pressures. None of these simplistic approaches considers
vehicle softness ?mong other factors. Generally, if the natural frequency of the panel and the frequency of
the slam loads are similar, the impact pressures and response are greater.
Developing the optimum composite materials with added materials such as boron involves an advancement
on the state of the art with these materials. The overall cost of the wingship structure is highly dependent on
the manufacturing process used for the composites structures.
The U S Navy has used the Resin Transfer Molding (RTM) process to manufacture high quality, low cost
composite ship hulls and secondary structures. The composite wingship components have different fatigue
and fracture characteristics than conventional metal structures and this needs to be studied. The
environmental effects on the material would require development. The normal WIG operating loads
requires model testing and analysis. For instance, in the normal operating model how often would the
wingship strike a wave and what would be the magnitude of these loads? For the 5,000-ton wingship the
slamming and operating loads require far more testing than for smaller wingships.
See discussion of "Risk Areas" under the 1,000 ton Douglas wingship design summary in Section xxx

3.1.3.5

Development Required

The tasks outlined below apply to large Wingships in the 400-ton through 5,000-ton categories.
1. Review past designs for structural characteristics
2. Materials assessment
3. Experimental and analytical determination of operating and slam loads (See below for detailed
recommendations.)
4. Preliminary structural design
5. Build coarse element Finite Element Model (FEM) of craft and conduct FEM analysis for
operating and slam loads. Provide inputs to wingship designs
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6. Design and buüd scale models of operating craft and perform tests at sea (measure loads and slam
pressures, structural response)
7. Design and build component models of craft (panels, wing, fuselage) and perform staue, fatigue,
fracture, and tests
8. Design and buüd models of connections (mechanical fastening, adhesive bonding, thermoplastic
welding) and perform fatigue tests
9. Build finer mesh finite element models of craft components
10. Redesign craft structure based analysis and testing
Create a program in the structures area which does several things:
(A) Identifies the needed properties of the composite, including honeycombs and coordinates these with the
materials end of the AIR 05 organization in NAVAIR. ProducibUity of very large composite parts, typical
of big wingships, is to be one of the needs to be fleshed out
(B) A computational procedure that uses finite element analysis to size and weigh parts, particularly
composites, and links this information to producibility decisions is vital and must be developed since no
one in the U.S. has buüd a large wingship. This capabUity wffl be needed before Demor^tioiVEvaluation
(6 3) can be started on structures. The effort will be to demonstrate that large parts built from the
CAD/CAM finite dement/producibility computational capabUity indeed weight what has been predicted and
have the predicted strength. Having done this, the capabUity may be considered "vaüdated and ready for
engineering development application on a full scale wingship.
(Q Buüd and destructively test large composite parts of:
Fuselage/huU mid-section
Wing sections
Carry-through section
(D) Validate computer programs from above tests
Recommended Experimental Studies
1. Overview Tests:
Construct a scaled dynamic model of the Russian LUN or new 400-ton wingship design with the capability
of adjusting the wing's vertical location, incidence and aspect ratio. Provide a retractable hydroski attached to
the hull; install a PAR system which can be deactivated; and instaU wing flaps with adjustable deflection
angles.
Select a model size, loading and test conditions which wül enable test results to be scaled to wingship sizes
up to 5,000 tons.
Conduct takeoff tests in various irregular seastates for parametric variations in wing geometry vertical
location and flap deflection angles. Test with and without the PAR system, and with and without the
hydroski attached.
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Conduct landing tests in irregular seas for the same parametric variations as in the takeoff tests.
Conduct sea-sitting tests to establish motion characteristics of the 400-ton wingship design.
Conduct all tests for a range of constant speeds and some at constant thrust (free-to-surge) and measure the
following quantities:
(a) Drag (average)
(b) PAR thrust
(c) Hull trim and heave time histories
(d) Impact accelerations at CG, bow, and stem
(e) Impact pressures and bottom loads as a function of unsupported panel area
(f) Hydrodynamic loads on flap
(g) Spray envelope
(i) Wave spectrum Motions at zero and low speed comparable to a loiter mode,
(j) Provide TV coverage from several angles
(k) Other miscellaneous measurements
In these initial tests the model will be constructed to provide rigid body measurements. These can be used
as inputs to an analytical hydro-elastic study of the loads on the full scale vehicle.
This series of "overview" tests will also provide the guidance to develop suitable elemental studies of
separate vehicle components to understand better the processes involved in generating hydrodynamic loads.
2. Tests of End Plates:
Mount the end plates on a separate dynamometer and measure the drag and side force as a function of
speed, yaw angle and immersion depth (Tests described by Baricley, Reference 12.)
3. Effect of Hull Geometry on Impact Loads:
Conduct landing impact tests on various hull geometries (including double chine hull form) to identify hull
shapes which reduce impact loads and are still functional. The objective is to develop a hull fonn which
may replace the heavy retractable hydroski. This is an elemental study using the hull alone as the test model
and should be integrated with mission-oriented design study.
4. Influence of Ground Effect on Impact Loads:
Conduct hull impact tests with and without simulated ground effect to evaluate the significance of this effect
on the impact process.
5. The results from all these tests will be compared with seaplane predictive procedures to define the extent
of application of these methods to wingships.
Recommended Analytical Studies

An analytical wingship behavior model in irregular waves is a complex problem. It must represent different
types of fluid phenomena including aerodynamic, hydrodynamic, hydrostatic, impact and time dependent
coefficients which become discontinuous when the vehicle flies off a wave crest to impact against the
oncoming wave trough. In addition, the wave profile is constantly changing. Several attempts have been
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'made to deveiop a seaplarl^wtth varying degrees of success Beriev Design Bureau in Russia
stated they arc in the process of developing such a program.

,T„^« clbe applied to a wtagship Unding simulator when aerodynam.cs and ground effect are
SSÄi analyLl models need to * developed, velfien and made avarlabfc to me
wingship design community.

3.1.3.6

Cost And Schedule

400-ton wingship Tasks 1-10 above, experimental and analyitical studies
3 years at $16 million/year
Total $48 million
1,000-ton wingship Tasks 1-10 above
5 years at $18 million/year
Total $144 million
2,300-ton wingship Tasks 1-10 above
8 years at $18 million/year
Total $144 million
5,000-ton wingship Tasks 1-10 above
10 years at $20 million/year
Total $200 million
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3.2.1 Sensors and Navigation
Sensors and navigation systems for wingships will be unique combinations of existing sensor types. Some
development may be required to support the design of the wingship, but these technologies do not have
much potential to improve the overall vehicle performance.

3.2.1.1

Requirements

Two factors drive the wingship's requirement for special sensors. These are its proximity to the water in
cruising flight, and the rough and unpredictable nature of the water's surface. We treat the latter at some
length, then discuss flight altitudes and finally proceed to instrument needs.
Seastate

The configuration of the ocean's surface is best described as consisting of multiple waves having a
Gaussian (normal) distribution of amplitudes and also a related frequency spectrum. The distribution, or
probability density of wave heights, H (crest to trough), is given by the Rayleigh function p(H) = 2H/E
xexp{-H2/E}, where E is related to the total energy in the waves. The integral over H from 0 to infinity is
unity. The wave spectrum depends upon the frequency spectrum amplitude A(a) through E, which is the
integral over all frequencies of the square of A

WZ%fi77V»»»,rrrTTTr-..
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— Rangt of principal««* «ntrgy-

Flgure 3-19 - Frequency spectrum and integral (Reference A.1)
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Figure 3-19 (Reference A.1) shows a frequency spectrum and its integral. The spectrum depends on
wmdspeed, duration of time that the wind has blown, and fetch, i.e., the distance over which the wmd acts
A fully aroused sea is in equilibrium with the steady wind, not limited by fetch or duration. (The
mathematical material is taken from Reference A.1 and the more applied material from Reference: A 2.
Reference A.2 is universally known as Bowditcl, It was first published in 1802.) Given wmd spesd, fetch,
and duration and the frequency spectium has nearly zero amplitude below a cnücal frequency
" rad^sec. Tnat is. onlyV Cc contribute to the energy in die waves. With greater wind speed, fetch
o/duration. Amplitude (A( a) )gets larger and moves to lower frequencies. Let t/ denote windspeed.m
ZZ Then the frequency of maximum spectral amplitude is /_ = 2.4 W. about twice the cnücal
frequency; the amplitude A scales as (fin with n between 2 and 25 depending upon which theory and data
are used.
Figure 3-20, from (Reference A.1), shows the quantity E(f). which is the integral of the squared amplitude
of the frequency spectrum from <T(=2*f) to infinity. The quantity £ is related to energy and ^ equals the
variance of the Gaussian distribution of amplitudes, and in this formulation scales as (fi. The other lines on
Figure 3-20 are the fetch and wind duration limits to £/
Various statistical measures of H are ^A. e.g.. the significant waveheight is the average of the highest one third of the waves and is denoted //1/3 = 2.83x^. Similarly Hm is the average of the highest one-tenth
of the waves. The significant wave height of a fully aroused sea varies with tf" where n is between 2 and
2.5. Using the numerical values in Figure 3-20 we find that Hm = 4.4 x 10-3 u .
Wavelength and speed in deep water relate to frequency approximately as follows:
5[knots] = 3.03x7=3.03//,
where T = 1// is the wave period in seconds, and wavelength, L, is given by
Lffeet] = 5.12 x T2.
Thus

S = 1.339 L0-5.

(Hence hull speed of a ship is proportional to the square root of boat length, obtained by setting length
proportional to the wavelength of the wake.) We can also calculate the wavelength associated with fa as
Ln = 0 835 {/2 As examples see Table -W. However, this wavelength is not strictly associated with the
SL waves. All of these descriptions are statistical. An additional rule of thumb is that breaking of crests
limits the ratio of wave height/length to less than 1/7.

Wind, U [kt]

Hi/3 [«I

W^^

LmaxW

20

8.5

0.12

355

28

18.3

0.088

654

Table 3-4 - Some parameters versus windspeed.
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Relative Heights

Waveheights
Average

0.64

Significant (highest l/3nl)

1.00

Highest 10%

1.29

Highest 3%

1.54

Highest 0.1%

1.94

Table 3-5 - Relationship of different wave heights.

27-47(in3ranees)

| 4-6Very,roug

Table 3-6 - Relationship of Wind to Seastate and H1/3.
r wave height contained in Table 3-5, and
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Figure 3-20 - Example of combined duration and fetch graph for co-cumu.at.ve spectra.
(Reference A.1) The vertical scale has units of ft2.
Crying Altttude

Design Bureau (TsAGI) as
h = H3%/2 + 0.1c
where H- = 1.54 ffw. and c is the wing ehord. which is about 40 feet for LUN. Wave heigh, is
ZZJL* to credence * ntnst he tneasnred above *e nrean suttace. and *e oreania gtves^
deantnce of 4 ft above the crests of the 3% highest waves. In Seastate 5 wth Hm - 13 ft (4 m),
14«,
and the dearence becomes 1.4 ft above the 0.1% highest waves whose creas are US ft ahove the mean.
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In the case of waves with L »length of the wingship, the aircraft could fly up and down the wave slopes.
Thus the meaning of cruising height depends somewhat upon the selected control algorithm and how it
adapts to seastate.
instrument Needs

Table 3-7 lists the types of measurements, and identifies those that are unique to the wingship. We do not
list all engine instruments {e.g. torque, rpm, TIT, oil pressure) or system instruments (e.g., hydraulic
pressure, generator output, fuel quantity) not unique to wingships. Wingships have the same requirements
as other aircraft operating at low altitudes plus the special needs for accurate height and attitude
measurements with respect to the water surface. We must decide whether wingships will fly IFR; assume
for now that they must The maximum seastate (roughness) is also not settled; we are assuming State 5.
From consideration of the above we conclude that three unique measurements are needed:
1.
Attitude
Highly accurate attitude;
2.
Altitude/Height and Seastate
Highly accurate height above the surface, with the closely related measurement of seastate;
3.
Engine Salt
Measurement of salt deposited in the engines.
Some additional considerations are:
In arctic waters sea spray can freeze to the aircraft structure when the air is cold enough. This would
drastically affect the airflow and weight, and would be a particular problem for exposed sensors such as
pilot/static orifices, angle of attack vanes and etc. For operation at high latitudes the aircraft must carry
heavy de-icing equipment.
Extra control surfaces unique to wingships and any rotatable thrust line of PAR engines requires
mechanical position indicators, but these are not any special new type. The low altitude prevents effective
use of VHF navigation signals, but these are not usable at sea even at high altitudes. A combination of
inertial navigation and GPS will meet navigational needs as it does for current transport aircraft. Similarly
GPS is now usable for terminal navigation. Communication must comprise a combination of high
frequency (HF) and satellite link. The practices of surface ships should suffice.
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3.2.1.2

Specific Measurement Requirements

I Measurement

Uniqueness

PRIMARY FLIGHT
Speed
Air
Water
—
Altitude/height
Heading
FLIGHT CONTROL
Attitude
Rate of turn
Rate of climb
Acceleration
Hull draft
ENGINES
Engine performance
Water/salt ingestion
NAVIGATION
Position
Direction to way-points
EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Terraine
Seas täte
Obstacles
Water
Temperature
Depth
Salinity
Air
Visibility
Water droplets
Temperature
Wind/turbulence

Unique, but is it necessary?
More accurate than standard

More accurate than standard
Low rates
Low Rates
Unique, but is it necessary?
Include strikes
Possibly

Unique
Limited line-of-sighu
Hence no VHF; use GPS
Unique: most critical for Wingship

Unique, but is it necessary?

Unique

Icing
Potential from air
Actual on airframe/cngine inlets
FORECASTS
Weather
Seastate

Unique: no sensor needed.

Table 3-7 - Wingship sensors and uniqueness.

The next sections list each measurement identified as unique, and summarize the requirements. Section
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AMyriP and Height

Height above the sea is the most critical measurement We assume that the wingship span is-150 ft and
Ü^Vmtaccording to me formuMon describe
5 with significant waveheights, Hjß as follows:
Seastate4

1.5-2.5 m

Seastate5

2.5-4.0 m

The criterion gives clearance of 4 ft above the H3% wave crest Note from Table 3-5 the relationship of
Hm to maximum height The operating height wülrange4to 14 ft atove me mea* and a resolution of at
least 1 ft is needed. Pilot or autopilot response drives the sampling interval; we estimate 0.02 sec is needed.
If the wingship leaves ground effect it may fly to a few thousand feet An ordinary aircraft altimeter wffi
suffice in this condition.
Attitude

Attitude is closely connected with height as it is necessary to avoid catching a wing during a turn and
because both the attitude and height sensors couple to the autopilot As an example, a ™^™&*>
design is expected to survive if an endplate dug into water 1.5 ft but 4 ft would destroy it At a runght of 4
ftZc a Sum wave, a roll of 3« puts the wingtip into water, and this determines rollreolution,
which we set at 10% of this minimum amount or 0.3'. Lower altitudes require closer control of roll.
Control of pitch may not be so critical, but the same precision and sampling rate are needed.

Ssasiaifi
Safe operation requires determination of the seastate under the aircraft to serve as a predictor of srate ahead
Continuous measurement of height above the water with resolution of 1 ft allows determination from the
second moment of the variation while the first moment provides height above mean water. A cruising
speed of 200 kt = 338 ft/sec. A sampling rate of 50/sec measures all but the shortest waves; averaging must
tTdone over several seconds to encompass the longer wavelengths. The state will not change
discontinuously in the open ocean, so measurement over the last 10 miles of track provides the expectation
for the next 10 miles. An exception is near the coast or in crossing the boundary between ocean currents.
When such measurements are combined with forecast winds and seas, the statistically expected operating
conditions can be predicted some minutes ahead.

Obstacles
To determine how far ahead obstacles must be detected, consider that the wingship can climb lOft/sec after
a delay of ~5 sec between sensing and climbing. Thus climbing to climb 50 ft to clear a small obstacle
requires 10 sec total during which the craft will move 3,380 feet at 200 kt Climbing to 200 ft over a large
ship or island will require 25 sec corresponding to 8,440 feet Distance to the horizon also imposes a
constraint At 6.5 ft above the sea the horizon is -16,000 feet distant at 20 ft it is 29,000 ft
Potential obstacles needing detection include: extra high waves (0.1% waves in Seastate 5 and "rogue
waves" completely outside the statistical distribution); stationary obstacles such as islands and reefs;

1.7 Q

„bjecK and intemtifter, oostacles such as breachmg «*£%£ S^S a -bSda. distance
objects can be detected by standard radar technrques. Small«^-"" ^ ^ clutter. r^on of
above the mean sea surface, are much ^»^^^Sgfi^Ztmi»*«*
reefs migh.be important if the reef produces kyW«or if the ™rt
^
water landing. Intermittent obstacles are a more difficult problem. A tochmg
of
pam of the wingship on time scales of a few seconds. For example spun«_£J*™ "^ ^ water_ „0I
L water. Humpback whales (typical l«tgm.45 »-^"^^ of d«= o«acerms
necessarily verttcally. to heights of 20 ft or more («*»»«£*?? ^^^ too near for response.
^**^-^^'-JJf4l'*2f^l, very strong to
Like birdstrikes near airports, there are non-avo,dable smk«. As «^ *£
^ ^^
withstand water takeoff and landing, they should tolerate stnkes with larger objects man
can.
Saß Ingestion t?Y Engines

detectors could be read out after flight
p r

fl re?flt Seastate

Both military and commercial organizations provide forecast seastates together with weather predicüons.
No special equipment is needed to receive the enhanced predictions.
3.2.1.3

State of the Art and Technical Deficiencies

AMuste
We have examined inertial sensors, differed GPS. diffemntial altimet«. and electric field sensors. A
general reference is Reference B. 1.
Inertia!
Tta. am many types of inettia. senses. Ttee can be --«-*«^J -S
inmgnmon, angular rate measurements can be converted to ammde "^™£ >ero1 ^
Ram sensors, m general, have an internally *a zero and need "° =^m* ^^w™ „^ p^

ssssss==sr.==s=£Sas:s:
exception - ft finds true north by sensing the direcnon of the earth s rotation axis.

^emechanicalspinnirtggytohasalong history in aviation. ^^^TZT^T^
these continue » find use because they are relatively «^r~ ^^«SBS^,. further,
precision of the best optical sensors. For «■*«■«* ^^1 „n me o^er of 12 pg with a
LchanicalCU-r) a<**_^^^^Ä»^^««^
10 urad alignment residual, and random walk -0.0UU5 rps/ni- . u>^
installed in a Honeywell F3 system, (Reference B.2)
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Max Input Rate
Bias Stabilty
Scale Factor Error
Random

27hr
500 ppm
O.OS'/hr0-5

Axis Alignment
MTBF
Operating Life

300nrad
250Khrs
> lOOKhrs

Table 3-8 - Honeywell AHRS Fiber Optic Gyro

♦Assumed error budget
Table 3-9 — Ring Laser Gyro Performance

Ring ^r G^s (RLG, « me mo* «* «Iaccurate ^ —' SSÄSÄS
with performance shown in Table 3-8. Wnen coupiea wm

v

Reference B.4 reports

^ „ r,es i.=^C^^r^ro'S^Uy-s <e,„ SAK or
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parts.
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r

c

backup and AHRS.
BataMiaLÜES

nr ,b, Gnas and Braasch [199.] at Ohio
Ms technique was demonarated with ^ ■*""*£ * ££, "mmd (20 are sec) range while flight
receivers locked on three or more GPS satellites.
ftifTfTHifial |H«inmtrv

.

^

attitude and mean height
Rlfffrir Field

.

Hectifo Add severs were developed by Maynard Hifl ^—J^rS
Laboratory (Refennce B.6) and ^^? >"£££ SSÄ-*» -*»■ <"» P""*1 °'
pal, the Mr weather field is indeed ^^^^^^^rm.) Accenting to discussions
several 100 kV between ionosphere and earthy ■»«*""«> °*
^ Hill thinlts this is a good
*B-«*W^--J23S wording to Professor Robert

AttUUd£

*

„H

pffrrr Such a standard sensitive (Kollsman)

adequate for control in ground effect
i
t„ th/. «»a We considered visible and infra
A radar or lidar altimeter is needed for absolute "*»"£££^1Ä suffer from inforference by
r«, OR) sensors in flte 10pm band, "^ ■"^"SE^l» surface. More invesflgatton of
sunlight scattering and absorption in fog, and poor reflection rrom
these techniques may be in order.
■ ».ii aacttzranae (7 cm) and produces a broad beam.
A standard aircraft radar altimeter operates ^^^f^tacluding Texas Instruments. Collins
„p to 90- depending on the amount »«-»gj Smsolutior,of a few feet For example,
and Honeywell. Heigh, ranges amaero fo ^^/^ of ±1« or 2% of indicated altitude.
the Collins LRA-900 measures from -20 to +5WJ n wiui whichever is greater. It is certified for air transport use.
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TOT AHV-6 modified by Sundstrand, was used initially law »™»

„5

firing No failures occurred; the predicted Miur iuiu
results only in a plot resolution and noise appear to be < 1 It
fltrctmrfr notection
firfl-rinp AnHp Radar
vaporsevereiyhmitsIR Radar is "***«««*' ~£ ^Tnave strong radar return and

decis and is an aetive research area «K'^f^^ !**»»»* of the radar system and
function of the clutter is needed in order to P^'« *^d^Xmod=ls me return in many cases
. devdop accnmte « f^^CTm^^*- been made with varying
(Refercnces C4.a. CAfc ^^^^m^the dilution are. in part, determined by tire
polarization from -160 to 9000 Mm. me F™»=
ft presence of whitecaps. and
Ltihe, and the wind speen and duration The rad;u chrtter ?*£££,£, ^„. up, d„wn or uo.
whether the sea is rising, ft* amused or «J^^^™ ° w indde„ce angles, such as the

sopponed by modeling, ™r^Z^££Z£Z* a^cts include frc^ency. fmquency
agility, Doppler capabilities, polarization, coherence, «■£«"*£ ®*^
^ duner ^ target
pSSsing algorithms, foe use of ^^J^SÄ« beyond tire me» and
shows promise (References C6.a, C.6.b) . as does using mg
necessaIJ to control the false
variance (Reference C5). Proper choice of?£*££££££Z°> ™* *■ -""M*
alarm rate. While much work has been directed toward «**"■*""?!
^ promise for
identified "sea spikes'" in the return with breaking waves (Reference C3.a). This may
identifying very large waves
MiHimf."- Waves
Substantial effort has been direct »wards using **^JZ%£%S%Z?££t
cases a radar wotks with a digitally sfoted topogmphic mj. The mto .pM»I»
^^
over foe land and the system ptovides vtsnal „ipu* »the pdoL *«J*
^^ ^^
However, foe radar portion of such a system may be useful;"°"^ "£
,0^ a ^ {or
(NASA/Atnes) attd 1. Hagar («oneyw^U ^ Avton^.^ 1^1 ^ j« ^ ^
helicopter tenuin avoidance starting with *" ^^^^ (0Iwani. The antenna scans and is
with a small antenna they multiply tins up to 35 GHz (Ka band)am scan
^^ ^
coimoUed to make foe be» clear f*^*^ t„ about 3.100 ft, A design
attitude. Using 30 mW the system detects small obstacles mctuomg
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using 250 mW is expected to operate to 10,000 ft range. The lower power unit was tested on a Bell Jet
Ranger and a Cessna Sky master. In these tests the standard 4.3 GHz altimeter measured height The system
worked well. However, it has not been used over water, and no systematic study of reflection from rough
water at this frequency is available, at least not associated with this study by Honeywell. Millimeter waves
reflect specularly off smooth water hence some work on the radar cross section of small scale roughness is
required.
For wingships it may be possible to use 35 GHz for both the forward scanner and the downward looking
radar altimeter to provide a narrow beam that will follow wave surfaces. By suitable processing the mean
height and variance are measured. Antennas at each wingtip, nose and tail sense attitude from differential
height The forward scanning radar at 35 GHz would detect obstacles with a 250 mW transmitter.
Salt Detector

A capacitive microbalance can detect very small amounts of deposited material. Quartz crystal
microbalances detect microns of deposited material in space; this is greater sensitivity than needed for
wingship engines. It should be possible to design such a detector to mount at critical points in an engine.
Measurements in the hot section will, however, pose special problems.
Alternatively, salt might be inferred by monitoring engine performance. As a practical matter degraded
performance (thrust, fuel consumption and etc. would indicate that washing is needed. During development
internal monitors could check the correlation of salt and performance.

3.2.1.4

Development Required

Riant Control

Most sensors performing critical and unique wingship functions can be drawn from existing aircraft
instrumentation. Present RLG inertial sensors, especially when matched with GPS, are adequate for
navigation and to control the craft The inertial systems must be aligned before flight as usual. Because of
the critical proximity of the water, continual radar altimetry is needed, and we believe that continual
updating/realignment of the attitude system should be provided by means of multiple radar altimeters. A
decision is need as to the use of conventional -4 GHz altimeters, or to go to the narrow beam -35 GHz.
While differential GPS offers a possible alternate reference to align the attitude control system, in our view
direct reference to the water is safest and exploits the necessary height measurement
The principal development therefore consists of control system specification and creation of suitable control
algorithms. The system links attitude and height sensors with the autopilot and suitable cockpit displays. It
also affords navigation information, but this is not unique to wingships. In concert with
definition/simulation of wingship flight dynamics development must take account of the nature of the sea
surface. Steps include selection of sensors, selection of data bus and a flexible computer, and then the
creation of software to be modified as calculation and simulation proceed. This would continue in conceit
with flight simulation.
Obstacle Avoidance

In this case an adequate sensor is not evident While some form of radar is undoubtedly needed,
development is needed to assure detection of small objects and especially high waves in the presence of sea
clutter. Probably little hardware needs development although experiments with prototype and new systems.
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level of concern about high and rogue waves.
i.„;. „f the vast literature on sea clutter and target
ta „or view the necessary development aeps are: ^*'s <^~„ rough „^ with the millimeter
detecdon mduding an, results with mDlimewwav« ^^^"^^ veraus power would
w^e radar such as bum by Ho^U(Bo*refl^^c^^eia^siteoriesea]dl

system.
ffflH netector
SaUderecdonmustbe^roi^wimtheen^tn-^

.

engine.

fffnmntp p^^sts
No development needed.

3.2/1.5

Cost and Schedule

Flight Controls

algorithms to work with the rest of the aircraft.
Cost: $180 K
Second year.

Full time engineer working with flight simulation.
Cost: $180 K

No hardware costs are included in this estimate.
Obstacle Defection
Htstyear.
Radar signature analyst wort, half time ,0 ** a. current sure of inrormaüon on sea
.

y ■-.-»
-■ ..v

clutter.
Cost: $100 K
„.parallel, rest mfflimererrada, over rough water. TOs could be done from a platform.

Second yean

Cost: $400 K
Select/bmld a prototype system and mate measurement over acroal sea from a platform
or vessel.
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Cost:

$500 K

Cost: $100 K

Cost: $40 K
Secondyear.

Büfld/purchase a prototype sensor and test
Cost: $100 K
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3.2.2

Important Technotoqies ■ Actuators

.

Actuators

This roadmap for actuators includes technologies required for wing flaps on wingslüps using a power
augmented ram (PAR) system. The examined wingship sizes range from 150 tor* to 5,000^ m a senes
of size categories. Specific actuator requirements are provided for wingships of 400 tons. 1,000 tons, 2300
tons, and 5.000 tons. (Note: tons are short tons). This roadmap's empirical basis is limited, because the
largest wingship built to date is the Caspian Sea Monster with a full load weight of only 540 tons. The
ORLAN and LUN wingships were about 150 tons and 400 tons respectively. ÜÄ designs range from 681
tons to 5,000 tons. These consisted of the Lockheed U62,000-lb Spantoader and a Douglas Araaft
2 000 000-lb WIG-S - both designed under Advanced Naval Vehicle Concepts Evaluation (ANVCE)
program, a recent Nortiirop M1.6 wmgsmp (1.600.0M
Although this roadmap is principally concerned wimactuators.it is clear from topic research
control/power system should be considered for actuation of flaps, ailerom, elevate^
is evident that the "aircraft world" is leaning and heading toward ^WW^Z^'ZZ*
(FBL/PBW) systems in 21st Century aircraft. Reference is made to the USAF/Navy/NASA More
Electric Aircraft" program.

3.2.2.1

*

Requirements

Large wingships require actuators in locations such as ailerons, elevators, rudder and nozzles. Actuators
mabecome an integral part of "imemgemstmctuies" to modify structural elemer^
effects of high load conditions. However, horsepower requirements will be dominated by wing flap
requirements. Therefore, information inTable I is restrict to tiiis aRdicatto* Hap
are based on PAR takeoff assistance. PAR has considerable impact on loads imposed on wingship flaps
during takeoff, depending on wingship speed and flap defection angle schedule.

Table 3-10 • Flap Actuator Requirements
•

Size Category: 400 Tons (based on LUN)
Max. output force (lbs)
Max. outout link speed (in/sec)
Horsepower
Link stroke On)
Size Category: 1.000 tons
Max. output force (lbs)
Max. output link speed (in/sec)
Horsepower
Link stroke (in)
Size Category: 2,300 tons
Max. output force (lbs)
Max. output link speed (in/sec)
Horsepower
Link stroke (in)

46,000
1-5
ll
45

77.000
25
26
8

95,000
3
50
9

Size Category: 5.000 tons
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Max. output force (lbs)
Max. output link speed (in/sec)
Horsepower
Link stroke Cm)
3.2.2.2

' .
*
1Q^

State Of The Art
. . *

*«« «WMS Soviet wingship control systems, as descnbed

in Reference ,p

91«desier^rbrtrimand<»ntrolinthe

~. „H miarivdv larce control surface areas, loads on
generate, Soviet »ingships control f^^^es Ugh power and meets the service reliabmty
Hgme 3-21. According to Reference 1 -d» ^£2£. 3mamber hydmuHc aerators are used
J^ents that are so important ^J^SSaW control signal inputs. Since as a role
ascontrol surface drives, and they have «^^T^^ hydnldic actuators are huüt-ut.
«tagship control installations require constderahle length, uiterm
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Chamber tw transference
fwlfltt

tpontrol surface
on right'

Figure 3-21 - DUgram o. Norweverslbl. Booster ConflguraMon

proteatiTcflapagainstshoclcloadingfiomwavcs.
A .
itn 5mnmve takeoff and landing aerodynamics. For first generation
Takeoff andlanding devices are designed^^^^Zccs.^AR system is Acsl^
wingships. -blowing" PAR systems **^r*£ ™ ^ ^ jets! The moveable orifices,
to reduce takeoff speed. It consists of *«»^ ^£ gSngPAR are mounted on pylons
nozzles, and deflectors are used for the control system, m engines generating
or inside the fuselage.
• ♦„ it <: hv its desienator ORLAN and is also called the A.90.150
The ORLYONOK (known m the U.S by f^"^^^^ References 2 and 3:
EKRANOPLAN) has the following P™^«^ aCCOrÜmg
1903 ft; 58.0 m
Overall length
103.4 ft; 31.5 m
Wingspan
52.5 ft; 16.0 m
Height
151 ft; 46.0 m
Fuselage length
3218 ft2; 299 m2
Wing area
31.2 ft; 9.5 m
Wing chord
33
Aspect Ratio
853 ft; 26m
Horizontal tail span
2
1300
ft
; 120.7 m2
Horizontal tail area
110 tons
Weight, normal takeoff
125 tons
Weight, overload takeoff
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—

gjideraKlsliingertaen.andbketr*«™!!*

£«*,»*—*^**!^^^

been

^ enabUng

^„„mte-Dtheinuict&r

«*•

aerodyMm,c

3«mgtagtocnüSingmgWtl«i^«"r«™^dn>td<mn.Tbej?t«mits are locattd on tte

- ^ r,Ä.«ÄÄ-»«* -—
fuselage nose allowing the intakes

OR»

rcsistance

-

,.«*,/<**-—

!:SKSSÄ
KSSSÄVB—
10-WV«l*0,l*d,*,"m

S:SSSSS»-—•**.J2iwn«ticeot#o« *•«««*'«*
ill

P,gure 3-22 - eve™** o, OBLAN Con.ro. Sysien,

^^^

A» „veme* of .he 15<»on ORLAN ^^ "^^»^-W^»**;!»

s stem

y
. Ea«« This refers to the actuators as being
Another diagram showing the flap system in Elation !sm Figure^
^ ^ flaps d
^atic^smaybeanerrormtranslanon^^-^^^^ dual manual controls (control m

~rxs=£ ÄÄ. ,—--■«• ~»dear, and may oe a poor translation.]

,mrHantTachnotogte8, , Actuators
WINGSHJPTECHNOLOG^ROADM^

2.pnwtMle
11-Control tow« «tip«

7 . InÄWon eortwl d taps

8:SSSSK1-14.MKMM»
ts-8Mlng

Figure 3.23 - ORLAN Flap Control System
Um WIWSHIE
A second vehicle of generaüy the same
T-LUNwingshipwas the first of this s^^^^^^^ist^thiswingship was never

forOKLAN.
Principal Characterisücs of LUN are as follows:
Total full load weight

400 tons
242 ft; 73.8 m

Length, overall

144 ft; 44m

Bearn/Wingspan
43.6 ft; 13.3m(est based on AspectRatio of 33)
Tte nap control system descnpuon. in ReferonceM« LUN a*o
S.RKS^inunnedia^^^^^
Automatic Control System (ACS), slump oc
Maximumootputforoeforflapex^ion ^90^(42.^»
Maximum output link speed
Input link stroke
Output link stroke

i60mm(6.3in)
^ ^ (15.7 to)

a conB01

,„„ feI flap

WINGSHIPTECHNOLOGYROA^
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210 kg/cm2 (3.000 psi)
Working pressure
1.an«* Hy*auBc Actuator

g.Atorenttoaö«
10-Tftmmlr*l**« .
H-ftapcortreHtwc
t2.H»lm/Cortrol*rt»««
t3-A««««*P*ec,,ons

Two-mode pneuma-hydraulic dampers are buüt intotne
whUeimpactingtheroughseasurrace.

,^ ^ WTET meeting with CHDB
A^^heA hv the Russians during the wißi »^""6
A typical LUN takeoff flight sequence as descnbed by the Russi
in Nizhny Novgorod, per Reference 4. is:
Wing Flap PAR Nozzle
Thrust
Speed
Deflection Deflection
% takeoff
20% max
0"
09
0-10
max
20'
0*
10-30
max
20'
lO'l
3045
max
20'
1#
45-60
max
20'
20'
60-100
■•&■

Note: Cruise speed = 1.5 Takeoff speed

^

aerodynamic

Hapdeflectionisprogrammedto^^
S to reduce the draft of the hulLTmsis to^^^^te approximately 65% of the cruise
speed oi 3w «^v \
cVStem activanon.
a wide speed range despite PAR system «.
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The hydraulic actuator on LUN outputs about 40 hp. which is relatively large compared to hydraulic
actuators used on even large aircraft today. However, there are comparable or larger actuators in terms of
horsepower developed for the Space Shuttle Launch Vehicle, and development continues under the "More
Electric" program for future use.
The literature on the Douglas Aircraft wingships (Wig-0 and Wig-S), Lockheed- Georgia wingship,
Northrop, and AEROCON did not provide any actuator requirement information.
Recent Developments
"More Electric" Program

As mentioned in the actuator introduction, it is clear from researching the topic of actuators, that this
wingship technology roadmap should consider the entire controtypower system for actuation of flaps,
ailerons, elevators, rudder and nozzles in a total systems context. It is evident that the "aircraft world" is
leaning and heading toward "Fly-by-Light/Power-by-Wire" (FBL/PBW) systems on 21st Century aircraft.
Therefore, a brief description of the USAF/Navy/NASA "More Electric Aircraff program follows.
The More Electric Aircraft (MEA) and more recently the More Electric Initiative (MET) concepts are based
on utilising electric power to drive aircraft subsystems which historically are driven by a combination of
hydraulic, electric pneumatic and mechanical power transfer systems. Increasing electric power use (More
Electric) is the technological opportunity direction for aircraft power systems based on rapidly evolving
advancements in power electronics, fault tolerant electrical power distribution systems and electric-driven
primary flight control actuator systems. With this advancing technology, it will be feasible to use high
power density electrical power components to drive the majority of aircraft subsystems. Each power
transfer discipline on an aircraft requires specialized Aerospace Ground Equipment/Ground Support
Equipment (AGE/GSE), personnel and deployment of these systems and support personnel to the theater
of operations. Reducing the number of power transfer functions mtmii has a major impact on the types and
quantity of GSE required. Recent studies indicate this approach offers substantial payoffs in reliability,
maintainability, survivability, reduced GSE, much-lower operations and support (O&S) costs, less impact
on the environment (elimination of hydraulic fluid, associated solvents and monopropellant hydrazine) and
improved performance. Recent technology advancements make this approach more viable.
Government/industry planning to further develop and transition this technology is underway.
Power-Bv-Wire
Interest in Power-By-Wire (PBW) actuation systems described in Reference 5 is fueled by the many
advantages offered by distributed power versus traditional aircraft centralized hydraulic systems. These
advantages include:
.-&
° Increased sürvivabüity
° Improved aircraft maintainability
° Reduced ground service equipment requirements
° Reduced susceptibility to hydraulic fluid fires.
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m^S3^S^SL59m£.
^o^^^o^^^S.

__

^^^^«ft « COnStroCtCd

————^^1«——■—-***"When discussing PBW systems, three basic arcru
defined as:

,«-rf«nv cowered actuator incorporating a

controlled, «nable speed. van.u»i
llIO<aI!racm! OT_ .„«mnottofSeveralaircniftand missile
liI^banscßWors««
„
e_«° T^Aerospaaandomeßmsuppottorsevera.
^^„«„evato.e.l.develop.d.ßbnca,«.

^
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B-ECTOO*

»CSHAMCAl.
ACTUATOR

IEMAI

ucm*
HYDROSTATIC
ACTUATOR

IEBHM

1

S5=r

L-^ ""Stf-*

KTORATSD
ACTUATION
PACXAOK

ecuwo

ÄÄ-SS^SJ
POWER-BY-WmS ACTUATORS

Figure 3-25 • Block Diagram of Power-By-Wire Systems

One major program using SAR is the Electrically Powered Actuation Design (EPAD) program. EPAD's
purpose is to examine reliability and performance of advanced actuators. Toe EPAD program is a joint
U.S. Air Force, U.S. Navy and NASA program. EPAD is flight-testing a Smart Actuator,
Electrohydrostatic Actuator and Hectromechanical Actuator. The tests will validate reliability issues of
actuator-mounted electronics, power-by-wire with confined hydraulics and power-by-wire with no
hydraulics.
Allied Signal built actuator bodies with composite materials, and the results are promising. This results in
actuator unit weight savings.
NASA 757 FBL/PBW Demonstration Program
Costs drive the Fly -By-Light/Power-By-Wire technology to improve the US. competitive position, lower
airline capital investment, reduce direct operating costs, reduce weight/fuel consumption and increase
reliability (improve schedule performance). The program aims to provide lightweight, highly reliable,
electromagnetically immune control and power management systems for advanced subsonic civil transport
aircraft. The immediate objectives are to develop technology for confident application and certification of
integrated FBL/PBW by cooperating with industry to provide risk reduction for costs, safety and
certification, proof of technology maturity, maintainability and reduced or simplified manufacturing,
performance improvements and added value to the airlines, lower cost and less time consuming methods of
accomplishing certification.
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ZTLel payoffs for commercial
"
TTTIIhteDOWcr-by-wire approach offers major system level py
^^^
Studies show that ***^E™*£ bY 32%. reducing direct operatmg costs by u> *
aircraft by reducing airline up-front costs oy
system reliability by 16%.
m

UVVQQThR PBW

work is contracted with a Douglas

program is fully funded and ««S^^^Lrf a 757 test bed. Grcun^« «

NASA
.
Adv»ced Launch SvsKm
Sysum _
*— »*<*****
NASA Advanced

^^

]Äauar««=reSLT*Se.angeup«o68hp.

TABLE 3-11

^CmOMECMAKXCALAC^Ar^^f^™
NATIONAL SET OF LAUNCH VEtiiu-»

'

-.uoOGWO.Mfc»a.Sy«fm«v.Ea,tAu««.NY 14052)

X.W-I-««»«»-*

^ on these

„» Appendix contains specific infonnauon from ac»ator
etoraoerisdcs for the larger azes.
3.2.2.3
3.2.2.3

Preferred Technologies
P*n»-"

.

h
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ÄÄI^!Ä°51«9AÄE
"^T^drtoutlarge ekctnc acmator
s
n«h is taown about hydraulic ^ V^^ac^Taevdopm««. wUch may negate some of

systems arc outlined below.
ADVANTAGES

;

a,1

<•-

00

FarrmrTiYf1r 1i^ Ar*"«**

.U^tesumostofflipaaactuatorCoveraÜ

FjTHrfo Ac*11***011
. Overall secondary power system may. be lighter

secondary power system max be heavier)
• Simplified maintenance

. Thermal management is straight forward

. Greatly improved power experience efficiency

. Broader industrial base; more field
DISADVANTAGES
fflffllrfo A*113110"
. Actuator itself is larger and heavier

11 1 011

frfrrfl^hvrirfflilfr Af* " *

. complex centralized hydraulic supply and
distribution system

. Thermal management is very difficult

. High maintenance, requiring specialized
personnel and equipment

. Requires development funding

• Higher wasted power

ADVANTAGES
EMA

• Total elimination of
high-pressure oü
. Good MTBF (Mean Tune
Between Failures)
• Lowest heat generation

EHA

• Minimal common-mode
failures
. Good PLOC (Probability of
Loss of Control)

IAP
• Minimal common-mode
failures
• Good PLOC
• Moderate Weight

• Lowest weight
• Best power efficiency

. Best accelerate capability
• Simple, low-cost controller

DISADVANTAGES
EMA
. Backlash unacceptable for
flutter (>0.007 in)
• Heavy

IAP

EHA
• MTBF worse than FBW
(Conventional. FBW) actuator
• Dynamic stiffness can be a
problem
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__

• Problems with threshold.
resolution, and small-signal
response
. Significant heat generated by
charge pump and swashplate
servo

• Difficult to package in tight
envelope
. Impractical to make jam proof

linearEMAsdo,thisneedstobeexplored.
•

- »«HAnff Hvdraulic actuators, be they conventional, IAF

As todicared above. acmator «dinologv ~ ^SEÄ"* —- s^BectriC
or EHA, are more suited to high P^*^^ SqueM "bang-bang" operations and single

3.2.2.4

Deficiencies

to ttrms of wingship size categories, rhe denaendes are as follows:

link speed requirements.

«•*•,«

mis size wingship.

^^»astonotu.int^ocea^h.heflapsto.cnne.

^

.,

existing aircraft can be applied with minimum risk.

introduce a twist in the flap strucmre.
, ^u ^.imftinov nf existing hydraulic actuators or those electric types
offe examined and applied with moderate nsk.
r u .nnnmihor about 86 to 100 hp depending on
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«two packages driving each Dap section. These packages need to be synchronized so as to not to
introduce a twist in the flap structure.
Although hydraulic actuators exist in this size ^™*"^££^1^
reductions in weight THe technology for either ^^^f^'^^^^^^^
forvariousexistmglarge^^
developmenL However, because the future of large ^ster*f"^—^ Hence ^ ^ an associated
in the ^OOO-ton category may not reap the benefits of such a developmenL Hence, cost ana an
moderate risk will be impacted.

3 2.2.5

Development Required

estimates made and demonstrated. This may require some developmenL
If electric actuators and the FBL/FBW philosophy is ^^ for the m^vzih on ^'^r^^,

3.2.2.6

Cost and Schedule

400-ton wingship actuators
2 years at $2 million/year
Total $4 million
1,000-ton wingship actuators
3 years at $2 million/year
Total $6 million
2300-ton wingship actuators
4 years at $2 million/year
Total $8 million
5,000-ton wingship actuators
5 years at $3 million/year
Total $15 million

i

-$'
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3.2.3 Simulation and Modeling

■

other

facets of

The use of simulators is becoming widespread not «^^VJ^S Senate for new vehicle
^ology-indeedofever^^^
development of whenever the control system "^ f ^f'^^Bm*dwdopn«it simulator use is
meianical. hydraulic and electronic components. In^.^^^ i simulators. If s logical

3.2.3.1

Simulator Requirements And Utilization

^

For effective utilization to engineering ^C^Smm^^T^l airline companies,
contrast vritopmcedurestraintogsua»^^
e*^*^«^—^£^"2"»» ofMdit» of the vetocledynam.es.

Seated visual see« V«^}u^S^mSS^'^^«^^t^a^M.
co&*mi***«&!Zl^lTS^Z*ml must support control system
gravity and buoyancy needs «£»»^*"°' tvdopmTis the tavesügaüon of the «tagship
„TvelopmenL Almost parallel ^.«^^^^L country, applying airplane W
„idling qmtotles. With no «mgstop «I*»^!*^. ^ staobtor needs to reproduce the effect
of various flight control and I^0"^'^iS, ftom taMal wtogship flights imd testing, the

3 2.3 2

State Of The Art

support flight research. Specific aircraft "^f^^T^L 0ftoS simulators Indicates that
WgnTyman^verablefigh^totogi.^
„ simulation technology is,at the pomt «hem toe^^ZL bcWng equations of motion, control
importance. Tfie «^n^m&^m^^^^^^^ „„a,, „»
baSe
sySm dynamics, piopnisiSsystem and «"*«*^totoS^«»~ *" ^ "^
J modestTst (less than $250.000). ^J^^S* senators indicatos toe crew secfion
statoafiomstotodmeettpreo^rem^E^fflKncev«nN
( ^^ ^ ,

for each application.1foreacnappucam«

r*_^«m
• f th, ™ airolane simulator. This piloted, six degrees-freedom
Figure 3-26 shows a schematic of the X31 airplanesimma
J
! tem mat ^des
e
Emulator consists of elements *P- ^
thrust vectoring. The purpose of showing on th^ figure^he^ co p ^
^ ^ ^^ ^
describe the function of each modu^ »~^ *utidup ^ J^ capabUUy of „ ^^
meet the requirements described earlier. Accuauy, u
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Impo*?^^
TTuding ^ visual scene, are
simulation in which all mathematical mode, ^JÄ^EU *—»*• the
pressed by the Silicon Graphics 460 compute shown«^^g^ t0 ^ actual flight control
P^goftheccmnollaws,^^
££5. designated as FCC #1. 2. 3. fJ^^Tator incorporates a Silicon Graph.cs 440
£*£» in-the-loop variety. For software <^^J^T« ^ l0wer left are necessary only «f te
SUr and additional ^1^^^^^^^ ^m during ^t tests^The
simulator needs to interface with the ^^^niversal Memory Network shown m the middle.
various simulator elements «—«JJ^^£Eu digital display indicators, all instruments
T^püotcodcpiUindudmgaprogramm^
»
andLtcAes.isintiieuppermiddle of the figure.

S^^^SYIT'™

Figure

wmflg DIAGRAM,^.

3.26 - X-31 Simulation System Block Diagram
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31 aSta* is a major ask and should be initiaed eany in flight vetncle development
3.2.3.3

Mathematical Models

^e. „. wingship aüfranae »odeling do« no. I-« •££ SESTÄS 2

rr^s^^^Ä-^Ä-^^^csaod
a body-fixed system is used for the lateral-directional dynamics.
„ , *
• MnHAiina Reference 1 states that "the takeoff and landing processes of a seaplane are
Hydrodynamic Modeling. Refe^j^07L hvdrodynamics of unusual geometric forms with the
most complex ^^^^T^^^S^mm^^ cffc* or PAR' te

porpoising, drag and spray characteristics, and ^^^^^^„^dhydrc^ynanic
those reported in Reference 2.

ssausssss=rss5=ÄÄa=aar'
»s?

noticeably inftoenees the flow aroond aircraft»* to t^****^JLa tetm 50«, of
the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). Thus a wmgsmp suuuu««

_^ teÄ teignts y^

hopefully reproduce the dependence.of the bmaa m
j£
^^ ^
addition to the height dependence, the ^J^*»™^*^^oe the ground proximity
on the roll a*tude. This ^^ar^f^
affects the left and ngtowu^g^^^^
configurations are

801116

T^thTÄ

surveyed and the need for full scale *W™* ^fr * 4 forced oscillation test data to obtain damping
realistic wingship configuration is reported in Reference 4, forced oscwauon «a*
derivatives is unavailable in wingship aerodynamics literature.
Atmospheric turbulence and seastate effects. When white noise passes through a first order filter, one
AtmosphencuiTDuien« of ts
stochastic process typical of many physical
with the transfer function \'< ^
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.

—

~
T^ntAat their output produce specific turbulence spectra. This
These filters are defined by the requirement that^*J>
JKence is both isotropic and
procedure's applicability rests on the ^^£££££1 assumption is not exactly valid
stationary. Airplane operation experience indicates tnainear *
simulations should
P
and dis7rcte gusts and wind shear must be consi^^^^ y ariation « be represented
include the above waterheightv^^

asastochastic process ^^^^l^^^^^Z^^^^oncz,^
is
different from atmospheric "****™^^
simulatedasfflteredwWtenoisewimapptopnatesdectionotii^^
•_••»*. „_„««» of sea waves and swell waves is
„„der way a. NASA ^«^t^Ai^teTB^^w»v«»dSv™U«av«as.ftmc«ionof

Actu.«ors

and sensors. Mathemaflca! m**g of «^

requirement for fast control surf** actuahon ^™^™uvmttKvabxsof x ranging between .1
aria. As test damtmtaesavaflabtethe model <^^
^suchnc.tlir^eaaspositiona^raBl^^l^^^
acruaflta returns, anjynm^u^^

^^ „
and

toding gear »,"™£ Zi& aTydraulic üuid flow ra« of 100 gaflons per
oower ram capaaty of 125,000 lös. i ne syiicm "*
.
^perc^andiscapableofaramrafcoutputoflOtolS
,-

«- i™d lie chysical characteristics of te actuation systems, whether
.

i-, «»» c^ncnr linear accelerometers, inertial

^•*»^li«*^i*"^^^3L»l Jd electronic elements. Large

iÄTÄ-ÄT-i scaling - »on, siae. and
computational delays in simulations.
relatively staple mathematical model. Smce »emal «gme p

^

ejfcas_

S2S rÄTÄS:ÄCoring ,0 stauiate PA, B,perience -, o*er
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simulators shows that simpletabular^jnction of thrust with throttle position and airspeed for each engine is
usually sufficient
Linearization and analysis tools. Incorporating provisions to obtain linear mathematical models for the
analysis of these models is not strictly a simulation task. It has been found, however, that by doing so
ensures commonality between the linear and nonlinear mathematical models. The linearization is performed
numerically, and is especially advantageous when the aerodynamic and propulsive forces are tabulated in
coefficient, rather than derivative form. Linear systems analysis is greatly facilitated if the simulation is
linked to one of the widely used matrix analysis and graphics tools.

3.2.3.4

Technology Uncertainties

Most of uncertainties in wingship flight simulator fidelity are those associated phases of its flight in which
analysis or subscale testing is too difficult or nonexistent. These phases include conditions m which the
vehicle is not in equilibrium, that is, it is either accelerating or transitioning between planing on the water
surface and airborne flight Although a thorough description of both theoretical and experimental results on
PAR is given in Ref. 6, no simulation incorporating these results has been validated against full-scale test
data. One possible data source comparing simulation and actual test data may be Russian design
organizations that participated in large Soviet wingship development
There is little or no published experimental data on the damping derivatives in ground effect Initial
simulation efforts may resort to the free-stream values of the damping derivatives obtained from forced
oscillation wind tunnel data, or possibly from parameter estimation appüed to mght data. Again, the source
of suitable flight data obtained in-, and out-of-ground effect may be Russian design bureaus.
Ground effect on the aerodynamic derivatives is uncertain if the surface is not smooth, which would be the
case in the presence of waves and swells. The simulation fidelity in predicting performance degradation or
the deterioration of the riding qualities is not established.

3.2.3.1

Cost And Schedule

Wingship size does not significantly impart the flight simulator cost A possible exception is a larger
cockpit with dual pilot controls for very large wingships. Both hardware and software costs depend on
simulation location. An existing simulation facility, where infrastructure consisting of suitable spac^the
electrical and signal distribution systems, computers, various peripherals is already available, would be the
most logical choice. At such a faculty the largest hardware tasks are the design and fabrication of the
cockpit and the integration of the various subsystems. With modest acqumtionof new^uting
equipment the simulation hardware cost in today's dollars is between $800.000 and $1,000,000.
Simulation software is available from many sources, including government-owned laboratories, such as
NASA Dryden. Most of the needed software for wingship simulation is public domain, but it requires
modifications in aerodynamic and hydrodynamic data handling. The initial mathematical model
development software coding and hardware buildup requires approximately five engineers with experience
in aero/hydrodynamics, stability and control, systems integration, computer system analysis and electronic
design. After initial development simulator operation requires one software engineer, a hardware engineer
and an electronic technician.
Wingship simulators are developed in several phases, the first is an all-digital, unpiloted simulation,
processed by the computer in a batch mode. As software and hardware elements are available, they are
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"
7.
„ . „,,„rB^ed on piloted simuiadon development the total developmen
gndually integrated no die ^"^ ™ ^,r „ «a^^d » be between nine months and a Ml
time for a usable fixed-base, nonlinear piloted sirauww.
year.
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Figure 3-27 - Wlngship Simulator Development Schedule
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4.

Related Araas

Related Areas

A wingship, being pan ship and part aircraft, will require modification to design and testing procedures
normally used for aircraft and ships. The high speeds and power involved suggest that of the two the
normal aircraft procedures are the best points of departure.
Procedure modifications should include any additional features, sea-sitting habitability for example, that
wingships require and take advantage of any simplifications (e.g. no pressurization) wingships permit
The most impacted functional areas are design methodology and flight test

\
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Related Areas - Design Methodology
WINGSHIP TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP
A1

Des?n» M?thPdoloqv

£mch.inpnnciple apply ^'^^r^^Z^^M^^^
•

-h~i ai« indicates «enoine technical uncertainties. Resolving fliese imcotainfles B pan of

411 Wingship Design Requirements

Ofane^oflen.vea*,«,«^
,0 «.e wingship. And. ««subsonic "^^^^^T^etpiremens might
n^resentaflveUstofÄgatopi«puements.Oiie<»»M^goe^^^
*
modem,
match fairly well. We reject the seaplane «P"^^ * ^Se Set seaplane design is
complete and easily accessible seaplane requuement set «^^"^T^™,,' J ^ some
„a L acflve anaemic com« in contemporary f^^^^S^Ln of water
to
teanjI« with high powered planing boao. ^""^I^^^wSuV ™= <«««»<*

wUl have loading and unloading facilities requirofients.
DESIGN PFOTTTREMENTS FOR A SUBSONIC TRANSPORT

Payload Description
Ränge and Reserves with Payload
Cruise Speed and Altitude Requirements
Takeoff and Landing Field Lengths with Temperature Altitudes and
Runway Bearing Capacities
Applicable Airworthiness and Environmental Regulations
Table 4-1 - Design Requirements lor a Subsonic Transport

Table 4-2 is a set of requirements, constraints and objectives for a missile magazine wingship developed by
nX*"™* 4-1 for the differences between wingships and subsonic transport arrcraft.
4-3
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Related Araas - "«*i"" Methodology.

S^ÄMENTS

WINGSHIP

FOR A MISSILE MAGI^T
.

nrlrr- ""«["«■««*<* tounch SyStem?^

„

Ffeny Range (2700nm?)
u
■
~ A ^,„rm« Weicht Takeoff in Given Seastate
1 niiTimim ft—i-«Hnn riunne
Gross Weignt iaw»
_
L

:
:fnr
Seastate Requirement
for Takeoff
Takeon, Landing,
i-amuus, and Sitting on Staüon

I Habitability
,
—
^Z. ..rwrmhjr^andScaWOrtbr^jeg^

. . j^^-sivxi atvwc the design team neeas a gu<u-*^»

«-

^"mis goal I. frequent* **2^l2£?-»* «—ta4 "»"^ *'?1
^Lrf, *, minimi* IK« cj* «"»• ^T^'^Zmf event, such a measure is required. For
ZL,«, emphasize acquisition cost of the first few urno.■""' teaapisiüonc0stofafleets.Kdto

«.«^„fuflitfiyawayc^fbr.specrfic

^^

cStbemÄntec^
^^ononrexpireme^s.F.gure« ^^j^that it is clear «ha. requirements and
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**

GENERAL DESIGN PROCEDURE
Figure 4-1 - General Design Procedure

• ,„ cM«.h for the solution that maximizes, or minimizes, the objective
Then, the general design process is to ^J^f^^ am^ this process. Reality is often
function whüe meeting au requirements^
more complex thanFxgure4-2 indices. ?«^^SSSaVarious continuous curves and
dimensional chart More than one objective *^^ ~iS«d jumps and multiple values,
surfaces, shown if.^^^^
design approaches and
approach to any design problem must accommodate all these features.

w,Mf;cu.DTcrHNOLOGY

ROADMAP

Related Areas - Design Methodology

MftAMfTt* 1

Figure 4-2 - Graphic representation of design optimization

41.2 Candidate Design Methods

n^ 4-3 an* 0» are ***** ^^EÄIS^SS^S^
!

more generic and <P>"«^^

*^^Bte^^^^taH^'Mc3nbeapanofthat
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CHAPTER
1

SPECIFICATION
DATA COLLECTION

2

INITIAL CONCEPT

3

l FUSELAGE DESIGN
'■

|

^

4

ENGINE ASSESSMENT

5

CAT. 1 WEIGHT AND DRAG
PERFORMANCE BOUNDARIES

6

ENGINE" & PROPELLER CHqcE

7

WING DESIGN: CAT. 1 LIFT
WING LOCATION

8

CAT. 2 WEIGHT PREDICTION
CG. TRAVEL REQUIRED

9

EMPENNAGE DESIGN

10

| UNDERCARRIAGE

APP.

CAT. 2 LIFT & DRAG
FLIGHT ENVELOPE
PAYLOAD/RANGE

11

OTHER PERFOMANCE &
FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS
V-n DIAGRAMS
NOISE: OPERATING COSTS

12

PRESENTATION
EVALUATION
\ PARAMETRIC
I INVESTIGATIONS

i
I
J

Figure 4-3 - Survey of the Initial baseline configuration design
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CHANGE WEK3HT. WIN«

► | INITIAL ESTIMATE OF EMPTY
WDTAKEOffWEIQHT

AND ENGINE SIZE

MISSION AND PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
•
•
•
.
•
.

paytoad
range
outs« altitude
eruisespeed
takeoft field length or approaehapaoa
laming field length or approach «peed

• cSmb requirements
CONFIGURATION GEOMETRY AND DATA

|

HELD PERFORMANCE
.
.
•
.

wing sizing
• number of engines
. engine configuration and size
%
LAYOUT DESIGN
, general arrangement
, geometry parameters except
empennage

undercarriage design
takeotf field length
tendmg field length
eommunltv noise

7

1

TECHNOLOGY DATA

PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA
MET?

v
>

j
H0

YES

• aerodynamics

1

I WEIGHT AND BALANCE,
group weights
. wing location
• toacSngC.G.6mks
. horizontal tal size
. aerodynamic CG Bmlts
. vertical taistee

• propulsion
• stability and control
. «Hrarne and systems weight data

EVALUATION AND OUTPUT
• three-view drawings
. weight-balance diagram
• drag polars. Htt curves
• off-design performance
weight statement
• operating cost

;
utsstON PERFORMANCE
. cruise speed
• paytoadWange
CHANGE
WEIGHT
>

/ AIRPLANE \___•YES
\BALANCED?/^

Ogure *4 - Example of a generalized design procedure

configuration type.

41 3 Tentative Wingship - Specific Design Method
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WIG DESIGN PROGRAM
Design Objective: Minimize (or Life Cycle Cost

Conceptual Design Phase
Develop Packages,
Paytoads, etc. ?

REQUIREMENTS
Paytoad
weight
volume
geometry

• Configuration
Branch
Initial Estimates of
Empty and Takeoff Weights

Range
2,700 nautical miles plus reserve

ir

Sea State
3/4 Cruise for Hauler
3/4 Takeoff for Missle Launcher
Loading, Fueling, Arming
existing commercial parts for hauler
military bases for Missle Launcher
Takeoff T/W-0.25

n

Number of Engines
*
Wing Area, Aspect Ratio,
Placement
*

Tau Size

ZMd

Mission Performance

J

Three Views,
'v'Weight Statement
Off-Design Performance
Preliminary Design
;
Detailed Design

Figure 4-5 — WIG Design Program
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Related Areas

4.1.4 Deficiencies

possible to show that it

to« to. ^MmatSTZ^^*E"*^^Äi*S it could-«
the outset However, an all wng co B
^ecificpayloadconfigoration requirements.

4.1.5 Methodoiogyoeveiopment Required
„. systematic development£ -J*Ä 5-^"Ä
sensitivities of key design fa**J^ ^ ^ to avoid the necesstty of carrying
configurational ^f^^^^on process,
configuratiomthroughtnecor^trainedoptmuzau
„morehensive design method for the
Steward a systems engineering boo* (Referee•r^*-g^m£*****
applied to the wingship design problem to system
The configuration selection issue is more subtle.

\*
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Related Areas - Flight Testing
—

Flight Testing

4.2.1 Goals and Objectives
According to DoD Instruction 5000.2 "(t)est and evaluation programs shall be structured to:
1.
2.
3.
4

Provide essential ütforrruto^^
ven^attainmemoftechnicalperformaaxspecffi
Verify that systemsare operationally effective and suitable fojintended-use; and.
Provide essential information is support of decision making."

ot new ucimoiogy «w -"

.

«-.^^ ^ign- wingship testing will have to follow

££^S^v»ü3ble^

SS^™roMfc.sm«^»PPi<^tote^m»M^^

SZSeto^TSe*^
as such must be reviewed and approved on a regular basis.

Flieht testing will be done on sub-scale and full-scale test artides. airi wffl address panux^
^S^»lp«ln-»mB) and other basic issues to evalu^.theabDity of wmgs^p
wMchwfll be reduced, analyzed and added to the database. vtfawt*^m*bri^'SP™te
The primary goal of the flight test program is collection of sufficient valid ^to^*^.°™r

important parts in the realization of these goals.
4.2.2 Scope
The flighttest program will address all testing including:
. FuU-Scale Testing - This is the testing of production hardware or full size replicas. Actual hardware
T^dlor^ fit and function^
functionality may be ascertained, such as in the case of drop models).
. Sub-Scale Testing-This is the testing of reduced size replicas for function. Some examples of sub Lai tettmg^ wind tunnel tests or tow tank tests. Sub-scale models may also be used for freestream (air or water) testing when mounted on a testbed aircraft or boat
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nr„^A,aaa-Flight Testing

.

TlZ^liwraiging from breadboard

maintainability, etc.) is done at this level.
4.2.3 Test Planning

^c t« identify critical issues, possible

At amtaimum. testpta* P-I-- *"»•*• *""*

„fo,, „fa* specification is Wng

addressed? What is the impact of not conaucung

forp^cäns^^^dem^^^t^^OT,Wtatins™>=^o»,

. Asset Requirements - What tesi aiu
Whatsupporting assets?

responsible for what? How wdl &e

^XtasSaterequimlted^rcau«'^»^JJaw wm supporting"«» from

\r
factors might influence data? At wna. i«
4.2.4 Test Articles

(COTS) internal combusnon gasoline engine ru

(Mtnmm_ since

*^_~J_______
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Flgure 5-1 - Top Level Wingship Development Schedule
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Appendix A - Takeoff Technology
Power Augmented Ram (PAR): Limitations of Expected Improvement
in orderte estimate the best perfomance possible when ^^[^^^f^ZlC
aplotof non-dimensionaüzed altitude (h/c) versus non-dimensionalized ^££»*^£^
(£) forthree differenct length-to-beam ratios OVb). These ptots are presented mfce Se^^
and Landing Technology Section of this report This appendix present ^
K2 is derived.
The excess thrust of a PAR system must provide some margin over the drag.
Drag defined as:

5- = 2R.

w

(1)

[yes]

(2)
0)

— = 2RcKi
W
Re

=

Wave Drag Coefficient

D

=

Drag(LBF)

W

=

Weight of Loaded Vehicle (LBF)

7

=

Density of Water (lb/ft3)'

c

=

Wing Chord—Length of Cushion (ft)

S

=

Wing Area of Cushion Area (ft2)

\*2
\v

=

Davidson K2 Parameter

Rc is ^resistance factor which is a function of the L/b ratio of the vehicle area effected by PAR. To
determine the thrust required for takeoff, we are interested in the maximum value for each L/b ratio.
in our'amdysis we have plotted non-dimensionaüzed thrust for three different L/b values of-02.20 and
10.0. The I values at these L/b values are 1.95.1.08 and 0.58 respectively. The Rc value for L/b=10 was
estimated by extrapolating the data from Figure A-l.
Equation 3 was developed by L. J. Doctors (Reference 1). Figures A-l and A-2 are plots of the Wave Drag
Coefficient Rc, (also referred to as Wave Resistance Coefficient) versus the Froude Number. Figure A-l is
from Reference 1. Figure 2 was developed for smaller LA) values using the formulas from Reference 1.
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'
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thrust

0.4

2.0

0.8
«
FROUDE NUMBER

Figure A-1 - Doctors' Wave Resistance Coefficient

4667

HtOUDI NUMBER

ngure

A-2 - Wa« Drag Co*«».« for Smalt Ub Values
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D
T* = Acceleration+—■
il

(4)

W

W

(5)

w cAw)
(6)

Cr-2^-1

n

4*
*T-TT

(7)

»♦»MS
(8)

ft

Ulh

—(ü

(?)

NetThmst(LBF)
TG

Or

Gross Thrust (LBF)
Tlirust Coefficient
Thickness of Incoming Jet
Trailing Edge Gap

h

Distance Between Wing and Water
Pressure Coefficient

.

,

D„fi,«.n«. 9 in our analysis we assume that ß is

-ISO*, which means that the engine exhaust is deflected iw on

W,NG91!PT1CHN0WG1R0ADM^
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Figure A-3 - Power Augmented Ram Wing
TG

the vehicle thrust parameter, and . - the vehicle
Our plot uses K2 the vehicle loading parameter, - the velucle thrust p
altitude parameter. Using

algebraic manipulation, we derive an equation for TcCf
vv2

(10)

Ma®

(ID

n
c

We then use a computer program to generate the graphs.
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2££Z—

Derivation of K2 Value and Length/Beam Ratio
Russian Vehicle Parameters (Data from Reference 3)
v -

W

yCS

W

=

Total Gross Weight of the Vehicle = 308.000 lbs (Reference 3. Page 13)

C

=

Wing Chord or Boat Length

S

=

Wing Area (area of cashion) or Hull Area

Based on data from Figure 140 (Reference 3. Page 37)
Wing Area for Russian Vehicle

(S)

1. Calculate Area of Large Rectangular Planform
(60.96in)(20)x(15.36m)(20) _nAnn Q^2
144^
ft2

2. Calculate Area of Triangular Portion of Wing

l[(20)f60-96"7>86V20(23.22-15.36)l
144^144

ft

Multiply by 2 for both wings
3. Calculate rectangular area of hull between triangular portions of wings
(20K7.86&0 x (23.22 - 15.36X20)

= 17L61

A»

14

. 2

V

Total area = 2,600.96ft2+ 2<289.84fl^l71.61fl?-335225ft*
Wing Chord of Russian Vehicle
C=

Wing Area
Span

=

(Q

3,352.25ft _ 3^99^
(20X60-96) ft

12
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308,000 lb
K2

Ub

= 0.044
2

(62-4^)3199 ft)(3,352.25 ft )

32.99
L = wing chord _
= 0.32
"(20X60.96)
b = wing span
12

J

1/20 SCALE MOOEL
(NOTE: DIMENSIONS ABE IN INCHES)

„^ „. 1«0 Sca.ed Mod,, o, Russan Ortan W,G Veh«
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Appendix B • Propulsion System
Details of TaxiTOTO Systems - Noise AbatementTTake-otf Assist

manne propulsion/TATO unite.™ ™*£T ™_ ^^ ^ «,1 been done. It is to be noted that

K^nriaiiv The RGB weiens 3798 lbs but the blast hardened generator weighs 25^00 lbs. If fluscouia
the hydrofoil boat

jet pump for an application very much like the WIG.

SSrrÄ==Är.sr
linelengmhuU(mmthewmgsoutofmewater)asafimchonofwa^
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Appendix B - PfODU»ston System

Speed SpeedAength
ratio.
Knots
VAL)05
10
1-21
15
«I
20
• 2-41
.SFC=0.4PPH/HP fordiesel (table above)
. SFC = 0.52 FPH/HP for T56 (following tables)
.^xandsoewefficiency^^^^^ ^ ^ * *" * "°"
. screw = this ntight also be a jet pump, particularly it
thrust
•n« assmptions lor me torboftm were:

.sc.anpwu.-n—

. ,M^ between am* *>d ma»™*.»«'»

„nterofO52.abou«30%morefta»*»vaU1csSt«.

propeller.

\y

box/generator set turning at 1800 KTM

WGm(lstmi

*

for takeoff win have a

believed available (USN Airship

.«.._
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App^nriiY B . Propulsion System
^

RGB and substantially less surge margin than the old compressor wmcn was

equal importance is the fact that «* »"^ to ^^HTLfc ctarges. Rom conversations with the
simulating neaAy underwater explosmns.such as mm« « *^«™»^
^ „„, „ mght

SSSSESassÄrated at 4300 HP at 60« F and the 501K-34 is rated at 5300 HP.

used for a 10 or 20 müe taxi of the 400 ton WIG.

<*i

10 NM Taxi Propulsion Weight Allowances
Hull Speed, Turbofan Diesels +
T56s +
Knots
fuelLbs
fuelLbs
fuel,Lbs
10
12510
4345
3165 (1T56)
15
24096
12968
4638 (2T56)
20
25024
21125 . 7890 (2 T56)
20 NM Taxi Propulsion Weight Allowances
Hull Speed, Turbofan Diesels +
Knots
fuelLbs
fuelLbs
25020
4945
10
48192
14701
15
50047
23525
20

T56s +
foel,Lbs
3945
6891
H010

Both tables show that a marine propulsion unit that pushes ^J^^^g^
substantial fuel/weight savings over using the main propulaon turbofans for a long taxi period. However,
each type of marine taxi engine has some strong speed or range effects.
POrexample, if aslow 10 knot taxi speed could be tolerated, *> s*gleT56 g£«££^
lower cost sin*e dlesd r*eds a weight a^
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Stow »1 speeds lite this however «»«L ta „„favorable sea sot«.
^fctoa^W«»«"
mai^some,«aso»ableheadwavandsKerase

„ nearly 4:1. using the ?*£?*XSZ* «*«* **,T561!^£ TK k the ve* deer
cutwinneraslongascachtaxiisoverz

• hnt ,-v are r*>t substantial worse man 5

17» to mission fuel end range." ^£°£ ™TO »nit we« to be used, m* » «"^ °'J„io + 5920-

w% of

"^rÄ^Ä^ -*rr^*
missionfueL

„„ „f „»i lencth noon the abiUty of the marine

reduce perceWedtateoB noise.™
matmglio-l6U,uuu"»
WG eould jus. as well UP ^*^m reactions will Utely ^"J^Uion "*
inside the WWJ. i"c
wishestoornoL
^t with iust the main or air propulsion engines
, «^««mem-TomeettrusrequiimemwiftJuam
each. The takeoff
One-engine out takeoff «^«^V^ carried with 4 engines rated at 66^Wlbsninm
^
me^that266*)0^
T/W requirement of 0.25 «flyne
^ avaüablc Ä ^e anyway.
^ y. &

places a three engine umt *^£™
accomplishtaxiandhavenoextemaldrag.
mo^^conversion efficiency of 0.6, a three
et
«v- . «ndanowertransmission plus assumed J P^^dÄgme needed for me one engme
At 40 knots and a power u«
^^
^ ^ ^e aaaeu »^
enginedunitwouldgenera«;^*~ fc^-.ÄC.bel«^
outassist-iftheproblemofgemngthepo
, fo ooerate with much of their blades out of the
t.r ^needs approaching liftoff would tend to opera*
^ effidency 1S
fc
probably low. A better approach mig

'
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.

5/26/94).
MscssingTATOf^bOity/impac. upon engine siztag^^or■-the firs, s*P would be » determine

even with one main ahTmpulaon «J^^Ä^J^ engines numing at full
being able to effect safe takeoff even though the T/w wimau w «**
augmented thrust is no more than 025.

be to size the air propulsion engines »vmat thesum <» ^l"1™^ niattervtet the takeoff thrust
^^«l-l»«BW^J^J2*i. .. ^ „„p^ion thrust
boost plan was.) Assuming success md to^A™ "™ ^ ' „„Mb.,0 proceed into the engine
M
„,„gh torelieve them of the one engnte ce
»*^£Z^Z*** ** te TATO «"*** <*"
selection process below (with one tag « ^^'T^^SSexcepto. referred to here is
Meed be managed so it does no. bum up «ten te£K^^*^00 „J^ few. Tte PW2037 is
«■tenum^-^^^^^

be the one used in the salt tests as defined below.
atowÄ
^ „4 evaluation
some emphasis upon whether the wing» m te^ " "J.^ ~^ pumps and the accessories
would be the complete drive system between d» TMft £*2**™£ do Tbis would include
normally driven by either the main <^^^
electrical generators, hydraulic pumps, «r «■**■»**^SSmeW wash equipment The level of
for driving all four engine starters simultaneously and poweringtoewater ~^P
development on these items would likely *«W«™\f*^A£SEw ^iation
power transmission system and jet pumps is high, some 6.2 or 6.3 enoit may oc «w
weights into what has previously been marine technology.
«w of th* Affnit «tfiould be to simply document the noise of the
Vehicle noise T4E - Reganling «^^^SÄUf the »ugmentor. Since fine basic
engines on the vehicle and . modified forWK££M»«^ ^onVlan for dtfinition. This
taformaüon is best done on the vehicle, ook to the vetuae i»;an
^
^^
should also include the T56s running inside die hutt. The tssue40* «"«^^„^ m ^ ^
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Consequenüy, it is

effects of taxi length upon fuel bumeü wiu w
units located inside the hull.

Z2£*MU. tot defines WIG

and West

takeoff «• ^J^™ ^ «„„nmuü« where WIGs m,^t
Krt.te«l«»«* * rf«Slfcrt« commwüü« to revew such
£££T Som^propnate toe »""*"££ *5i mitigaing acflon Is retire* beyond
£ü- — ttKircommHrS^£!££-*. ton DoD win have to take to. under
t

l,

minimum times might be on the order of 30 days
Laurie Schmidt. 202-260-5327).
Tte key elements in to above approach are:
.eaflyidendncadonofalikelyproblemfteachnmse)
.eartyidenuflcÄnofalikelysoludon(.axioutrosea)
.cartyidenuflcadonofadesignsomüoneaxiengme)
.early «e of teat dau to report actual noise to pobhc
.„fflingnessronsepubUccommen.aforDoDplanmng
.„Zessroadinstoperauonsrosuitneedsofcommmanes

^

^ _

„igh temperature environment <* «£££££ Ä- ^proac/of an augment
^mentor'and PAR are used»* ^££££? 1» »ugmentadon by »nc^ "
(Sg mixed flow torbofans) butam ben,' *"?f^ .,^üon ttmpOTrore for convenüonaljetfueT

U Wowing (PAR) ^^^Tu^ronoftofans^wm^a^^a

i «Icheed Burbank who developed to SR / ■• ""
^ , VHy elaborate system of sealants ana
^Z leakage with -only- 600- F «-«^*?"S tel. Whfle JP-7 has a normal P. flash po.n.
oVabout 145' F. it has a very ^«f™^, 40O- 425' F.)
DFMandJPwouldnotrolemteanenvronmento
Gas

mth. rs«

to Propulsion Appendix)

path deposition - Regarding to «".«^ZTX^^*^ ' "* T°"
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.

„rttae vane flow a- Rises of 10» F arc « unreal, m •*■ * » ^^^SS and then
W diesel at low RPM and oool it off. then inject the «7»-«f £^Sora<ion is not within 1%

Deve.oproemConsorüa.NASAandAKPAarcu.0^^^^
can mate and fund »^J£ »«^Ts^Ä« *~-» - »58 - *<
govt procurement is not involved. NASA can do so_ uiwei m 1» ^^
te procuremH1t
Ltivity in its totality is neither competitive nor does; tt M under ^^^Z^ of N fsA General
«gulaLs. Work done at» escapes FOIA for up toft* ^*?*r££L „»„„ te 1958 Space
oSl-i»-»**^<*^.<^"^^Sl2SSnS to make me ne«led
Act. but has difficulty in being percetved as gomg "SJ^SÜ. 11" number of funded Space
technical acüvity hapf^smoomly «mamm™-m^f fe^nw*»
of , May 1994.

wh0

Act agreements that have actuallybeen <"•"£** ^^ MS but some competidonis required
ARPA is believed ro have a very ^ «*"*-£™J ^nt ato not a procurement and results in
an
agreement, not a contra«. "T^^^I^, «~L Using5 commercial development practices
ofthercgs.milspecsanddirecovesneednotnecessanlyappiy.us
would be such a situation.

T^rks- Standaro Handbook forMechanica. Engineers", gut Edition. Oapter 11 „I. Horspower
per Ton Versus Froude Number. McGraw HUL

\
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Appendix C - Structures
LOCKHEED-GEORGIA WINGSHIP
Principal characteristics of the Lockheed design (Reference 1) are as follows:
Logistics Mission
Pa toad
y

;

Range(Seastate3)
Range (Seastate4)
_
Cruise Speed
—
Cruise Altitude (Sea State 3)—
Cruise Altitude (Sea State 4),
Maximum Sea State Capability.

—
—

441,000 Lb
T4nOQNML

(200.038 Kg)
.(7408 Km)

rraN ML
n4f» Mach

(6893 Km)

% gl Ft

^ R_

n ifi M)
(1.60 M)

»4

ßimoisißns

_(72.7M)

Length 2385 Ft
Height 34 Ft
—
Wing SpanWing Chord
Wing Area
—
WingThkfaessRatio
WingLoacfing—
Wing Aspect Ratio
WmgEndPhteHeight
CargoCcmpartmentWidth
.
Cargo Compartment Maximum Height
Cargo Compartment Length

nn/MMl
|flR Ft
01 Fu
QKtt Ft2

—-

n?s

ng.iSuVFt2
, 19
0 {&__
snivFtyt<TO
^^

—
-—
——
—

Propulsion Engines

^

Number —

—

(674.5 Kg/M2)
(2£ M)
(153 M)
U.\ M)
. (3252 M)

Four (4)

"*

L^g K?S£«,

(3252 M)
(27.7 M)
(913.1 M2)

~"

^»«*"°™

^orm area = 115 ft2 (10. 7m2). UD = 3. hyd^uUc "^«^ * *' *"**
position. Maximum load at impact speed of 150 fps (46 mps) is 776.250 lb (11.252kN).
^ hydrodynamic drag plate in landing mode. 40 degree (0.70 rad) deflection with load relief
incorporated at a load exceeding 3.840 lb/ft2 (18.749 kg/m2>. 20« deflection for takeoff.
winP End Plates:

Height - 9.1 ft (2. 8 m)
Height to chord ratio = 0.1
Max. width = 2 ft (0.61m)
Leading edge half angle = 45 (0.79 rad)
Leading edge cant angle = 30« (0.52 rad)
Lower surface included angle = 24 (0.42 rad)
—-

■

■
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Maximum side load = 1.76 x 106 lb (7828 kN)
EÜ£

Äcf electrical fly-by-wire system with a hydro-mechanical backup channel.

™Ä (34.73 Pa) system, inflight power source - engine driven pumps, ground power source
electrically driven pumps.
S&isblS ' »
Empty Weight (Fracaon=26%)
Payload
—
StructuralWeight (Fraction» 16%)Zero Fuel Weight—
—
Maximum Fuel.
Maximum Full Load Weight

kg

•

—"

—

Fr^mance Summary
Maximum Speed/Altitude
Best Range Speed/Altitude
Acceleration Run.
Deceleration
Maximum Range at Full Payload
Sum Range at Zero Payloadl JM Mach)
Maximum Range at Zero Payload (LRG)
Initial Cruise L/D
Design Mission I
Effective Aspect

„357.900-—„441.000
221379
798.900
S63.100
1362,000.

.0.4 Mach/Sea Level
04 to 0.26 Mach/Sea Level
.24,795 ft.
12,117 ft.
.4000 n. mi..
5,180 n. mi—
,5,630 n. mi.15.6
1539 hrs.
.5.70

-162343
20
°,038
—100398
362381
—255,422
_617,803

_(7357.5 m)
_(3.693 m)
_(7,408 km)
_(9393 km)
.(10,427 km)

NORTHROP 1.6M WINGSHIP
Physical characteristics of the

Northrop wingship are summarized as follows:

pjpnensions
Length 282 ft
Height 70 ft
Wing Span
WmgRcot
Wmg Tip Chord
Wing
Wing Thickness
Wing LoadingAspect Ratio

«approx8%
206 lb/ft2
16

***** "g^Ä—T«h°°to ^nüo 'Msm-ab0"Mm lb SIS" "*
NORTHROP WINGSHIP 1.6M WEIGHT BREAKDOWN
(All weight values in pounds)
WEIGHT
ITEM

Appendix C - Structures
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.(527,836)
.159,052
-48,742
-33.700
.180,143
46.173
60,026
„(158,233)
68,702

Structure»
Wing
Horizontal.
VertTaiLFuselage.
Landing Gear.
Engine Sect-.
Propulsion.
Engines.
Other Propulsion ItemsIncluding: AMAD
Controls
Starting
Fuel System
Systems and EquipmentFlight Controls _.
Auxiliary Power
Instruments
Hydraulics
Electrical
i
Avionics.
Furnishings and Equip.
ECS and Anti-icing
Load and Handfing
WOGHTEMPTY
Operational Items
Crew
Engine Oil
Unusable Fuel
Miscellaneous
OPERATING WEIGHT—.
Payload
Fuel Usable.
BASIC MISSION TOGW.

—89,531

-(65300)
—12,446
1368
759
11349
6053
4J0OO
—21361
7,124
640
—751369
11.199

-76W68
-320,000
—517,432
.1,600,000

Note that these values indicate a structural weight fraction of 32%, and an empty weight fraction of 47%.

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT WINGSHIP (Wingshlp-S)
Principal characteristics of the Douglas Wingship-S (Reference 2) are as
Dimensions
1/508111

Height
Wing SpanWing Chord

to

*™^

MM ft
—108.00 ft92.6 ft-

Metric
-79.63 m
-17.22 m
-32.92 m
—280 m

-10,000 ft2
15%.

—929m2
15%

_200 lb/ft2.
„1.166.

-977kg/m2
1.166

_26L25 ft
"""
—

—

Wing Area

Wing Thickness Ratio..
Wing Loading
Aspect Ratio.C-3

^PponriixC- Structures
Power Plants

12 ,u fans 95W

each. No thrust

"■ÄSÄ- — *-- *° '
reversers.

.

Weights
.
Maximum Füll Load Weight
Structural Weight (Fraction = 123%)
Empty Weight (Fraction=25%)Maximum Fuel (usable)
Maximum Payk
Landing Weighl

Metric
',200 kg
113061 kg
19,937 kg
»97,409 kg
,46,095 kg
133,004 kg

AEROCON DASH-1.6

FUSELAGE
Length (overall)
Maximum HeightMax Beam (w/o Strake)
Max Beam (W/Sttake)
WING
Span

340.00 ft

Root
Tip
Tip Thickness
Wing Planform Area
Aspect Ratio
Taper
L£. Sweep
Quarter Chord Sweep.
T£. Sweep

156.00 ft
60.00 ft
4.69 ft

English
.2J0OO.OO0 lb
.249300 lb
506,916 lb
U17.048 lb
101,620 lb
„136 lb

Appendix C - Structures
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EMPENNAGE
Overall Span.
Root Chad.—
Root Thickness.
Tip ChordTip Thickness
—
'■—
Empennage Planform-Span Area.
Planform-Span Aspect Ratio
Taper RatioFlight Control Surface Area.

„320.00 ft
»-85.00 ft
8.66
33.00
—3.50%
> 18,680.0
-5.42
.039

The AEROCON DASH-1.6 wingship Design has the following performance parameters:
Takeoff Gross Weight, WO—5,000 Urns
Empty Weight, WE = .3588 WO.
-W* £?
MaxFuelWFmax=.52WO
—MM tons
MaxPayload,WPmax=345WO
—
~~" Stont
Max Payload at WF max
~Tlh/ft*
Wing Loading""*
_276 knots
Takeoff Speed (Based on CL = 1-0).
«400 knots
Cruise Velocity, VC
—
12 feet
Cruise (clearance) Altitude, HC
323
Cruise L/D.
055
Cruise thrust specific fuel consumptkxu.
350 nmi
Reserve alternate field distance—.
5%
Additional reserve allowance
(Fuel for an additional 5% of the total flight distance including alternate destinations)
WEIGHT BREAKDOWN of AEROCON DASH 1.6. (Note all weight values are in lb.)
STRUCTURES GROUP
Wing Structure Weight
Empennage Structure WeightSurface Controls WeightFuselage Structure Weight.
Propulsion Bridge WeightTotal Structure Weight
Structural Weight Fraction.

.616,926
.360.870
-57,690
.821.976
-.217,475
—2,074,937
20.7%

PROPULSION GROUP
Unit Engine WeightNumber of Engines
—
Total Uninstalled Weight.
Total Installed Weight.

.12^19
16
.205,104
.262,533

FDCED SERVICES AND EQUIPMENT GROUP
Electrical
——
—
Hydraulics & PneumaticsConditioning Systems
Equipment & Actuators.
Sensors

36380
-60,600
-20,700
.137,680
.14,500

C-5
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Mission Systems
Furnishings—
Emergency—
Total Fixed Services & Equipments
Basic Empty Weight
Empty Weight Fraction
Operational Item Weights«,
Operational Empty Weight.

-7J950
,388,275
,88.760
1,037,695
.3375,165
-33.7%
.213,600
,3,588,765

MISSION USEFUL LOADS (Max Payload)
Crew 4,500
Troops 875,000
Cargo W70.000
Total Payload
Payioad Weight
Total Mission Dry LoacL
Mission Dry Load Weight Fraction
FudUscabfe.
Reserve Fud
Mission Fuel—
Oil and Hydraulic Ru«»w—
Total Mission Fuel & Lubricani
Mission Take-off Gross Weight.
DASH-1.6 GROSS WEIGHT LIMITS
Max Takeoff (Water w/PAR)Max Takeoff (Water w/oPAR).
Max Takeoff (Land w/PAR)
Max Water Landing
Max Land Landing

,3,445,000
34%
3.449,500
,34%
.2,897,500
152,500
,3,050,000
.2.400
.3.052,400
.10,090,665

10,692,000
8,200,000
4,700,000
10,000,000
6,700j000

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Condon ma«eria,s «, a -— «^-^^3^0- -.~
SSU«**-- fM^£TaC~ and L in a comp.e* ccnb-nauon of
which are operated m an »8*™ss'™*
^,.

AlMg 61. which possesses comparatively iow
ability to be welded and corrosion resistance.
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high-durable welded aluminum aUoys (with a yield limit near 30 kgs/mm ana

tens

kgs/mm2).
Hi^urahle aluminum alloys of the system -alummum-zmc-magne.um- type -««CHIT are used for
decks, partitions and thin-waUed structures where riveting is required.
TABLE CM

jOXOCA W6J IKA-H «»«** W"

äiüeil «flick*. ta*«*r el lemio« K*

fa^

. «fniAtvrv. have been successfully used in aircraft structures. They
Alloys of the "aluminum«oPPer" system ^^^^^^cüon and repair, but they are
have acceptable tensile characteristics, they^can b* readüy^nan
^
^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^
noted for lowered corrosion stance ^J" * ^^^^

of the aUoy D16AT on

ÄÄ « — S^ — S a — -ght of * tons)
S£TL L alloy could ensure a "fairly leng^y period of operation .
r u ,ov,«MinT ivne are mostly used for pylon structures. Increased requirements in
Non-rusting steels of the 12X18N10T type are .™W *™
^
made on thesc structures.

I- weight efficiency of the -^-^ti." Ä— Ä-^
of the promising applications of lush-Ante composus™tur
^ ^ ^^
Unkage of traditional ^ *^^^
Expenmental research of the wingsniwing n
^^n ^ m noted for their more complicated
^^^V^f^^^^^^^^^ each specific situation should be
and delicate technology; ^^T^ZJ» ^ ^ect of economics. Foreign experience shows that a
evaluated not only from technological, but also rrom uic «F
C-7
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bTachievcd through their mass
. «f «mictures made from composites can be acme
significant reduction in the co * tf*»^uctions, ,g. during mass production.
Ruction in specialized and well-automated prod
^^ ^ ^ ^
Positive qualities received from ^^*rfÄ^*^M SmiCtUrCSconsiderthemoneofthemostprotmsmgd.recuonsof
op
. hand has ccrtain distinguishing
•n. tn,cture of
of a wingship has classic aircraft elements. ^J**^« „, l0 „e method of joining
The structure a *^P fundamentally new soluüons. This ^r^° ^ ^^ 0f the 500-ton
features requmng a^rmmtoot
^^ ^
rf ^ ^
mosüy nv^ Ftt*

S5J22ÄÄ r?2ÄÄÄ^Ä gelded (on, .e
A» the W »» ^Td the ends of the stabil were made with
thin-walled structures of the fleet,
rivets)
• u wctnrv of flvini? apparatus, a fully-welded

exceptionally large series of experimental tests.

^.sparred structure

possesses an advantage in that its failure

surface of the apparatus).

\*

4>r
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Stabilizer

•Orfenok"
•Loon"

Hun

Deck

glide

wr/A'AM*
|
A

KM

shock Absorbing
Hysro-sW

Shock Absorbing
Hysro-sW

'>r
■'' Figure C1 - Classic Design of Joining the Huii with Wingship Wing2
Appendix C- Sructures References

, "Par^c and 0-*- »*. «, of *»£«*M— «« <*"«> VehiCes". .—
Georgia Co. Report Number 76020-30. May 1977. (ANVCE)
2. -Poim De.su for WfC-S". Vo,un,e fV - So.c.ural AaaPysis. Doog!as Aircraf. Repon MDC „40M. March
1977. (ANVCE)
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Appendix D - Actuators
LARGE WINGSHIP FLAP LOADS ESTIMATION
The following is a rough calculation of wing flap loads and actuator requirements for a series of Wingship
sizes.
LOAD ESTIMATION ON FLAP OF WING WITH A 20% CHORD FLAP
Rap lc>ad from Reference ^
q=l/2_V2 = about 1.0
Example: ORLAN
Gross weight = 250,000 lb. = 125 Tons
Wing span = 103.4 ft
Wing chord = 31.2 ft
Wing area = 3226 ft2
Wing loading » 77.5 lb/ft2
Flap chord » 0.20 x 312 = 624 ft
Flap span (assuming 6 sections) = 103.4/6 = 173 ft
Hap area = 173x624 = 108 ft2
If takeoff speed is 140 knots ■ 236 ft/sec.
Aero load on flap = 1/2 x .002378 x 108 x 23Ö2= 7,139 lb
Moment about flap L.E. = 1/4 x 624 x 7.139 = 11.137 ft-lb
If actuator acts at flap hinge point offset of about 8in.=.66 ft;
*?

then actuator load = 11.137/.66- 16,8741b.
Example: LUN
Gross weight = 800.000 lb » 400 Tons
Wing span = 144 ft
Wing chord = 43.6 ft
Wing area ■ 6278 ft2
Wing loading = 127 lb/ft2
Hap chord ■ 020 x 43.6 = 8.72 ft
Flap span (assuming 6 sections) ■ 144/6 = 24 ft
Flap area = 8.72 x 24 = 209 ft2
According to Reference 2, p 35,
Takeoff speed is 340 km/hr = 183 knots = 309 ft/sec
Aero load on flap = 1/2 x .002378 x 209 x 3092 = 23*89 1°
Moment about leading edge (1~E.) = 1/4 x8.72 x 23,689 = 51,642 ft-lb
If actuator acts at flap hinge point offset of about 1 ft;
then actuator load = 51,642 lb

D-1

App.ndlxD-Aaurt.r;

-

^^

^

of 4_, J[6

,„

Thc

LUN Wingship flap a«ua.or ^^J*!^^, per flap section. Thereto«. P-opose »«
calculated value of 51.642 is conservative and« tor one
£
«u.up^toe.nn^acn^rloadreciu.^e.tistor.argerVT gsfcps
„ „.

farther

assume « ft. 30» flap deflection is to be acconaphshed ,n 3 second,

Lockheed Georgia Wingship nap Load Calaflate
L C
° Sr.d8h. = 1362*00 lb = 681 Tons
Wing span = 108 ft
Wing chord = 91 ft
Wing area = 9,828 ft
Wing loading =139 lb/ft2
Flap chord = 0.20x91 = 18.2 ft
Flap span (assuming 6 sections) = 108/6 = 18 ft
Flap area =18.2x18 = 328 ft2
Takeoff speed = (Ul/2x.002378xAxCLmax)

Aero toad = 1/2 x .00078 x^328 x3« ^^^g ft.lb

We^ll^n^^^
hinge point offset of about 1 ft.
Then each actuator load = 51.585 lb.
.
.*. . *, *>° flao deflection is to be accomplished in 3 seconds, tne
If we further assume that the 30° nap oeiici,
ho^power is: 51,585xlxTan3Cm550x3)=18 Hp.

Northrop M1.6 Wingship Flap Load Calculation
Wing Span = 141.4 ft
Wing Chord (Average) = 55 ft
Wing area = 7,778 ft
Wing loading = 206 lb/ft
Aspect Ratio = 2.6
Flap chord = 0.20x55= lift
.,, _,a6ft
Flap span (assuming 6 sections) = 141.4/6 - 23.6 ft
Flap area =18x23.6 = 259 ft2
Takeoff speed = (U1/2X.002378XAXCU,«)
With CLmax = L0;
9 , mi/2 = 415 ft/sec=246 kts
Takeoff speed = (l,600.000/l/2x.002378x7,778xl.0)

WINGSH1P TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP
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Flap aero load = 1/2 x .002378 x 259 x 4152 = 53,037 lb
Moment about flap L.E. = 1/4 x 11 x 53,037 = 145,852 ft-lb
Again we assume for. these larger systems, that each actuator package contains two actuator working in
parallel and there are two packages driving each flap section. These packages will of course have to be
synchronized so as to not to introduce a twist in the flap structure.
We also assume that the actuator packages act at flap hinge point offset of about 1 ft.
Then each actuator load = 36,463 lb,
If we further assume that the 30° flap deflection is to be accomplished in 3 seconds; the actuator
horsepower is:
36.463xlxTan30°/(550x3) = 13 Hp.
This appears to be within the state -of -the-ait
Douglas Aircraft Wingship Flap Load Calculation
Gross weight = 2,000,000 lb ■ 1,000 Tons
Wing Span = 108 ft
Wing Chord = 92.6 ft
Wing area = 10,000 ft2
Wing loading = 200 lb/ft2
Flap chord = 0.20 x 92.6 = 185 ft
Flap span (assuming 6 sections) = 108/6 = 18 ft
Flap area » 18.5x18 = 333 ft2
Takeoff speed »(L/l/2x.002378xAxCLmax)1/2
With Cjjn« = 1.0;
Takeoff speed = (2,000,000/l/2x.002378xl0,000xl.0)1/2 = 410 ft/sec=242 kts
Flap aero load = 1/2 x .002378 x 333 x 4102 = 66.557 lb
Moment about flap LJE. = 1/4 x 18.5 x 66,557 = 307,826 ft-lb
Again we assume for, these larger systems, that each actuator package contains two actuator working in
parallel and there are two packages driving each flap section. These packages will of course have to be
synchronized so as to not to introduce a twist in the flap structure.
We also assume that the actuator packages act at flap hinge point offset of about 1 ft

^

Then each actuator load = 76,957 lb.
If we further assume that the 30° flap deflection is to be accomplished in 3 seconds; the'actuator
horsepower is:
76,957xlxTan30°/(550x3) = 26 Hp.
CONCEPTUAL 2,300 TON Wingship Flap Load Calculation
Hap load and actuator load requirements here are based on wing loading trends, taken as 225 lb/ft2 and an
aspect ratio of 2.
D-3

Appendix D - Actuators
Gross weight = 4,600,000 lb = 2^00 Tons
Wing span = 202 ft
Wing chord = 101 ft
Wing area = 20,444 ft2
Wing loading = 225 lb/ft2
H^ge chord = 0^0x10= 20ft
Fbp span (assuming 8 sections) = 202/8 -25.2 ft
Flap area = 20x25.2 = 504 ft*
1/2
Takeoff speed = (Ul/2x.002378xAxCUnax)1'2

„^

.,,

^ ^T 1W600000/l/2x.002378x20.444xl.O^=435 ft/sec=257 kts
Takeoff speed = PW
= ^ fo

A^weassu.efo^^^

«----^
If we further assume that the
horsepower is:

deflcction

JU

,

tQ te accomplished

in 3 seconds; the aOuator

uap u

94,496xUxTan30°/(550x3) = 50 Hp.
AEROCON DASH 1.6 Wingship Flap Load Calculaüon
Wing span = 340 ft
Wing root chord = 156 ft
Wing tip chord = 60 ft
Average chord = 108 ft
Wing area = 38,720 ft
2
Wine
Wing loading
loam * = 258 lb/ft
=
ft
Flap
average
chord
ü-iu
x
iuo
Flap span (assuming 10 secnons) = 340/10-34 ft

^

2

Hap area = 21.6x34 = 734.4 ft
Takeoff speed = (Ul/2x.002378xAxCLm„) *
With CLm„ - 1A
002378x38,720x1.0)1* =466 ft/sec=276 kts
Takeoff speed = f^^'l^^ x ^ = 189,621 lb
Moment about flap LJL - IM

^^

woiWng in

WINGSHIP TECHNOLOGY ROAD MAP
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Then actuator load = 170,659 lb.
If we further assume that the 30° flap deflection is to be accomplished in 3 seconds; the actuator
horsepower is: 170,659xlxTan30°/(550x3)=86 Hp.

r>5
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ZSSS&SSSS^^^

MOOC 38 hp Sectromechanical Actuator

Performance Parameters

Output Travel
-Stall Force
Maximum Impulse Load
Acceleration.
Rated Power
Output Velocity
DutyCyde
Average Load
Supply Volta8e

KWHSOCMT

•

rrra»Hwn.

WINGSHIP

Actuators

TECHNOLOGYROADMAP_

THRUST

VECTOR CONTROL (TVQ ACTUATOR

Features

. customPe^^^S^^J^Zo^suA^
. Actuator design accommodates use of otner mu
induction or reluctance.

. ovennvds<opSiop"««<i"™8l!l""bewemoU

Moog

.»«.nFMATVC Actuation System
row» sum*
KUSHU5S0C
MOTOR
GEAUNG

POSITIONI __J"
COMMANDL

tvorrosmoNTUNSOuca

MOOOtNC

„.SSai SYSTEMS 0NISK5K. EAST AURORA,

NEW YORK

,4052 TELEPHONE: 716WS2-M00 FAX: n*687-^

TECHNOI^GIROAOMAP.
WNOSHIP
rprnHfr

D. Actuators,
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Appendix F - Rough Order Magnitude Cost Estimate of 400-Ton Wingship

COST ESTIMATE OF 400-TON WüMuan^

in support of
Contract No. MDA903-92-D-OQ56

ftr

U.S Army Cost Economic Analysis Center.
U
y
-*'
(USACEAO

DUtribodoatoitoi to DOD «adDOD Contm*» o*.

F-1

estimating methodology for «>*«*.

.totures. including its design

for hydrodynamic loads, extreme A opei^
below.

. Aixtociscrfattaluminnmconstruction
. Gross weight b 800,000 pounds
. Wdght empty is 400,000 pounds

—

• Maximum airspeed is 400 toots
. xotalwettedareaisappxo^n^y^s^^
• Design load is 6 g
-,-«. eommerdal turbofens
. Engines are derivatives of targe comment

harftTeauilCo

at negligible cost

P.003
SEP-30-1994

„_
14:03

703 821 1037

• The craft is built in the late 1990s
• One prototype is built and becomes operational.
Tldsestiraatoüu^ito ranges to
propulsion, and avionics.

Airi^Deve^
Airftame First Unit
Propulsion Development
Jro^HrsteUnits
Avionics Development
Avionics far First Unit
Total Vehicle

S4,5gM
567JJ
37DM
gM
»M
J2M
$6,045 M

S4.901M
»££
<»*
«M
±"J»
.*-£77;
$6,854 M

A much higher estimate for aiiframedev^^
*• ^™WfaHtwas c^
The process tfselcctmgarmromiate
ataaft^erience. The problem is that many of the V^XD^ac£^vd^^^^
STe^S» of SSgu load and weight are oute.de f ^*?*^J*^
«ffliarv aircraft utxm which models are based. For example, Aemodd that gave theexchm^
TtoXsto^sdeSoaTof 6 g hhigteX the ™ntf lo* fa W J^ *"««
■™2MJ« T^oddEave an aSme development cost of cw $12 billion when the
^^s5^^^^^^^ Z, the model £*the tow Staate
^ÄvTrhis ilhistxa^me problem of extrapolamig estimates b^
existing data.
The wmgshh^ technology roadmap aclo^
and desfenmg stoctareTteatoge wingship ^^^«^to^^J^^
££S£Tor more detailed theoretical taiowledge of these problems, tt is fl^c^to^
SESuToERs based on conventional aircraft to estimate me co* of a wingdup. Om»stud*s

XS materials and designing Strucks for ***£ tfa~«

can be studied, thoTesttaating CERs can be adjusted or an engiwermg estiinate can be <ione
to reflect the wingship's unique requirements.

u

SEP-30-1994

14:03

703 821 1037
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1.

PURPOSE

tf

yot study raptaM pottadal ""^"^"SjSttfte Bmjtai «B»«f-<hMA «nd

«: ^ffls?Ä?* •*■»--■ Iä
includes a »tore tecnnoiogy

oc,

^lT^t^__ J; oneniiQnal wingsMp of roughly 400 tons

gross weight to oegm a ttcnnowgy i»*? *«*

2

*

Thenunx>sesof this study are to

BACKGROX3ND AND SCOPE

wingships of up to 1000 tons.

P^ „teta to »> atonal T^SÄ^^S&Ä
distances and sit at sea.
„riaud «„j*^, «eh of h»^ to ^**£°Ä^^ÄT£X
te^Bft long nnge «feste ^f« a"« « te^J c««SnteIJfc Tta 1«8«
ovena tnasport eflUfeades which < i^^°Sa'^^^1^^mt«Xllaa.
The design of a structure significantly larger tnan mu u sccu » w»
obstacles to wingship technology development.
Tl« seouence of buüdmg successivdy laigff
If? ^SSlfli^weteht structure can be buüi for the u^ largest cxa& The fir«

year intervals. The program assumes that me LON is purcnasea a»
concurrent with development of the first craft.
Ttoroaoinapmdudes sections on eightt^^
uavigatS^S;. take off and landing technology, flight simulation, design methodology,

SEP-30-1994

14:04

703 821 1037

P.2B&

A<-wu

08/30/U4

*-*.-

^jj vehicle
Airfiame
Propulsion
Avionics
A*"10

4,5
6,7
8
"

analogy, pan060"5
^«n« for the cost estimates.

»- — «—-—"-,-'-

3.

. Wdght«^!» 400,000 poouis

_

,

. Design load is 6 g
^_
.
-~,rf
to«
commercial
turbofens
. B^arederivat^oflBrgeconuncx^
M.

„^

«f 52-53 000 pounds of dry thro» —

•^A« flieht control, and commmucaBoa
. Avionics include navigation, fl*t con

. A,io^^■^,Hl,B,*■,

P.007
7B3 821 1037
SEP-30-1994

14:04

^9^3o79^~^x7TÜö^~" <-»,v- v"

negligible cost

t,

.

gossaa tu« is «s?« •»

. Ti.coftl.brflttoae'»»19901
. o»P«o^^^»adbKOa,aOPentto1'

_ _»«to tbe cost of tte tau «WCIBI%5S£SMr«S«li™

nateriali are poor taergy a»u
byawingship.

i«-ri«ted to resolve structural

Tte technology IWUi^"^TI- .«. structure increases in **~\m% . ^h-» gost. n is
«»

issues, whichb-—^ÄSÄSK ** 'SÄX^
W
^
water
^^ÄTrn^i^«
^
1Ä.^
nwre
«pensive
»
bufldwÄ
^^ctore
to
be
very
strong toabsorDn**
also more «r^ve to build a large
^
•

i A^«i^isnntig^m^^ • r!««4ence.it is assumed

tottbe400tonwBi^»™^^WIOInj,(MOtoni).

P.008
703 821 1037
SEP-30-1994

14:04

OÜ/JU/IM

win8shlp

*

• a

. «mnta of 13 military aircraft are:

^«oimngtD^ghon«^)

.

^Sstcost(?000)

. .000306 EV^SP^

^!^ tooling hcnirs(P0(»

.0563 EW^»^

.WIEW^SP^

S^yfet^^

.

.076toborhoun

quality assurance hours <«wj
^

- aircraft «anpty^dght in pounds

gp

M

inaxiraum speed

study.
Engine^

«*

Manufacturing
QoaUty Assurance

$66.™
5G5.ou

1994

*

_, ^«-«1 number of flight test

craftüexpected to «^^^^ded for takeoff than is »^t5rS»«*«
madmum speed of 400 knots.

P.009
. «=.
SEP-30-1994 14:05

703 821 1037
""

U«/ */V/ o«

—2

•

The model estimates four
enconr^thestudy,^

-~* -i-ments: non-recurring engineering

M»«"!*!^^

SmS^g effort unde^
aircraft program; flight test mcludes flight test costs mcuncu
_ AThe model estimated a total. cost
for -««.«-nminc
notwrecutrmg enrineering.
engmeermg, non-recurring tooling,
and design support of $4,901 nnffion.
42

Gramma* MM JtobnaUofNon-BMcurrtog Costs
.
. ft
j« • «A. rvcle <««*«*« for mflitary aizcian
The Gromman model is c^J^£!^^
systems. It* based on data fromj^^
aÄ cargo, tanker, etc. The *<f™""*^
part of the Grumman model and It was «sea w F"
prototype cost.
^e Gran»»» »odd subdMrf fX^C-SU
test equipment nd tootaj «a«?*jft^^Lpriafion, die fiat **™*cal?*£
„„„„actmmg and quality <»^^: J^ ^SJ^Tte to pmposei of the »dngstap
«ma« « «* "^ te P?*"^^ m«Lanedte» «s noiKecuning,* design
5.2 In that section the results or me "»^..^ .^,^«0 onjeL
totheitep^^
The airframe development CERs are shown below.
Total eng. labor (Mmanhouo)
Total toolmg labor (Mmanhoun)
Total other direct charges (SM)

- g-gg^ (BBOToH (TWTARA)-«- figg^S
«ZOUiy*" (TGWMAX)^
- P-5845 lvn vu,u '

NZULT - ultimate load factor ing forces
TOGWCL = takeoff gross weight clean
TWTARA «■total wetted area (total »**uai *u**«~
canopy in square feet
TGWMAX = maximum takeoff gross weignt
Themostimpc^inpuöin^
loadfactor. rt^iapiitxmtaml^J^J^^^l The input for ultimate

SEP-30-1994

14:05

703 8211077

P 010

'

08/30/94

•ö/OJ

17:U7

o*Jt *■"*"

model to ttfstapot-

_*«in^ «miss weight less external

AIRjKAMEIIRSTT]Nrr

5.

.

COSTS

iUWHM

fiutt to EANDMo^1

5.2

CSäBSüSII

Incurring Engineering
RccuflingTootog
1 1
Man»«»
? * Material
vSt^fli
Manufacturing
Quality Assurance

US*
£6*

73%

^
7
sn%
*

ikk%
15696
v^^k is necessary to back up the

ääC^^_

I* ^«r - cumulative total coW1^

-

Ml

P.811
SEP-30-1994

^
14*. 05

703 821 1037

1CU0

08/3U/U4

T>m.<>hOrdtfotx»Msn^
.
— a^ fi-st ^njt production cost to a
An additional adjustment is nectary to!^^ deigned and bum and becotw

nnflion.

bvoyÄtte Sippe* V KAND «toat
53 jüfiamtCnt&tbiuaSmMni
for military cargo aircraft of similar to it '^J.fc^-^jifl**^
oSTme range of ^^jSÄSSS the normal range for an
Sfing
the ^»^^SJTh
2£3t fignters,
TteawW,
winch is a power function, is very
very sensilive
sensuxv to me commnanoa and
produces an unreasonable estimate,

6

re^ON

BACGKO^D. iSHM.™* *****»-. AN.

DEVELOPMENT

P. 012
SEP-3&-1994

14:06

703 821 1037

09/30/94

17:uo

over long distances.
,^^ «*^ wouM provide adm^ctial
,
^tr^a«mibinati«ioftec^^
ttaustattateoff. ^^T^ansdirecting»^^TiS^teqiiriedoftteaiicoft
„un. Power augmented OTii^^

to preclude any options.
development of thrust vectoring,
♦^ «m would require successful f^2K^ are not threatened

costs.

^

of the augmented exhaust as regarded as
costs.

4

««feftomcombustionbytheheat

^ fflodification of high bypass

««"»«^
^^oS^SK«'
me success of
other pK^^^""* "^^^anSSTbsti^ion for
to dua thrust augmeutor,th^^
Such
te,
^»S^oSSn-tton
of seanted
»fJ^Ä
supersonic
speed
etc. corrosion,
Theenvironmental^ecöoi
^ ,« rogme
are deag^to^i^
^^^

airflow,

derivatives are devdopea w »
8
P.813
703 821 1037
SEP-30-1994

14:06

08/30/94

17:08

*QT7U4 «^ *««><

ttedry thrustperfennance of acor^^

wingship propulsion development.
Ü2

Pnpuläon Development Using Exp$rt Judgment

1. Fan angmentorfi^Uityassem^rigiaiametnc tests
2. Resolve propulsion sizing issues and salt water ingesdon
hardening planning

^
3.9-$4.8 M

3. Toxic sea salt combustion issues
9.3 M
4. Acquire candidate engines and salt harden"
15.4 M
5. Salt water ingesdon testing
3.5 M
6. Full scale augmentor rig development
6.9 M
7. Salt water combustion toxicity mitigation
8. Augmented engtae foü scato engineer^
9. Augmented engine development through liniiied product

106.0 M
^^

decision

10,10 engimfiriffemuTySW* test mtng
$370.0 M
Total
,. A i^^ntcösts rather man flight test costs at discretion of me
* Included in propulsion development costs rainer mau m*u
estimator.

P. 014
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703 8211037

09/30/94

17:09

WM •" «»'

^ total of $370 iniDicm «ctodes the cost oi lu»
•»_» - BAH»
VAND Parametric Model
Provision Development using

U

rf o70

vi tai,)y
««=*"
totteeslJiiia»P™ '
llMal8,an:

TteRANDmoddtas*c*^«

MQflDEVCOST - -845.80* +

7.

750 pounds of thrust,

moOTSONPRODUCnON
„„^ «*»**
_^ . <**n the discussion in secaon ^^.Ssrfo engines using
•n^nlte the cautions given wo u«*
tModuction cost ox wrngsnjp «"&-

7j

,.W/d Eixrine in Same Dry w** wass
y**Q**t**-***~
^esscostlythanthecoinraetciBl
abound the augmented engtaesshouU^
As a lower bouna, u» <^6 The trices of commercial engnw»
and by the

obtainable for around $8 million, in»
^^^ ^
-* «a mfflion for a commercial «»•"> ^y manufacturers
ae not giv» «eP«^d^^iMtodet)0tl>dedgn»»«nB,^!3anils tte comparison

sqch as these,
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^ue of «flS^^fflSDoSto of $4.5 Äon.
average unit production cost ox

UA~

:„ A-RAND database had

parametric method.
Pnpulxon Cost Estimate Summa*

7.4

8.

AVIONICS

^^^ aüoaft. it
i4 «*,,,?«* more modest avionics aP»^,™?" Ä woulü- not require

11
P. 016
703 821 1037
SEP-30-1994

14:07

Ofl/30/84

17:10

«""> "^

x

"'"

, «U-*. costE5toateof400^o-2^!2
Ffn^OnJ***^^

Toft's altitude and
measure^e^f^ using

This cost was batfaa up * * *
thousand (FYSÖ).

—^

is the same for each cost

12
P. 017
703 821 1037
SEP-30-1994

14:08

Rough Order of Magnitude Cost Et&°ate of W-ToaWinghlp,
w/rm/vrAvT»

AVHDW or AVLBR - (6.53)(AVP1^^(PROTO)

_* «-»« * -ms*« nrysm for hardware and labor. The total
The CER gives a cost ^^:1^t^^SSnforacostof $89million,
development cost of $51 mutton (FY80) is escalated to Fra dollars ior a w*
U

C-17 Analogy to Estimate Avionics Development Costs

A cost data summary ^ff^^^TÄ^
avionics costs. C-17 avionics included ^^^^^^feS Sy in to program
«mparisons^^
and reflecte estimated costs at con^^
million, for a total of $172 million.
&3

Gntmman Parumetiic Estimate of Prototype Avionics Costs

an estimate of $59 million.
8,4

Avionics tost Estimate Summary
Qrmnnuin
Parametric

9.

Avionics Development

$89 M

Avionics Hist unit Costs

$59 M

C-17
$172 M

COST SUMMARY

breakdown structure categories mtxoduccd m section 3.0, ana compares «» ui*
to the C-17.

Airfiame Development
Airfiame Production Unit
Propulsion Development
propulsion Production Units
Avionics Development
Avionics Production
Total Vehicle

LSBL

Steh

$4,512 M
967 M
370M
48M
89M
S9M
$6,045 M

$4,901 M
980 M
682M
60M
172 M
S9M
$6,854 M

£=12

$6,090 M

13

SEP-30-1994

14:08

703 821 1037

P. 018

UD/OU/0«

T^ estimates were compared ^ "S TtoO-17 has an empty
contract for the C-17, a «^^rmja- material compoaüoa (© * a™^netJiC cost estimating
i^ofm000pottn<is,jmd^^
Rodels were developed. ^"S^nanager's estimate at
Include flight testmg ** esomaiw
elements.

„«jque dedga fcatates. f™~

,^

HOWO«.

»ni C-17 cost«

A*««

such as short take off and

toe C-W u the *"" "STtiHmalei. Based o»

toe « to **» »Sf^rfto 0-17, fte «taptaP «"maw «■* «asoraoJBthe toretopmatt and pcwijpe cu»

^„^otoCTwtackcoiiftandeaanttm«

.H^bMb^tliehiglwtand

amt

i-^^ÄTof the tad. oa to «S^^Ste ««I« «-■

,1,
n»» oodel
gave to>J**^JS£22Z>*
*<£<*
^ Grom
^w«it
far ultimate
design load, ine V"TTT^ in-*«(*■
«ite combination
nB
^^ 6^
rfto

^rf^totadWe the size, ^^^"T^fy^oas. The largest
reS^S?to^ ^ ^^Sa^TThesensitivity
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P. 019
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. ^
14:08
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